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Abstract
Dynamic wetting is crucial to processes where a liquid displaces another fluid along
a solid surface, such as the deposition of a coating liquid onto a moving substrate.
Numerous studies report the failure of dynamic wetting when process speed exceeds
some critical value. Typically, wetting failure is a precursor to air entrainment, which
produces catastrophic defects in coatings. However, the hydrodynamic factors that
influence the transition to wetting failure remain poorly understood from empirical and
theoretical perspectives.
This work investigates the fundamentals of wetting failure in a variety of systems
that are relevant to industrial coating flows. A hydrodynamic model is developed for
planar and axisymmetric geometries where an advancing fluid displaces a receding fluid
along a smooth, moving substrate. Numerical solutions predict the onset of wetting
failure at a critical substrate speed, which coincides with a turning point in the steady-
state solution path for a given set of system parameters. Flow-field analysis reveals a
physical mechanism where wetting failure results when capillary forces can no longer
support the pressure gradients necessary to steadily displace the receding fluid.
Novel experimental systems are used to measure the substrate speeds and menis-
cus shapes associated with the onset of air entrainment during wetting failure. Using
high-speed visualization techniques, air entrainment is identified by the elongation of
triangular air films with system-dependent size. Air films become unstable to thickness
perturbations and ultimately rupture, leading to the entrainment of air bubbles. Menis-
cus confinement in a narrow gap between the substrate and a stationary plate is shown
to delay air entrainment to higher speeds for a variety of water/glycerol solutions. In ad-
dition, liquid pressurization (relative to ambient air) further postpones air entrainment
when the meniscus is located near a sharp corner along the plate. Recorded criti-
cal speeds compare well to predictions from the model, supporting the hydrodynamic
mechanism for the onset of wetting failure.
Lastly, the common practice of curtain coating is investigated using the hydrody-
namic model. Due to the complexity of this system, a new hybrid method is developed
to reduce computational cost associated with the numerical analysis. Results show that
iii
the onset of wetting failure varies strongly with the operating conditions of this system.
In addition, stresses from the air flow dramatically affect the steady wetting behavior
of curtain coating. Ultimately, these findings emphasize the important role of two-fluid
displacement mechanics during high-speed wetting. Although this work was motivated
by coating flows, it is also relevant to a number of other applications such as microfluidic
devices, oil-recovery systems, and splashing droplets.
iv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Many natural and industrial processes rely on wetting phenomena to form intimate
contact between a liquid mass and a solid surface. For instance, the wetting of aqueous
films on biological membranes is necessary to initiate cell-cell contact for transport
processes in living organisms [3]. Similarly, the petroleum industry depends on wetting
behavior to deliver chemical reagents to catalyst surfaces in trickle-bed reactors [4, 5].
The defining characteristic shared by all dynamic wetting systems is the displacement
of some fluid (commonly air) initially in contact with a solid surface by the wetting
liquid.
Dynamic wetting fails when this displacement process is incomplete, causing non-
uniform coverage of the wetting liquid along the solid surface. Depending on the ap-
plication, the event of wetting failure can produce desirable or detrimental effects. For
instance, the lotus leaf contains microstructure that prevents water from completely dis-
placing air layers within small surface features [6]. In this case, wetting failure inhibits
the growth of fungi by reducing moisture on the lotus leaf, motivating the development
of similar self-cleaning surfaces for implementation in a variety of technologies [7]. As
illustrated in Figure 1.1, wetting failure can be catastrophic in coating processes that
often must maintain stringent control of coating uniformity to ensure product integrity
[8]. Moreover, the onset of wetting failure remains one of the primary obstacles to
improving upon current production speeds within the coatings industry [9].
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Figure 1.1: Steady dynamic wetting and wetting failure in coating flows.
Although this work is motivated by coating flows, the results presented in the fol-
lowing chapters are relevant to a broad range of other applications. For instance, wet-
ting dynamics are important to microfluidic devices where sub-millimeter scales flows
offer efficient and portable fluid processing [10]. In these systems, confined fluid dis-
placement with gas/liquid [11] and liquid/liquid [12] interfaces provides the ability to
precisely control chemical separation and reaction [13]. Fluid transport through porous
media similarly features multiphase flows in restrictive geometries [14]. In the case of
enhanced oil recovery, petroleum yield and process efficiency depend on the mechanics
of fluid displacement in porous geological structures [15]. In yet another example of
fluid displacement, high-speed wetting plays a significant role during the impact [16]
and rapid spreading [17, 18] of drops on solid surfaces. The event of droplet splashing is
particularly sensitive to properties of the surrounding air, demonstrating the importance
of the two-fluid interaction near the substrate [19, 20].
Even in the simplest of systems, a variety of material properties influence fluid
displacement along a solid surface. As is typical of interfacial flows, dynamic wetting is
sensitive to parameters that characterize material interactions within the bulk phases
(e.g., fluid viscosity µ and density ρ) and along the fluid interface (e.g, surface tension σ).
Since the fluid interface meets the solid surface at a three-phase contact line, substrate
wettability (related to a balance of interfacial tensions [21]) also influences the mechanics
of fluid displacement. Due to this interaction between macroscale (bulk) and microscale
(interfacial) physics, the fundamentals of wetting remain under debate [22, 23, 24].
Rather than attack this problem with studies of near-equilibrium behavior, as has
been the standard method used within the literature [25], this thesis systematically
3investigates the hydrodynamics associated with the onset of dynamic wetting failure.
Marking the transition from steady displacement to unsteady fluid entrainment, the on-
set of wetting failure yields an unambiguous change in flow and interface characteristics
(see Section 1.3). Novel experimental and computational techniques are developed in
this work to understand the physical mechanism of wetting failure, thereby exposing the
fundamental mechanics of high-speed wetting systems. Unlike prior low-speed wetting
studies, the results presented here relate to a wide spectrum of real coating systems,
which typically operate at high speeds in order to maximize production capacity [2].
This thesis concludes with an analysis of two-fluid displacement in curtain coating, pro-
viding insight into the hydrodynamic assist of dynamic wetting [26] that has long been
observed in coating flows.
The following sections of this chapter provide a brief survey of the literature relevant
to the results presented in this thesis. In addition to the references cited in Sections
1.1 - 1.3, excellent reviews of dynamic wetting [2] and wetting failure [27], including
applications to coating flows [28], have been provided elsewhere. Section 1.4 concludes
the chapter with an outline of the methods and findings found within this thesis.
1.1 Coating Flows
Coating flows are used to deposit liquid layers that are dried or cured to form solid films
with desirable surface properties. Traditionally, coating flows have been a hallmark of
industries using decorative paints, audio/video (magnetic) tapes, and paper processing
[29, 30]. Recently, high-precision coating processes have become important to the de-
velopment of a number of emerging thin-film applications found in optical devices, solar
cells, and lithium batteries, with each market valued well above $10 billion [31]. Due to
the prevalence of coating processes used in a wide range of technologies, it is difficult to
assess the total value of the global coatings market. However, heavy investments made
toward the research and development of coating processes [31] indicates that the field
continues to prosper internationally.
Fluid displacement lies at the heart of a liquid-applied coating process. In order to
form intimate contact between the coating and the substrate, air must be completely
displaced from the solid surface by the liquid coating flow [32]. Moreover, industrial
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of a typical dip-coating system, where fluid displacement occurs along a substrate
moving with speed U . For the purpose of illustration, the fluid interface along the substrate’s outer
surface exhibits steady displacement, whereas the interior surface shows the effects of wetting failure as
the receding phase is entrained along the moving substrate. The bordering panels provide a closer view
of interface profiles near the DCL. At the onset of wetting failure, the air/liquid and liquid/air systems
transition to states of air entrainment and liquid-film withdrawal, respectively.
coating lines commonly aim to steadily and uniformly deposit liquid coating layers on
a substrate moving at speed U , requiring strict control of the dynamic-wetting process.
All such dynamic-wetting systems involve a “receding/advancing” fluid pair, where
the advancing fluid with viscosity µadv displaces the receding fluid with viscosity µrec.
At some critical speed U crit, dynamic wetting fails and the receding fluid becomes en-
trained within the advancing phase [27]. As shown in Figure 1.2, coating flows transition
from “air/liquid” wetting when the coating first contacts the substrate to “liquid/air”
displacement during liquid-film deposition (multi-layer coatings may also have a “liq-
uid/liquid” displacement stage). Consequently, displacement flows in coating processes
typically span an extremely broad range of viscosity ratio χ = µrec/µadv, as well as other
parameters characterizing the materials and flow geometry. Wetting failure is essential
to form a coating layer during the stage of liquid-film withdrawal (χ≫ 1), whereas air
entrainment during air/liquid displacement (χ ≪ 1) is usually detrimental to coating
quality.
In practice, the onset of air entrainment commonly limits production capacity for
5a given coating system [8]. Since entrained air bubbles cause voids and irregularities
in the solidified layer [33], coating flows must operate at sub-critical speeds to avoid
defects in the final product. It is well known that the value of U crit can vary by
orders of magnitude depending on the specific coating device and material properties
(see Section 1.3.3). However, systematic studies of wetting failure rarely contain the
broad spectrum of parameters that are found in a typical industrial coating process [34].
Consequently, methods for delaying air entrainment remain poorly understood, forcing
practitioners to resort to trial-and-error techniques when attempting to augment this
ceiling on coating speed [21].
Figure 1.3 illustrates several liquid deposition techniques that are found in the coat-
ings industry. There are several key distinction between coating methods that can
influence wetting behavior. First, the control on coating thickness is different between
premetered and self-metered techniques. In self-metered techniques, an opposing bound-
ary (e.g., blade coating) or force (e.g., air-knife coating) thins the deposited liquid layer
to achieve a desired final thickness. Premetered devices (e.g, curtain coating, slide coat-
ing, slot coating) control the coating thickness through a balance of the feed flow rate
Q and substrate speed U . Generally, dynamic wetting is very sensitive to feed-flow
parameters, which strongly influence the interface shape and liquid flow field.
Second, the specific design of each coating system imposes different geometric con-
straints on the fluid-displacement process. For example, many die coating methods
(e.g., slot coating) impose small gaps that confine the fluid interface. As illustrated
in Figure 1.3, a local approximation of a meniscus confined between two surfaces can
be used to understand the essential fluid-displacement mechanics of these coating flows.
Other coating methods have complicated geometries (e.g., curtain coating) or flow fields
(e.g., fiber coating) that do not allow for a simple approximation of the dynamic-wetting
region.
Curtain-coating flows are particularly challenging to understand because expansive
free-surfaces occupy both the upstream and downstream faces of the curtain. These
large fluid interfaces allow for massive deformation of the coating domain in response to
changes in the operating conditions. Despite this complexity, curtain-coating flows have
been studied with computational models using the finite element method (FEM) [35, 36].
Numerical results show that the falling liquid curtain develops high pressures as it makes
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of various liquid coating systems. Note that dip coating is shown in Figure 1.2.
7contact with the substrate [37]. This impinging flow near the contact line is thought
to assist dynamic wetting, as careful control of the curtain parameters (especially flow
rate) can delay air entrainment at fast substrate speeds [26, 38]. Unfortunately, the
dynamics of fluid displacement in curtain coating remains only loosely understood. For
example, current models cannot accurately describe the variations in interface shape
that result from simply adjusting the curtain flow rate [39]. This thesis demonstrates
that the air flow, which is a missing ingredient in past models, significantly alters the
curtain shape during high-speed wetting (see Chapter 8), explaining prior discrepancies
between experiments and theory.
1.2 Wetting Fundamentals
1.2.1 Contact Lines and Dynamic Wetting
The three-phase junction at the wetting front, commonly called the wetting line or
contact line, is of primary importance when discussing dynamic wetting behavior. In
a 2D system, the contact line represents the terminal point of the fluid interface sep-
arating the receding and advancing fluids at the substrate boundary. Dynamics near
this point strongly influence the apparent contact angle θM , which is a key parameter
characterizing the overall interface profile. A number of reviews have compiled obser-
vations that of contact-line dynamics, including the response of the apparent contact
angle to wetting speed for diverse material systems [28, 2], wetting with complex fluids
and non-ideal substrates [21], and qualitative features of local wetting flows [40, 41]. De-
spite the breadth of previous work, there remains debate over the factors that influence
contact-line behavior, especially for complex flows or fast wetting speeds.
The vast body of experimental evidence suggests the existence of three wetting
states: static wetting, steady dynamic wetting, and dynamic wetting failure. As shown
by Figure 1.4, the capillary number, Ca = µU/σ, is considered the key dimensionless
parameter distinguishing between these fundamental states because it signifies the rel-
ative importance of viscous and surface-tension forces acting on the wetting meniscus.
Here, U is some characteristic speed associated with interface motion, µ is the liquid
viscosity, and σ is the interfacial tension. This thesis considers dynamic wetting along
a moving substrate, so U is set by the substrate speed as reflected in Figure 1.4.
8θs
Figure 1.4: Illustration of the fundamental states of wetting as a function of Ca with side and three-
dimensional (3D) views. Receding and advancing fluids are separated by a fluid interface, which is
characterized by a static contact angle θS when Ca = 0 and an apparent contact angle θM when the
substrate moves with velocity U . Wetting failure occurs when the substrate speed exceeds a critical
value corresponding to Cacrit. At this point θM → 180o and the DCL forms a sawtooth meniscus shape,
indicating a local transition to 3D flow.
The first state resides at Ca ≈ 0, where the wetting system is near equilibrium and
can be characterized by a well-defined contact angle, θS , which is formed to balance
interfacial tensions at the static contact line (SCL). At finite Ca, the substrate moves
at some velocity U . During steady fluid displacement, the three-phase junction moves
relative to a point on the substrate and is known as a dynamic contact line (DCL). The
substrate motion generates 2D fluid flow (for an ideal planar system), which contributes
viscous stresses that cause the apparent contact angle θM to deviate from the static
value. (Note that θM is also referred to as a dynamic or macroscopic contact angle.)
Numerous experimental studies have demonstrated a monotonic increase of θM with Ca
[42, 43, 22]. However, steady wetting seems only to exist within a finite Ca range for
all physical systems and unsteady, three-dimensional (3D) flow results for Ca > Cacrit.
Characteristics of this wetting-failure state are discussed in Section 1.3.
The majority of current dynamic wetting theory involves some combination of the
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of the apparent and microscopic contact angle along a fluid interface. (a) Outer
view of the fluid interface that bends in the direction of substrate motion with apparent contact angle
θM . (b) Inner view of the interface near the contact line, revealing a microscopic contact angle θmic.
(c) Molecular-level displacement and an interpretation of the “true” contact angle at the contact line.
following physics near the DCL: viscous bending from hydrodynamic theory [44, 45], ki-
netics of molecular adsorption/desorption [46], disjoining pressures resulting from long-
range intermolecular forces [47], molecular transport through a diffuse fluid interface
of finite thickness [48], and induced Marangoni effects from arguments of irreversible
surface thermodynamics [49]. Sections 1.2.2 - 1.2.4 discuss some of the prominent char-
acteristics of dynamic wetting theory with some comparison to experimental observa-
tions. Emphasis is placed on prior results from hydrodynamic theory, as this forms the
framework of the wetting model used in this work (see Chapter 2). Broad reviews of
dynamic wetting theory are provided by [50], [2], [25], [51], and [40].
1.2.2 Contact Angles
The interface property most commonly used to characterize wetting is the contact angle
formed by the intersection of the fluid interface with the substrate surface. (In this
work, interface angles θ are always defined with respect to the advancing fluid and
the complementary angle is formed in the receding fluid.) Since measurement of the
contact angle occurs visually, the microscopic angle θmic located directly at the contact
line cannot be obtained [28]. Instead, the recorded dynamic angle reflects an apparent
contact angle θM measured at some position along the fluid interface, as illustrated in
Figure 1.5. Experimental studies show θM to increase with wetting speed [21, 46, 52].
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Figure 1.6: (a)Empirical correlation for θM measured as a function of Ca taken from [2]. Symbols
represent experimental data for various liquids forced through a capillary tube. The liquids cover a
viscosity range of 103 − 106 cP. The fitted curve is shown expressed by (1.1) [42]. (b) Comparison of
the Hoffman correlation (solid line) to the hydrodynamic theory in (1.3) with various values of λCox
(dashed lines).
This behavior is reflected by the Hoffman correlation [42, 2, 41]:
θM = fH(Ca) = cos
−1
{
1− 2 tanh
(
5.16
[
Ca
1 + 1.31Ca0.99
]0.706)}
, (1.1)
which is an empirical fit to θM data measured during forced wetting of a liquid in a
capillary tube.
Figure 1.6 shows that (1.1) describes contact-angle measurements from various sys-
tems in which a viscous liquid advances with air as the receding fluid. This behavior is
also captured fairly well by hydrodynamic theory, where the behavior of the apparent
contact angle θM results from viscous stresses that bend the fluid interface near the
DCL:
g(θM ;χ)− g(θmic;χ) = −Ca ln(λCox),
g(θ;χ) =
∫ θ
0
f(φ;χ) dφ,
f(φ;χ) =
χ(φ2 − sin2 φ)[(π − φ) + sinφ cosφ] + [(π − φ)2 − sin2 φ](φ− sinφ cosφ)
2 sinφ[χ2(φ2 − sin2 φ) + 2χ{φ(π − φ) + sin2 φ}+ {(π − φ)2 − sin2 φ}]

(1.2)
Equation (1.2) is derived using a low-speed asymptotic theory for two-fluid displace-
ment, where χ relates the viscosity of the receding and advancing wetting fluids (χ =
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µrec/µadv) [44]. Characteristics lengths of the macroscale (H) and microscale (lmic)
wetting mechanics are contained in λCox = lmic/H. While θM is the apparent contact
angle that would typically be observed experimentally, θmic is the actual contact angle
formed between the interface and solid surface at the microscopic scale characterized by
lmic (refer to Figure 1.5). The value of lmic is typically related to a region of fluid slip
near the DCL, as discussed in Section 1.2.3.
The integral function g(θ;χ) generally lacks an analytical solution, but can be ap-
proximated as g(θ; 0) ∝ θ3 in the limit of small angles and vanishing viscosity of the
receding phase [45]. Using this approximation, analytical descriptions for θM have been
developed through asymptotic analysis (similar to (1.2)) and lubrication theory [53, 54]:
θ3M = θ
3
mic − 9Ca ln(λCox). (1.3)
In Equation (1.3), the dependence of θM on system parameters is slightly more trans-
parent than in (1.2). In Figure 1.6, λCox is treated as a free parameter used to fit (1.2)
and (1.3) to the experimental data, but Section 1.2.3 addresses the physical meaning of
lmic in detail.
The hydrodynamic description in (1.2) includes θmic, which is often assumed to
be equal to a static contact angle θs measured when the three-phase system reaches
equilibrium [55, 21]. Figure 1.6 reflects the case where the advancing liquid completely
wets the solid at equilibrium (θs → 0). In general, the hydrodynamic theory in (1.2)
and (1.3) does not compare as nicely with partial-wetting systems (θs > 0) [2]. This
is likely due to the fact that θM has a stronger dependence on the microscopic angle
(θM ∼ θmic) than the wetting speed (θM ∼ Ca1/3). Contact angle hysteresis is prevalent
in real systems, causing θs to fluctuate between metastable advancing and receding
angles depending on the history of the system [56, 57, 21]. Even with pristine materials,
θs typically has an uncertainty of at least a few degrees in practice [58], which may
impact predictions from (1.2) depending on the treatment of θmic.
Generally, the microscopic angle may depend on the dynamics of fluid displacement
in addition to equilibrium interface properties, such that
θmic = θmic(θs, U, µ, σ, ...). (1.4)
Analytical expressions of (1.4) have been developed using arguments for the kinetics
of molecular-displacement events near the DCL [59, 46]. Substituting (1.4) into the
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hydrodynamic theory in (1.3) tends to improve the agreement of theoretical predictions
with experimental data, especially for low viscosity liquids [60]. However, there remains
debate over the relative contribution of hydrodynamic and molecular effects near the
DCL [25]. Even when attempting to derive the microscopic angle from local force
balances, complicated interface shapes near the DCL make it difficult to select the
appropriate value of θmic for use in macroscopic wetting models [61]. Although the
exact nature of θmic remains under investigation, θmic ≈ θs serves as a good leading-
order approximation for many wetting systems [21].
Another factor complicating the interpretation of θM is the limited visual resolution
available to experimental measurements. Due to curvature of the interface, the interface
angle θ varies as a function of the radial distance from the DCL [62, 63]. This variation
in θ becomes significant at fast wetting speeds due to large viscous stresses (∼ µU)
that bend the interface [64]. Consequently, the nature of the contact-angle measure-
ment influences the perceived value for θM and subsequent comparison with predictions.
Moreover, it has been demonstrated that asymptotic hydrodynamic theory (similar to
that used in (1.3)) fails to describe interface angle profiles measured during high-speed
wetting [64]. This apparent breakdown of hydrodynamic theory is resolved in Section
3.3.4 of this work.
1.2.3 Fluid Slip
Flow fields generated by dynamic wetting systems are challenging to evaluate because
viscous stresses diverge near the DCL. If left unchecked, the sharp velocity gradient in
the corner flow between the fluid interface and substrate generates an infinite force [65]
(also infinite energy dissipation [21]) at the DCL, which prevents a physically meaningful
solution to the problem [40]. Another interpretation of this issue is that the fluid
velocity must be multi-valued at the DCL in order to simultaneously map onto the
velocity functions demanded by boundary conditions at the fluid/fluid interface and the
fluid/substrate boundary [66].
In order to avoid a nonintegrable singularity, viscous forces must decay in the vicinity
of the DCL. Mathematically, this is achieved by relaxing the no-slip boundary condition
(i.e., u = U) that is typically postulated at fluid/substrate boundaries. Instead, fluid is
allowed to slip near the DCL, adopting some velocity that is different from the substrate.
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Figure 1.7: Illustration of varying degrees of fluid slip along a moving substrate.
Numerical models for dynamic wetting systems commonly use a Navier condition to
describe fluid slip [67, 68, 69]:
u− U = lslip∂u
∂y
. (1.5)
Equation (1.5) defines a Navier slip condition for a one-dimensional (1D) flow where u
is the fluid velocity and ∂u∂y is the shear stress at the substrate (here y is the Cartesian
coordinate that points normal to the substrate surface). The slip length lslip typically
acts as a coefficient that controls the magnitude of fluid slip.
Fluid-slip conditions, such as (1.5), remove the problem of infinite contact-line force
(and infinite energy dissipation) by imposing an integrable stress singularity at the DCL
[70]. From strictly a mathematical point of view, the DCL singularity can be relieved
by any function that causes u → 0 within a distance ∼ lslip from the contact line [71].
In fact, when evaluating models for fluid slip, macroscopic properties of wetting systems
seem most sensitive to value of the lslip, whereas the exact form of the velocity function
has little impact [72]. Therefore, (1.5) is viewed as a fairly generic “slip law” and most
effort is spent determining appropriate values for lslip [1].
Many times, the slip length is assumed to be a microscopic length scale that charac-
terizes molecular layers of the wetting fluid (lslip ∼ 0.1 nm) [2]. More accurately, (1.5)
designates lslip as the extrapolated distance that would be needed to recover the no-slip
velocity if the liquid domain continued into the substrate, as illustrated in Figure 1.7.
Dispute remains over the physical origin of slip [73, 74, 1]. Proposed slip mechanisms
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include surface roughness effects [75], flow over entrained gas films [2], and molecular
adsorption processes [76]. In addition, lslip has been treated as a friction coefficient that
is adjusted to satisfy a global energy balance within a wetting system [77].
Table 1.1: Slip lengths for water on different substrates as measured by various experimental methods.
All data is taken from [1]. Note that acronyms are defined as follows: DDS = dimethyldichlorosilane,
TMS = trimethylchlorosilane, HTS = hexadecyltrichlorosilane.
Measurement Method Substrate lslip (nm)
pressure drop vs. flow rate in channel silicon ≤ 10
pressure drop vs. flow rate in channel glass+DDS ∼ 1000
pressure drop vs. flow rate in channel quartz+TMS 30
particle image velocimetry glass 50
atomic force microscopy silica/mica ∼ 100
atomic force microscopy borosilicate+HTS 30
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Regardless of the physical mechanism, it has become evident that slip is present in a
broad variety of experimental systems [74]. Table 1.1 lists typical values of lslip obtained
from a range of different experimental techniques. Due to the sensitivity of these types
of measurements, there has not yet been direct experimental evidence of slip from the
complex dynamics of wetting systems. However, molecular dynamics simulations predict
fluid slip very close to the DCL [78] in a manner that is consistent with hydrodynamic
theory [79].
Hydrodynamic slip models (i.e., hydrodynamic theory including a slip law near the
DCL) predict dynamic wetting flows that present a couple of unresolved problems. First,
fluid slip imposes a local stagnation region near the DCL (u→ 0), which conflicts with
experimentally observed flow kinematics [41, 80]. Second, most slip conditions produce
infinite fluid pressures at the DCL. For example, (1.5) relieves the force singularity, but
still leads to a logarithmic pressure singularity at the DCL [71]. A separate “interface-
formation” model avoids these issues by adding equations describing surface-tension
transport (including several surface-property parameters) to the usual hydrodynamic
formulation [40]. However, a recent study demonstrated that the interface-formation
model predicts macroscopic wetting behavior that is very similar to results from a
hydrodynamic slip model [81]. Therefore, although the consequence of the stagnation
point and the diverging fluid pressure at the DCL is not yet clear, slip models may
capture the essential microscale wetting mechanics needed to model fluid-displacement
processes.
1.2.4 Flow-field Effects
Beyond capillary-number dependence, there is significant evidence that properties of
the global flow field influence dynamic wetting [82, 83]. Although numerous studies
have investigated the effect of large-scale flow geometry, such as the difference between
θM measured from Wilhelmy plate and drop spreading techniques (see [84] for further
discussion), few experimental studies attempt the challenging task of observing dynamic
wetting confined within domains much smaller than the system’s capillary length [2].
Figure 1.8 shows data from two low-speed wetting studies that report change of
the apparent contact angle through confinement of an air/liquid meniscus between two
parallel plates [85] and a liquid/liquid meniscus within a capillary tube [86]. Both data
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Figure 1.8: The effect of confinement on θM at low Ca for (a) an air/liquid meniscus (χ ≈ 10−5) between
parallel plates and (b) a liquid/liquid meniscus (χ ≈ 1) within a capillary tube as reported by [85] and
[86], respectively. H reflects measures of (a) the gap between plates and (b) the tube diameter for each
experimental system. Curves are constructed using (1.2) with the bold, dashed, and dot-dashed lines
representing (a) λCox = 10
−2, 10−3, 10−4 and (b) λCox = 3× 10−1, 10−1, 10−2, respectively.
sets reflect a decrease in θM as the wetting system becomes more confined, i.e., as the
characteristic length H decreases. This qualitative trend suggests that dynamic wetting
favors confined geometries; however, each study examines too narrow a range of H
to properly address the functional dependence of θM on geometry. Furthermore, data
from these low-speed systems do not exceed dynamic angles of 90o, making it unwise to
deduce anything about high-speed wetting behavior where θM → 180o.
Previous results from asymptotic analysis of hydrodynamic theory for low Ca [44]
or small θM [53] support only a logarithmically weak dependence on the characteristic
length scale associated with wetting. To compare this prediction with experimental
data, the hydrodynamic theory in (1.2) is plotted in Figure 1.8 with various values of
λCox = lmic/H. Assuming that lmic is insensitive to the macroscopic geometry, λCox
should be inversely proportional to the characteristic length used in an experimental
system. Although (1.2) captures the trend of the data, there is some ambiguity about
curve-fitted values for λCox because they do not scale properly with the experimentally
measured gaps reported in Figure 1.8. Instead, the available experimental data suggest
a stronger dependence of θM on confinement than is permitted by (1.2). Yet, the data
of Figure 1.8 do not extend to higher wetting speeds (Ca > 0.1) where one would expect
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an increase of viscous forces and, consequently, more hydrodynamic influence on wetting
behavior.
Coating processes provide additional examples of flow-dependent wetting behavior.
In fact, some of the most controversial wetting dynamics have been observed during
curtain coating. In this coating flow, a liquid curtain falls and impacts a moving sub-
strate at the DCL (refer to Section 1.1). Experimental studies have demonstrated that
the liquid curtain height [38], substrate angle [26], and liquid flow rate [82, 83] strongly
influence dynamic-wetting behavior. Under the appropriate conditions, curtain coating
can operate at exceptionally fast speeds relative to many other coating methods [37].
The flow of the impinging liquid curtain is credited with providing “hydrodynamic as-
sist” that promotes steady dynamic wetting at high speeds [26]. Despite this coined
term, the hydrodynamics of this complicated displacement flow are not yet completely
understood.
One particular problem that remains unresolved is the flow-rate dependence of the
apparent contact angle in curtain coating systems. Experimental studies have demon-
strated that θM varies with the curtain flow rate while holding Ca fixed, especially
during high-speed wetting [82, 83]. Clearly, this behavior is not captured by the asymp-
totic hydrodynamic theory in (1.2). Furthermore, it has also been demonstrated that
a full two-dimensional (2D) hydrodynamic computation cannot reproduce the extreme
flow-field dependence of θM that is observed during curtain coating [39]. Some au-
thors [82, 39, 87, 25] suggest that flow-dependence of microscopic contact angle θmic
(i.e., (1.4)) is responsible for the curtain-coating results. However, prior computational
models only consider the liquid flow while treating the air as a void (zero viscosity)
with constant pressure. Findings from this thesis show that two-fluid displacement
is important to high-speed wetting behavior. Therefore, rather than the functionality
of θmic, the mechanics of the air flow may be the crucial ingredient missing in prior
curtain-coating models (see Chapter 8).
1.3 The Onset of Dynamic Wetting Failure
For a given fluid-displacement system, dynamic wetting fails when substrate speed, U ,
exceeds a critical value, U crit [88, 89, 8, 27]. Consequently, there exists a critical capillary
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number Cacrit = µU crit/σ, beyond which steady 2D displacement fails and discrete or
continuous regions of the displaced fluid are trapped behind the wetting front [90]. This
transition has frequently been reported to coincide with θM ≈ 180o, although a more
dramatic indicator is the sudden deformation of the DCL in the spanwise direction.
At the onset of wetting failure, a “sawtooth meniscus” appears as the DCL becomes
inclined (refer to Figure 1.4), forming “vee” shapes that serve as a visual marker for
Cacrit [91, 92].
Characteristics of wetting failure depend on properties of the system, especially the
fluid-viscosity ratio χ = µrec/µadv. For cases where the receding fluid is the more
viscous fluid (χ ≥ 1), the onset of wetting failure marks a transition toward steady
liquid-film withdrawal [93]. In contrast, receding air flows (χ ≪ 1) typically produce
unsteady bubble entrainment during wetting failure [94]. Relative to liquid-film with-
drawal (Cacrit ∼ 10−3), the onset of air entrainment occurs at fast critical speeds
(Cacrit ∼ 1), making experimental visualization more difficult. Consequently, much
less is known about the wetting dynamics in the air-entrainment regime (i.e., χ ≪ 1).
Due to the importance of this phenomena in the coatings industry, the remainder of
this thesis attempts a more thorough characterization of air entrainment than has been
presented in prior works.
1.3.1 Liquid-film Withdrawal
Wetting failure leading to liquid-film withdrawal has been studied by many experimental
and theoretical works, usually considering Newtonian liquids entrained on planar sub-
strates [27]. In these systems, the DCL becomes inclined along the face of the substrate
at Cacrit, typically forming a single, broad vee with angle ψ as illustrated in Figure
1.9. As speed increases, the DCL slope becomes steeper with ψ obeying the following
relationship:
cosψ = Umax/U. (1.6)
Here, Umax ≈ U crit represents the maximum speed that the contact line can move
normal to itself [92]. In other words, (1.6) adjusts ψ in order to keep the velocity
normal to the DCL below Umax. At some super-critical speed slightly above U crit (also
Ca > Cacrit), the DCL can no longer remain stationary and instead moves unsteadily
in the direction of substrate motion. At this point, a liquid film is withdrawn from the
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Figure 1.9: The onset of wetting failure leading to liquid-film withdrawal. (a) The side profile of the
meniscus shape from steady wetting to liquid-film withdrawal. (b) Front view (typical of experimental
visualzation) of the vee-shaped DCL formed at the onset of wetting failure with (c) sharp curvature
appearing as a corner at the tip.
bulk liquid, coating the substrate with a thickness determined by a balance of viscous
stresses and capillary pressure [95].
Hydrodynamic theory has been used to successfully model the problem of liquid-film
withdrawal [96]. It has been found that computational solutions for steady 2D wetting
can only be found for Ca < Cacrit when χ ≥ 1 [97, 69, 55, 98, 99]. Linear stability
analysis shows that the liquid flow is neutrally stable to long-wave perturbations at
Cacrit [68]. Numerical results predict that very close to the critical substrate speed
(i.e., Ca . Cacrit) a capillary ridge forms from nonlinear effects near the DCL, leading
to the quasi-steady elongation of a 2D liquid film [96], as illustrated in Figure 1.9.
This behavior has been confirmed experimentally [100], validating the hydrodynamic
analysis.
In addition, hydrodynamic models have been used to understand “corners” formed
by the DCL at the tail end of liquid drops that slide along a substrate [101]. Hydrody-
namic analysis shows that these corners are actually regions of sharp interface curvature
(see Figure 1.9c), where the radius of curvature decreases to provide strong capillary
forces to balance with increasing viscous stresses as speed increases [102]. Similar to
the vees formed prior to liquid-film withdrawal, cornered drops deposit a liquid film on
the substrate when sliding faster than some critical speed. Quantitative agreement has
been demonstrated between predictions and experimental data for the critical speeds
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Figure 1.10: The onset of wetting failure leading to air entrainment.
and interface shapes associated with liquid entrainment in these droplet systems [103].
1.3.2 Air Entrainment
The onset of air entrainment typically limits the production capacity of coating opera-
tions [8]. Despite the variety of coating flows used in practice (refer to Section 1.1), the
literature for air-entrainment phenomena primarily features smooth planar substrates
plunging into liquid baths [28]. It is well known that the properties of complex coating
flows can have a major effect on wetting failure (see Section 1.3.3). However, lacking a
cohesive description for the fluid-displacement mechanics, researchers have struggled to
isolate the key hydrodynamic factors that influence critical speeds associated with the
onset of air entrainment [34].
A flow transition at Cacrit serves as a precursor to macroscopic air-bubble entrain-
ment. At this substrate speed, flow near the interface becomes three-dimensional (3D)
and transient in response to irregular deformation of the DCL, similar to the descrip-
tion in Section 1.3.1. Unlike the case of liquid-film withdrawal, vees formed by the DCL
prior to air-entrainment are typically small and appear in a periodic distribution across
the width of the substrate [91]. As illustrated by Figure 1.10, this serrated contact-line
yields a “sawtooth” meniscus shape that is easily identified in experimental systems .
This configuration of the DCL is usually unstable, releasing air bubbles that become
entrained within the liquid flow [104, 94].
Only recently have the interface dynamics associated with air-bubble entrainment
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been studied systematically. The available experimental evidence suggests that the saw-
tooth meniscus causes the elongation of thin (∼ 1−10 µm), triangular air films [105, 27].
Apparently, this elongated interface becomes unstable when subjected to disturbances
in the two-fluid flow, generating liquid bridges that rupture the air film and produce air
bubbles near the DCL [106]. Depending on size and solubility, the air bubbles may then
grow, shrink, or dissolve in the surrounding liquid [94]. Observations from high-speed
wetting along axisymmetric (fiber) substrates indicate that air entrainment results from
tip-streaming phenomena [107]. In this scenario, air bubbles pinch off from an inter-
face cusp at the DCL [108], rather than the film instability discussed above. Yet, the
specifics of air entrainment remain debated [82], with little known about the interface
dynamics leading to air-bubble entrainment in complex coating flows.
1.3.3 Flow-field Effects
Similar to steady dynamic wetting, parameters of the macroscopic flow field seem to
impact wetting failure and the associated Cacrit. For example, numerous experimental
systems have demonstrated a power-law relation between the critical speed and liquid
viscosity
Cacrit ∝ µb (1.7)
where b usually adopts a value near 1
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([28] summarize various prior works where b ∈
[0.13, 0.33]). Other factors involving the feed flow, liquid rheology, and electrostatic
effects have been shown to influence Cacrit, though the functional relationships are
not yet well-described [34]. These observations have been used by the liquid-applied
coatings industry to run production lines at high speeds while resisting the detrimental
effects of wetting failure through careful design and control of liquid delivery systems
(i.e., coating dies). Figure 1.11 demonstrates that Cacrit can vary by several orders of
magnitude depending on the design of specific coating systems. However, the general
study of dynamic wetting failure remains largely empirical with little understanding of
how specific flow parameters influence Cacrit [2].
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Figure 1.11: Critical capillary numbers found in common industrial coating techniques, including (I)
plunge, (II) premetered (e.g., slot and slide) , (III) curtain, and (IV) fiber coating processes. Bold
symbols represent estimates of Cacrit from data published within the article and patent literature cited
below. To eliminate effects from variable viscosity between the data sources, the axis has been scaled
to normalize for a viscosity of 100 cP using (1.7) with b = 1/4. Square and diamond symbols indicate
studies which include shear-thinning liquids and electrostatic assist, respectively. Data sources: 1.[46]
2.[109] 3.[43] 4.[110] 5.[111] 6.[112] 7.[113] 8.[37] 9.[114] 10.[28] 11.[88] 12.[115] 13.[116]
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1.3.4 Theory
From a theoretical perspective, lack of a consensus regarding the physics of steady dy-
namic wetting has hindered attempts to model the influence of hydrodynamic factors,
such as geometry, on the onset of dynamic wetting failure. In its most basic form,
a model for wetting failure must include a mechanism that forces the transition from
steady wetting to a failure state at some critical wetting speed. As depicted in Figure
1.12, several possible mechanisms exist within current dynamic wetting theories to de-
scribe this failure transition. In the case of hydrodynamic analysis (case A), the onset
of wetting failure may be imagined as a critical limit in the steady-state solution space
arising from one of the following reasons:
(i) steady-state wetting is not permitted by the governing hydrodynamics past some
critical speed (i.e., no steady-state exists);
(ii) the dynamic wetting system becomes susceptible to unstable perturbation growth
at finite Ca, perhaps even below the critical speed noted above.
Either of these mechanisms may force a steady 2D flow to adopt transient 3D char-
acteristics, which is consistent with experimental observations of the wetting-failure
transition. It should also be noted that many authors postulate a wetting-failure condi-
tion associated with θM = 180
o when using asymptotic hydrodynamic theories similar
to (1.2) [2]; however, there exists no fundamental hydrodynamic principle connecting
wetting failure to this geometric constraint and, in fact, numerous experimental studies
report critical behavior occurring with θM < 180
o [117, 46, 82].
The second option (case B) features a molecular mechanism for dynamic wetting
failure. In this framework, dynamic wetting occurs through the rapid exchange of
fluid molecules between adsorption sites near the DCL [25]. Because the adsorp-
tion/desorption rates are finite, there exists a critical wetting speed beyond which this
molecular displacement process cannot keep pace with the motion of the macroscopic
wetting front. Thus, wetting failure originates on the molecular scale of the DCL and
incomplete displacement there has macroscopic consequence, including a steep increase
of θM to 180
o as the critical speed is approached [46].
In the final mechanism (case C), high-speed wetting may be considered a transient
process in which a microscopic film of the displaced fluid penetrates past an apparent
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Figure 1.12: The qualitative behavior of θM with increasing Ca as suggested by several possible mech-
anisms for the transition from steady wetting to wetting failure. Case A(i) and A(ii) represent hy-
drodynamic mechanisms where Cacrit arises from non-existent (open circle) or unstable steady-state
solutions. Case B describes a molecular displacement process which forces θM to 180
o (filled circle) as
wetting fails on a microscopic level. Case C depicts a transient regime where wetting failure ensues
when the rate of film entrainment surpasses the rate of wetting nucleation (bold X).
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contact line and into the wetting-liquid domain [33]. In order to prevent a “failure” state,
this lubricating fluid layer must rupture to allow the nucleation of discrete wetting sites.
Thus, the contact line no longer represents a physical line of three-phase contact, but
approximates a finite 3D zone where a network of microscopic liquid bridges connect the
bulk wetting liquid to the solid surface and resist complete entrainment of the displaced
phase. The onset of wetting failure arises at some critical speed when the propensity
for film entrainment outweighs the rate of wetting site nucleation, resulting in drastic
deformation of the apparent wetting line as it can no longer hold the once steady wetting
front.
Each mechanism implies different interface behavior leading up to the onset of wet-
ting failure. For example, while macroscopic geometry is unlikely to greatly impact
molecular rate processes, it is expected to play a significant role within a hydrodynamic
mechanism. This work explores the onset of wetting failure in different flow conditions,
which naturally lends itself to a hydrodynamic description. Specifically, this thesis
adopts the perspective of case A(i) from Figure 1.12 and associates Cacrit with critical
points in the solution space for 2D steady dynamic wetting. This hydrodynamic wetting-
failure approach is validated through comparison with Cacrit data recorded from several
experimental wetting systems (see Chapter 4).
1.4 Thesis Overview
In the remainder of this thesis, the onset of wetting failure (particularly in the regime
of air entrainment) is systematically investigated using a variety of experimental and
theoretical techniques. The following sections provide a brief outline for upcoming
chapters.
1.4.1 The Hydrodynamic Model
In Chapter 2, a model is developed to study hydrodynamic effects on fluid-displacement
systems operating near the onset of wetting failure. The model postulates that wet-
ting failure arises from a lack of available 2D steady-state solutions when the capillary
number exceeds some critical value Cacrit. Unlike prior computational investigations,
the model presented here strives to rigorously account for stresses from the two-fluid
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flow near the DCL, even when one of the fluids is of much lower viscosity. Due to the
complexity of the governing equations, solutions for this model must be determined nu-
merically. Two distinct numerical approaches are presented for a 1D lubrication theory
(Section 2.2) and a 2D flow model using FEM (Section 2.3). Both numerical approaches
find turning points in steady-state solution paths corresponding to the onset of wetting
failure at Cacrit.
1.4.2 Steady Dynamic Wetting
Chapter 3 analyzes steady-state solutions obtained from the fluid-displacement model.
Matching the experimental observations discussed in Section 1.2.2, the model predicts
that larger apparent contact angles θM result as substrate speed increases. Each system
with finite receding-fluid viscosity (i.e., χ = µrec/µadv > 0) reveals a maximum speed
of wetting, beyond which 2D steady-state solutions do not exist. This represents a new
finding in the hydrodynamics of air/liquid displacement (χ ≪ 1), where several prior
works predict steady 2D wetting at infinite speeds [53].
Section 3.3 compares numerical approaches to demonstrate that only the 2D flow
model satisfactorily solves the governing equations for air/liquid systems. Section 3.4
takes a detailed look at the flow-field characteristics predicted for steady air/liquid
displacement using the 2D flow model. Unlike past computational studies (e.g., [73,
118]), the present work exposes features of high-speed wetting near the onset of wetting
failure. Results clearly demonstrate the importance of the air flow, which is traditionally
neglected when modeling fluid-displacement flows.
1.4.3 The Onset of Wetting Failure
Chapter 4 characterizes the the onset of wetting failure from solutions generated with
the 2D flow model. Section 4.3 evaluates the two-fluid flow near the critical substrate
speed to understand the physical mechanism for wetting failure. In essence, it is found
that receding flow contributes strong pressure gradients that exceed local surface-tension
forces at Cacrit, forcing unsteady elongation of the fluid interface. Section 4.4 considers
the effects of viscosity, confinement, gravitational forces, wettability, and inertia on
Cacrit and also examines axisymmetric geometries. Finally, Section 4.5 demonstrates
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that predictions from the model compare well against data from a number of different
experimental systems, supporting the proposed wetting-failure mechanism.
1.4.4 Linear Stability Analysis
In Chapter 5, linear stability analysis is used to probe the sensitivity of liquid/liquid
displacement to small-amplitude perturbations. In Section 5.2, a numerical model is
constructed using a 1D lubrication theory. Solutions presented in Section 5.3 describe
the decay or growth of interface perturbations in an equiviscous (χ = 1) displacement
system. Ultimately, the linear stability model reveals that steady-states are linearly
stable for all tested forms of the small-amplitude perturbation (i.e., various wavelengths
in the spanwise direction). This suggests that three-dimensional perturbations do not
generally trigger an interface instability at Ca < Cacrit. Instead, the onset of wetting
failure occurs at Ca = Cacrit as proposed by Chapter 4. Analysis of the perturbation
variables provides insight into the unsteady motion of the DCL at Cacrit.
1.4.5 Delaying the Onset of Wetting Failure via Meniscus Confine-
ment
Chapter 6 investigates the effect of system geometry on the onset of wetting failure. Con-
fined geometries are considered where a wetting meniscus is bound between a substrate
and another parallel surface, which is characteristic of numerous die-coating processes.
To establish a foundation for understanding this problem, a novel experimental appa-
ratus is used to directly compare meniscus characteristics in confined and unconfined
wetting systems, as discussed in Section 6.2. Experimental data presented in Section
6.3 demonstrates that confinement postpones the onset of wetting failure to higher sub-
strate speeds relative to an unconfined system. Section 6.4 shows that predictions from
the hydrodynamic model match experimentally measured critical speeds as a function
of interface confinement. Using results from hydrodynamic theory, Section 6.5 shows
that confinement reduces viscous bending of the interface, effectively delaying the onset
of wetting failure.
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1.4.6 Characteristics of Air Entrainment along a Planar Substrate
In Chapter 7, characteristic substrate speeds and meniscus shapes associated with the
onset of air entrainment are studied during dynamic wetting failure along a planar sub-
strate. Section 7.2 describes a new experimental apparatus that uses high-speed video to
document the dynamics of air entrainment as a tape substrate is drawn through a bath of
a glycerol/water solution. Section 7.3 presents experimentally recorded critical speeds.
Meniscus confinement within a narrow gap between the substrate and a stationary plate
is shown to delay air entrainment to higher speeds for a wide range of solution viscosity,
expanding upon the findings of Chapter 6. Furthermore, liquid pressurization (using
compressed air within the experimental apparatus) is found to significantly impact the
dynamics of air entrainment when the meniscus is located near a sharp corner, leading
to even higher critical speeds. Similar effects have been observed in high-speed fiber
coating [115, 88], though to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this work presents the
first demonstration of air entrainment postponed via liquid pressurization in a planar
geometry.
Section 7.4 analyzes visualizations of the air/liquid meniscus recorded at Cacrit.
It is shown that operating conditions influence the size of entrained air films, with
smaller films appearing in more viscous solutions. Regardless of size, air films become
unstable to thickness perturbations and ultimately rupture, leading to the entrainment
of air bubbles. Section 7.5 demonstrates that recorded critical speeds and air-film sizes
compare well to predictions from a hydrodynamic model for dynamic wetting failure,
supporting the wetting-failure mechanism proposed in Chapter 4.
1.4.7 The Hybrid FEM Model: Curtain Coating
This chapter analyzes the problem of fluid displacement in curtain coating using the hy-
drodynamic model developed in Chapter 2. Unlike prior works that neglect the air flow,
this study considers the interaction of two viscous fluids. A novel computation tech-
nique is developed to reduce the cost associated with the two-fluid calculation. Section
8.2 describes the hybrid FEM technique used to compute the 2D flow of the advancing
fluid while approximating receding-flow stresses with one-dimensional (1D) lubrication
equations. Section 8.3 discusses numerical details associated with implementation of
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the hybrid model in the curtain-coating system. Section 8.4 presents results from the
curtain-coating model and makes comparison with parallel-plate solutions from previ-
ous chapters (e.g., Chapter 4) to demonstrate similar mechanisms for wetting failure.
Although commonly neglected in the literature, air stresses are found to be a crucial
ingredient when modeling high-speed curtain coating. Lastly, Section 8.5 summarizes
the findings and discusses their implications on the study of curtain coating and other
complex wetting behavior.
1.4.8 Conclusion
Chapter 9 summarizes the thesis with three key conclusions that can be drawn from
the collective findings of preceding chapters. In addition, Section 9.2 suggests two
future research directions that could be approached with the tools and understanding
developed in this thesis.
Chapter 2
The Hydrodynamic Model
Although theoretical models are often used to probe mechanisms underlying interfacial
phenomena, dynamic wetting systems present a challenge because fundamental ques-
tions about the DCL remain unanswered. As described in Section 1.2, both macroscale
and microscale dynamics influence contact lines in general. In order to model critical
dynamic-wetting behavior (e.g., the onset of wetting failure), it is necessary to define the
dominant forces acting near the DCL. Unfortunately, there is no consensus on whether
the key contact-line physics are hydrodynamic or molecular in nature. In fact, evidence
suggests that the relative contributions of these two regimes may varying depending on
specifics of the wetting system [60, 25].
This problem becomes more complicated when attempting to develop a general
model for wetting failure. Beyond the issue of DCL fundamentals, there are also several
different interpretations for the failure transition that could be incorporated into a model
(see Section 1.3.4). Fortunately, a model’s efficacy may be determined from comparisons
with experimental studies of coating flows, where wetting failure is highly sensitive to
a variety of hydrodynamic factors that are usually accessible within a computational
framework.
This thesis focuses specifically on describing hydrodynamic effects on dynamic wet-
ting systems near the onset of wetting failure. As discussed in Section 1.3.4, we postulate
that wetting failure arises from a lack of available 2D steady-state solutions when the
capillary number exceeds some critical value (corresponding to case A(i) in Figure 1.12).
Beyond this critical point, the system evolves to transient or higher-dimensional flow,
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which is consistent with observations of wetting failure in practice (see Section 1.3).
The theoretical model developed in this chapter features a common hydrodynamic
framework for dynamic wetting [44, 55, 21]. Unlike prior investigations, this work strives
to rigorously account for stresses from the two-fluid flow near the DCL. Even when
the receding phase has relatively low viscosity (e.g., air), it is found that both fluids
affect interface dynamics at high wetting speeds, requiring a consistent set of governing
mechanics (see Section 2.1) to describe behavior over a wide range of system parameters.
Due to the complexity of the governing equations, solutions for this model must be
determined numerically. In Sections 2.2 - 2.3, two different numerical approaches are
presented with distinct advantages and disadvantages toward the analysis of dynamic
wetting problems.
2.1 Governing Equations
This work focuses on dynamic wetting between two immiscible fluids along a smooth,
homogeneous substrate. The system we consider is illustrated in Figure 2.1, where an
impenetrable fluid interface with surface tension σ resides within a gap H between a
stationary boundary (top) and a substrate (bottom) that moves at speed U . A pressure
drop (∆P = PL − PR) applied across the length of the channel acts to specify the
position of the fluid interface as it balances with drag forces from the moving plate. A
schematic of our model wetting system is illustrated in figure 6.6. The steady Navier-
Stokes equations govern the fluid velocities v and pressures p:
∇ · v = 0, Re(v · ∇v) = ∇2v −∇p. (2.1)
Lengths, velocities and stresses are made dimensionless with H, U , and µU/H, respec-
tively. The Reynolds number (Re = ρUH/µ) includes the fluid density ρ and viscosity
µ. (Note that subscripts will be used to distinguish between properties of the receding
and advancing fluids, e.g., Rerec and Readv.)
A set of simplifying assumptions may be used when analyzing the confined system
depicted in Figure 2.1a:
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Figure 2.1: Idealization of fluid displacement along a substrate moving with speed U . (a) Outer view of
the fluid interface confined within an axisymmetric channel where a fiber substrate of diameter D moves
through the center of an annulus with gap H. Note that this system becomes planar when H/D = 0.
(b) Inner view of the fluid interface where the interface angle θ varies strongly with the radial distance
r from the DCL. The maximum interface angle (θM ) is located at the interface inflection point (IP),
which is measured by vertical (hf ) and radial (rf ) distances from the DCL.
(i) viscous stresses dominate over inertial contributions, which results in the creeping-
flow equations:
∇ · v = 0, ∇p = ∇2v; (2.2)
(ii) gravitational forces have negligible influence on confined wetting failure.
Although creeping flow neglects inertial effects associated with wetting failure, (2.2)
captures the divergent viscous stress that characterizes the DCL in hydrodynamic wet-
ting models [65, 40]. Due to the strength of these viscous effects, finite Re in (2.1) only
weakly changes the characteristics of wetting failure relative to the creeping-flow case,
as will be demonstrated in Section 4.4.5. While this is true for the confined geometry
shown in Figure 2.1a, inertia plays a more significant role in complex coating flows, such
as the case of curtain coating explored in Chapter 8.
Approximation (ii) follows from inspection of the characteristic Bond (Bo = ρgH2/σ)
and Stokes numbers (St = ρgH2/µU), which are both significantly less than O(1) for
confined interfaces (H < 1 mm) near the onset of wetting failure. (As a rough estimate,
µU crit ∼ σ ≥ 10 mN/m for most Newtonian liquid considered in this work.) Gravity
becomes important as the system becomes unconfined, in which case the capillary length
lcap =
√
σ/(ρg) becomes the important outer length scale (see Section 4.4.3).
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The interface shape is determined by the following set of boundary conditions en-
forced at y = h(s):
v|rec = v|adv, (2.3)
n · v = 0 (2.4)
n · T · t|rec = n · T · t|adv, (2.5)
κ = Caδ(χ)(n · T · n|rec − n · T · n|adv) + (Bo)x, (2.6)
where T is the Newtonian stress tensor, κ is the interface curvature, and u and v are the
horizontal (x-coordinate) and vertical (y-coordinate) velocity components, respectively.
Normal (n) and tangent (t) vectors are defined by the interface profile at y = h(s). The
stress tensor for the receding fluid contains the viscosity ratio, χ = µrec/µadv, such that
T |rec = χ2 [∇v + (∇v)T ]. The Bond number (Bo = (ρadv − ρrec)gH2/σ) expresses the
magnitude of gravitational forces relative to surface-tension forces (the gravity vector
has magnitude g and points toward the advancing fluid in Figure 2.1). Note that p
includes the pressure head from gravity ρgx (the “modified pressure” in [119]) when
assumption (ii) is not invoked (Bo > 0).
Following the convention used within the dynamic-wetting literature, Ca (no sub-
script) represents the capillary number with respect to the most viscous fluid. Conse-
quently, the function δ(χ) must be designated to keep (2.6) consistent throughout the
entire range of χ:
Ca = µadvU/σ and δ(χ) = 1 for χ ≤ 1;
Ca = µrecU/σ and δ(χ) = 1/χ for χ > 1.
}
(2.7)
Terminal points of the interface take on special boundary conditions to account
for the presence of contact lines. At the fixed plate, the SCL adheres to no-slip and
no-penetration along the stationary surface:
v = 0. (2.8)
Fluid slip must be permitted along the moving boundary to avoid a stress singularity
that would otherwise arise at the DCL [65]. A Navier condition relates the fluid velocity
to fluid shear stress with the degree of slip characterized by the slip length lslip:
ts · (v −U) = λ
(
µadv
µ
)
[ns · T · ts] . (2.9)
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The dimensionless slip length is expressed by λ = lslip/H, and the substrate’s normal,
tangent, and velocity vectors are represented by ns, ts, and U , respectively. The slip
length is assumed to be equal for both fluid phases and (2.9) is applied along the entire
substrate in order to have a smooth velocity gradient from the outer “no-slip” region
(v → U) to the inner “slip” region (v → 0). As illustrated in Figure 2.1, planar and
axisymmetric systems are evaluated within this study. In the axisymmetric case, the
fiber diameter introduces a second length-scale ratio into the fluid-displacement system,
H/D. (Note that H/D = 0 recovers the planar system.)
Interface slopes must also be prescribed as a boundary condition at each contact
line.
dh
dx
= tan θmic (2.10)
The condition in (2.10) prescribes the microscopic contact angle θmic, which can be
interpreted as the substrate wettability and is sometimes assumed to be equal to the
static contact angle [55, 21]. Smaller values of θmic promote more contact between the
advancing fluid and substrate in Figure 2.1. Though neglected by this study, the influ-
ence of flow field [39, 83] and molecular interactions [61, 18] on θmic remain active areas
of research. Section 4.4.4 briefly discusses the selection of the substrate’s microscopic
contact angle, θmic, and its impact on predictions from the hydrodynamic model.
A notable implication of our θmic assumption is that any observed change in dynamic
angle results from an apparent contact angle θM . Figure 2.1b emphasizes that the
prescribed microscopic angle is distinct from the dynamic angle θM , which arises from
viscous bending at some distance away from the moving contact line. In this work, θM
is defined as the maximum interface angle, although the details of specific experimental
approaches (e.g., resolution of visualization techniques) would influence the definition
of θM in practice. The location of θM marks an inflection point (IP) along the interface
with vertical and radial distances from the DCL of hf and rf , respectively (see Figure
2.1b).
The creeping-flow equations and associated boundary conditions generate a highly
nonlinear free-boundary problem. We analyze the resulting equation set through two
different approaches:
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(i) a non-uniform finite difference method to evaluate a 1D lubrication-type approx-
imation of the governing equations,
(ii) a Galerkin finite element method (FEM) with elliptic mesh generation to evaluate
the full 2D free-boundary problem,
Our first approach results from the observation that the fluid interface in the vicin-
ity of the moving wetting line will tend toward parallel alignment with the substrate as
the meniscus deforms and elongates. This “quasi-parallel” (QP) assumption simplifies
the governing equations to represent a wetting dynamics dominated by horizontal flow
near the meniscus. The second approach uses FEM to solve for the 2D flow field and
interface position simultaneously. Although this approach is clearly more rigorous in its
treatment of the hydrodynamics, it also carries the penalty of being very computation-
ally taxing. Further benefits and drawbacks to each approach are exposed within the
following sections.
2.2 Quasi-parallel Approach
Lubrication-theory-based models commonly provide insight into the mechanics of com-
plex flows with a major reduction in computational effort in comparison to full 2D or
3D calculations [120]. In principle, lubrication theory is restricted to long, slender fluid
domains (e.g., θ(r) → 180o) with slowly varying boundaries (|∂θ/∂x| ≪ 1|) [67]. How-
ever, lubrication-theory-based models sometimes work well even outside of this regime
[120]. For instance, a quasi-parallel (QP) flow model was shown to compare favorably
to full 2D models for liquid/liquid displacement over a wide range of contact angles
(θmic ∈ [30o, 150o]) [98]. Results therein reveal the natural appearance of Cacrit from
turning points in families of steady-state solutions. To date, the QP approach has
proven valuable for analyzing wetting flows with a viscous receding phase [98, 99], but
its performance has not been characterized for systems with an advancing phase that
is significantly more viscous than the receding. The remainder of this section considers
an adaptation of the QP approach for general fluid pairs, as defined by the full range of
the viscosity ratio χ.
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2.2.1 Quasi-parallel Flow Approximation
The formulation of the QP approach follows closely to descriptions provided in prior
works [98, 99]. The creeping-flow equations (2.2) simplify to a one-dimensional mo-
mentum balance when considering nearly parallel flow generated in the direction of the
substrate motion. Integration of the momentum balance results in a velocity profile of
the following form:
u = a1(x) + a2(x)y +
1
2
dp
dx
y2 (2.11)
The unknown variable coefficients a1(x) and a2(x) , and the pressure gradient become
specified in terms of h(s) for each fluid after applying the velocity boundary conditions.
First, a slip condition is derived from (2.9) for parallel flow near the substrate at
h = 0:
u− 1 = λdu
dy
. (2.12)
In the spirit of the original formulation of the QP approach [98], the top plate has
oppositely-directed velocity in comparison to the substrate (bottom plate), as shown in
Figure 2.2. Since the top plate moves with speed UT , a slip condition similar to (2.12)
is required near the contact line at h = 1:
u+ ω = −λdu
dy
, (2.13)
where the dimensionless top-plate speed is defined by ω = UT /U . Note that (2.13)
reduces to u = 0 as ω → 0 because of weak velocity gradients near the top plate as UT
decreases.
Next, a tangential stress balance is derived from (2.5) in the limit of parallel flow:
∂u
∂y
|adv = χ∂u
∂y
|rec. (2.14)
Due to the dominance of the horizontal velocity, only one velocity gradient contributes
significant stress with each fluid. These tangential stress are weighted by the viscosity
ratio χ = µrec/µadv. Both fluids generate equivalent stresses in the special case that
ω = 1 and χ = 1 (the “symmetric case”), which has been studied previously [98, 99].
Lastly, the kinematic condition (2.15) enforces zero mass flux across the fluid inter-
face, expressed as ∫ h
0
urec dy = 0;
∫
1
h
uadv dy = 0 (2.15)
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the QP approach. The fluid interface, h(s), separates two
immiscible fluids in a gap H with top and bottom plates moving at velocities UT and U , respectively.
The interface is characterized by contact angles θmic at the DCL and a maximum interface angle θM .
when combined with the continuity constraint in (2.1). Incorporating equations (2.11)
- (2.15) with the normal-stress condition (2.6) develops a well-posed equation system
for the QP approach.
Normally, solving this system is difficult due to the non-linear partial differential
equation introduced by the curvature term κ in (2.6):
κ =
∂2h
∂x2
[
1 +
(
∂h
∂x
)2]− 32
. (2.16)
The QP approach removes this problem with an approximation of the arc length: ds ≈
dx. Using this approximation and the differentiation of (2.6), the normal stress balance
becomes
dκ
ds
= Caδ(χ)
(
dp
dx
|adv − dp
dx
|rec
)
= F (h(s);Ca, λ, χ, ω). (2.17)
In (2.17), curvature gradients along the interface arc length s balance with local normal
forces (pressure gradients in the parallel flow limit) exerted by the fluid flow. This
expression implies that differential steps along s and x are equivalent, which is consistent
with the lubrication approximation and becomes more rigorous as the interface elongates
in the approach to wetting failure. Since (2.17) features a differential form of the normal
stress balance, absolute fluid pressures may be prescribed by an arbitrary pressure drop
across the channel (∆P = PL − PR), though ∆P is not a necessary input of the QP
approach.
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A set of geometric identities relate the interface curvature, angle, and Cartesian
position (x, h(s)) to the arc-length domain:
κ =
dθ
ds
,
dh
ds
= − sin θ, dx
ds
= − cos θ. (2.18)
Therefore, (2.17) may be solved as function of s without integrating in x, avoiding the
hassle of solving (2.16) directly. Note that curvature remains rigorously defined in (2.18)
for arbitrary interface profiles. Thus, the QP approach is not completely self-consistent
within the lubrication limit.
2.2.2 Comparison to Lubrication Theory
The ad hoc modifications discussed above provide the QP approach with several ben-
efits that are not available to conventional lubrication analysis. Qualitatively, the QP
approach allows for interface profiles to be double-valued in the x-domain, as shown in
Figure 2.2 where the interface must bend back sharply near the bottom plate to meet
the small θmic. Conventionally, lubrication analysis uses a 1D interface height function
h = h(x), which only allows a single values of h for each position along the x-coordinate.
Consequently, profiles with a large disparity between θM and θmic cannot be addressed
with strict lubrication theory.
More significantly, the QP approach maintains the full curvature κ in (2.17). In
contrast, lubrication analysis requires that |dhdx | ≪ 1, which results in an asymptotic
form of the curvature, κlube:
κlube =
d2h
dx2
= (sec3 θ)κ. (2.19)
Equation (2.19) uses the identity sec(θ) =
√
1 + (dhdx)
2 (recall that dhdx = tan(θ) from
(2.18)).
Substituting (2.19) into (2.6) and differentiating with respect to x produces the
normal stress balance in the lubrication limit:
dκ
dx
− 3κ tan(θ)dθ
dx
= Caδ(χ) cos3(θ)
(
dp
dx
|adv − dp
dx
|rec
)
(2.20)
A quick asymptotic analysis of this expression shows that as θ → 90o the interface an-
gle becomes constant
(
dθ
dx → 0
)
. In other words, lubrication analysis predicts that the
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of solutions obtained with the QP approach (solid) and lubrication theory
(dashed). Each solution path is generated for symmetric case (χ = 1 and ω = 1) with θmic = 135
o and
λ = 10−3. The curves show that lubrication theory overestimates the amount of viscous force relative
to surface tension (i.e., Ca) needed to change the interface angle. Turning points are denoted by open
circles.
viscous forcing term
(
dp
dx |adv − dpdx |rec
)
must become enormous to deform interfaces char-
acterized by angles much less than 180o. If this were true, dynamic angles would only
advance from 90o toward 180o as Ca→∞, which is in clear conflict with experimental
data shown in Section 1.2.2. Thus, lubrication analysis generally overestimates the Ca
needed to deform the 2D fluid interface. This is conveyed by a comparison between
lubrication and QP approach in Figure 2.3.
Instead of altering the curvature term, the QP approach modifies the normal stress
balance by invoking ds ≈ dx, as reflected in (2.17). The arc-length dependence can be
removed from the balance using the definition for dxds in (2.18), resulting in the following:
dκ
dx
= Caδ(χ)JQP (θ)
(
dp
dx
|adv − dp
dx
|rec
)
JQP (θ) = sec(θ) (2.21)
Equation (2.21) shows that a factor of sec(θ) appears in the normal stress balance
for the QP approach. This can be seen as viscous correction factor, J(θ), needed to
compensate for the parallel flow approximation used to reduce the system to a 1D
flow field. In fact, a similar form of the normal stress balance results when looking at
a higher-order expansion of lubrication theory that includes systems without slender
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of viscous correction factors J(θ). Solid and dashed line plot the correction
factors from the QP approach in (2.21) and higher-order lubrication theory in (2.22), respectively. Note
that both curves become unbounded at θ → 90o and equal unity at θ → 180o. The latter asymptote
reflects convergence to the true (small-angle) lubrication limit. Lubrication analysis cannot proceed for
θ < 90o because the interface is double-value on the x-domain.
slopes [121]. Specifically, the full curvature is maintained in κ and a correction factor
JS(θ) augments the viscous forcing term:
dκ
dx
= Caδ(χ)JS(θ)
(
dp
dx
|adv − dp
dx
|rec
)
JS(θ) =
cos(π − θ) sin2(π − θ)
π − θ − sin(π − θ) cos(π − θ) (2.22)
The viscous correction factors from (2.21) and (2.22) are compared in Figure 2.4.
Both curves match well for angles greater than 135o, but J(θ) increases at a greater rate
as θ → 90o. Nevertheless, the similarity between the curves suggests that the arc-length
approximation (dx ≈ ds) used in the QP approach effectively augments viscous forces
in a manner that that is consistent with high-order lubrication theory. In total, the use
of complete curvature (κ = dθ/ds) and a viscous correction factor J(θ) = sec(θ) makes
the QP approach more successful than classical lubrication analysis (see Figure 2.3) for
the study of dynamic wetting failure.
2.2.3 Numerical Method
Numerical analysis is required to solve the ODE system described in Section 2.2.1. In
order to resolve sharp interface curvature near the DCL [98], a centered finite-difference
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Figure 2.5: Transformation of the interface profile between the (a) computational coordinate ξ, (b)
arc-length coordinate s , and (c) Cartesian coordinate x used in the QP approach. The bold blue line
denotes the interface profile in each panel for the symmetric case (ω = 1 and χ = 1) with θmic = 90
o,
λ = 0.01, and Ca = 0.03 (more shown in Figure 2.7). Schematic comparison of numerical methods
applied to the quasi-parallel model. Filled circles and connected lines mark the node positions with
N = 50.
method is implemented along a nonuniform grid [122] where nodes are concentrated
near the contact lines. Since the interface shape in not known a priori, the governing
equations are mapped to a computational domain where the domain boundaries are
defined by ξ ∈ [0, 1]. Thus, the position of the DCL in the arc-length domain (s = L)
becomes an additional unknown which is included in the mapping relation ξ = s/L.
The following finite-difference expressions are applied to each computational node i:
θi+1 − θi
∆ξi[(∆ξi +∆ξi−1)/2]
− θi − θi−1
∆ξi−1[(∆ξi +∆ξi−1)/2]
= L2F (hi;Ca, λ, χ, ω),
hi+1 − hi−1
∆ξi +∆ξi−1
= L sin θi,
 (2.23)
where F (hi;Ca, λ, χ, ω) represents the functional form of the pressure gradients in
(2.17). The nonuniform grid influences (2.23) through the node spacings ∆ξi−1 =
ξi− ξi−1 and ∆ξi = ξi+1− ξi. Figure 2.5 demonstrates the nonuniform grid used to cal-
culate the interface profile with the computational (ξ) and physical (s, and x) coordinate
systems used in the QP approach.
Near the DCL, the pressure gradient (represented by F (hi;Ca, λ, χ, ω)) becomes very
large in magnitude, diverging as h→ 0. The slip condition in (2.1) makes this singularity
integrable, allowing the interface to converge to the prescribed microscopic angle very
close to the DCL (θ → θmic as h → 0). Imposing boundary conditions slightly away
from the substrate avoids numerical problems associated with the pressure singularity,
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Figure 2.6: Error associated with (a) θM and (b) Ca
crit calculated with the finite-difference method
as a function of the number of nodes N . Solutions are compared to the symmetric case (ω = 1 and
χ = 1) of [98] with θmic = 90
o, and λ = 0.01 (more shown in Figure 2.7). As N increases, the solutions
converge to θM = 114.29
o (at Ca = 0.03) and Cacrit = 0.048.
while still resolving the essence of the microscopic interface profile (i.e., θmic). More
specifically, the terminal nodes (i = 1 and i = N) of the interface are placed a distance
ǫs away from the contact lines, such that
θi =
{
90o i = 1
θmic i = N
; hi =
{
1− ǫs i = 1
ǫs i = N .
(2.24)
Solutions are insensitive to the choice of ǫs as long as it is two orders of magnitude
smaller than the slip length λ. As a conservative measure, ǫs ≤ λ × 10−3 for all QP
results reported here.
It should be noted that two boundary conditions appear for h in (2.24) although
the height function is governed by a first-order differential equation in (2.23). The
boundary condition at i = 1 is strongly imposed (substituting for (2.23)), while the
boundary condition at i = N is used as a constraint that specifies the unknown interface
length L. To satisfy the first-order ODE, the backward-difference approximation ((hi−
hi−1)/∆ξi−1 = L sin θi is applied at i = N instead of the centered-difference form of
(2.23).
The finite-difference approach is validated against solutions for the symmetric case
(ω = 1 and χ = 1) that has been verified in previous works [98, 99]. Computed interface
angles (e.g., θM ) and critical capillary numbers Ca
crit are highly sensitive to numerical
resolution. Figure 2.6 demonstrates that numerical error decays exponentially as the
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Figure 2.7: Demonstration of a turning point in the QP solution path for the symmetric case (ω = 1
and χ = 1) with θmic = 90
o and λ = 0.01. (a) The maximum interface angle θM is plotted as a function
of Ca. (b) Interface profiles corresponding to points along the solution path in (a) are shown with
corresponding letter labels. The bold line marks the critical interface at Cacrit = 0.048.
number of nodes N increases in the finite-difference method. When N > 150, errors are
typically less than 0.1% for both θM and Ca
crit. (Note that this error varies with λ,
which sets the smallest length scale in the system.) To ensure convergence, 351 nodes are
used for all of the QP computations presented throughout the remainder of this work.
Nodes are concentrated at the ends of the ξ-domain with node spacing proportional to
the cube of the distance from the nearest contact line. Solutions to the QP approach
seem insensitive to the functional form of the node distribution (e.g., polynomial vs.
hyperbolic [123]), so long as ∆ξi ∼ ǫs near the contact line.
2.2.4 Solution Paths
The critical capillary number Cacrit is determined by tracing a steady-state solution
path to increasing Ca for a given set of system parameters (i.e., θmic, χ, ω, and λ)
until locating a critical point where the method fails to converge to a solution. This
critical point represents a bifurcation which separates stable and unstable branches of
steady-state solutions [98, 99, 68]. In this work, a pseudo-arclength continuation scheme
[124] is used to trace past bifurcation points and obtain complete steady-state solution
trajectories. Results from the QP approach have been validated against solution paths
for the symmetric case (ω = 1 and χ = 1) presented in [98].
Figure 2.7 plots solutions that are typical of the QP approach. The solution path
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Figure 2.8: QP solutions for various system parameters. Solution paths (panels a and b) and corre-
sponding interface profiles (panels c-f) are plotted in similar fashion to Figure 2.7. (a) Solution paths
are shown for different substrate wettabilities: θmic = 90
o (curve c) and θmic = 45
o (curve d). The
following parameters are the same for both curves: ω = 0, χ = 1, and λ = 0.01. (b) Solutions paths
are plotted with different values of the slip length: λ = 10−2 (curve e) and λ = 10−4 (curve f). The
following parameters are the same for both curves: ω = 0, χ = 0.01, and θmic = 90
o. Each panel c-f
corresponds to the solution path labeled with the matching letter.
(Figure 2.7a) shows that θM starts near θmic at low speed (Ca→ 0) and moves toward
180o as Ca increases. However, the solution path encounters a turning point at Cacrit
well before θM is able to achieve 180
o. Moving around the turning point, the solution
path proceeds along an unstable branch [98, 99], where θM continues to increase as Ca
decreases. The interface elongates dramatically along the unstable branch (see Figure
2.7b), forming a thick ridge as fluid builds near the contact line. As Ca decreases,
the interface ridge grows until it begins to interact with the opposing solid surface as
Ca→ 0 (shown more clearly in Figure 2.8c-f, as discussed below).
System parameters only weakly influence the qualitative features of solution paths
from the QP approach. For instance, solutions for various parameter values (ω, χ, λ,
and θmic) are shown in Figure 2.8. Despite differences in the material properties, each
solution path (Figure 2.8a-b) proceeds through the same characteristic trajectory outline
above for Figure 2.7. Furthermore, each solution path produces remarkably similar
interface profiles (Figure 2.8c-f) with noticeable differences only arising when changes are
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made to the substrate wettability (especially at low speed where θmic strongly impacts
the interface shape). In each case, the interface reaches an angle of θM ≈ 150o near the
turning point (Cacrit) and then proceeds to form a thick film of the receding fluid along
the unstable branch.
Although interface predictions seem consistent with observations of liquid-film with-
drawal [96], the results severely conflict with evidence from the regime of air entrain-
ment (χ≪ 1), where very thin air films [105] are observed at the DCL when θM ≈ 180o
[43]. This conflict suggests that assumptions of the QP approach may not be valid for
the entire range of viscosity ratio χ. Results from a 2D numerical approach (method
description in Section 2.3) confirm that the advancing liquid flow violates the quasi-
parallel approximation implemented within this section. Therefore, the QP approach
only satisfactorily approximates the governing mechanics of the hydrodynamic model
when viscous effects of the advancing fluid are small compared to the receding flow (i.e,
χ ≥ 1). Results from the QP approach are discussed further in Section 3.3.
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2.3 2D Flow Model
The second computational approach uses a Galerkin finite element method (FEM) to
evaluate the full 2D set of equations outlined in Section 2.1. The theory and imple-
mentation of FEM has been discussed in a number of prior works [35, 125, 126, 127].
Therefore, this section focuses on details of FEM that are needed to treat dynamic
wetting in the 2D flow model. The reader is encouraged to consult reference [128] for a
broader perspective of FEM applied to free-boundary problems.
The utility of FEM has been demonstrated for the analysis of complicated interface
dynamics [129] and two-fluid coating flows [130]. Since the interface position is coupled
to the flow field, domain boundaries for the physical problem are unknown. Thus,
the 2D system is mapped to a fictitious, computational domain where the dynamic
boundary conditions are implemented. Within this computational domain, coordinates
for the physical domain are retained as unknowns that are solved simultaneously with
the flow variables. The free-boundaries (fluid interfaces) of the physical domain deform
in response to the global flow field. The mapping function that connects the physical
and computational domain satisfies the elliptic mesh generation equations as follows:
∇ · (Dξ∇ξ) = 0, ∇ · (Dη∇η) = 0. (2.25)
These equations effectively map the computational coordinates ξ and η back to the
physical domain represented within 2D Cartesian coordinates. The elliptic character of
the mapping equation preserves mesh quality by smoothly distributing elements within
the physical domain as controlled by the diffusion coefficients Dη and Dξ [125].
The primary objective of FEM is to solve the governing fluid equations through the
minimization of weighted residuals resulting from the differential equations. Each flow
variable is approximated by an expansion of polynomial basis functions. The analysis
presented within this work uses quadrilateral elements with continuous biquadratic basis
functions to describe position and velocity variables, and linear discontinuous basis
functions for pressure. A typical mesh used for the FEM computations is illustrated in
figure 2.9.
Similar to the QP approach (see Section 2.2.4), the critical capillary number is
determined by tracing steady-state solutions as a function of Ca. Solution paths from
the 2D flow model reveal a turning point that corresponds to Cacrit and some critical
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Figure 2.9: Meshes used with FEM. (a) The mesh in computational coordinates with boundary condi-
tions denoted at the domain boundaries and fluid interface. (b-c) Solutions mapped mapped back to
the physical domain for (b) χ ≥ 1 and (c) χ < 1. Solutions are shown at Ca ≈ Cacrit for each case.
A coarser mesh (5000 elements) is used in (b) because liquid/air and liquid/liquid interfaces primarily
bend on a macroscopic scale, as illustrated by magnification (102×) of the contact line. Finer mesh
(16000 elements) is used in (b) with the smallest element height ∼ 10−6. Magnification (104×) of the
contact line reveals sharp interface bending that separates θM and θmic along the air/liquid interface.
Parameter values: λ = 10−2, θmic = 90
o, Re = 0 with (b) χ = 103 and (c) χ = 1.5× 10−4.
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interface angle θcritM . Following the turning point, the path continues along an unstable
solution branch, where θM increases as Ca decreases. Unlike the QP approach, where
the entire unstable branch is easily recovered (e.g., Figure 2.7), the 2D flow model tends
to fail as the macroscopic angle increases a few degrees beyond θcritM . Numerical error
from mesh distortion appears to alter the convergence of the 2D flow solver along the
unstable branch (as θM → 180o).
Computations become very sensitive to mesh conditions as Ca nears Cacrit and the
interface becomes highly deformed. As a measure of mesh control, the DCL position
x0 is artificially fixed to be approximately centered along the substrate length. This
constraint preserves element size and distribution by resisting the tendency for interface
migration with increasing Ca. Iterative adjustment of the pressure drop (∆P = PL−PR)
sets θmic to the desired substrate contact angle for each Ca. Equivalent results may
be obtained by specifying a contact angle (θmic) and then solving for ∆P to place the
interface at some desired position. However, the fixed-DCL method avoids convergence
issues that arise near Cacrit with the alternate approach.
Once Cacrit is located on the solution path, the free parameter ∆P is used to
continue onto the unstable branch. In this portion of the continuation method, solutions
are found by searching for Ca that will satisfy the contact angle constraint (θmic) while
holding ∆P fixed. Using this technique, the solution path is traced around the critical
point (Ca < Cacrit and θM > θ
crit
M ) as the magnitude of ∆P increases. A first-order
continuation technique is used with ∆P to develop the unstable branch.
The computational mesh must be refined near the DCL to resolve interface defor-
mation associated with viscous bending. Consequently, many prior FEM models have
been limited to low-Ca ranges (Ca < 0.1) where interface deformation is not as severe
[73, 118]. This issue is discussed by [127] with recommendations made for optimizing
mesh and momentum conditions near the DCL. Figure 2.10 provides an example of
the flow field close to the DCL for the 2D flow model. Velocity (u) and pressure (p)
profiles illustrate the necessity for high mesh resolution due to the formation of steep
gradients approaching the wetting line (x→ x0). After conducting numerous studies, it
is determined that the elements adjacent to the DCL must be significantly smaller than
the slip length λ to achieve mesh independent solutions for the wetting systems in this
study.
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of the flow field near the DCL obtained from the 2D flow model. System
parameters are consistent with those used in Figure 2.9 for air/liquid displacement. (A) Magnified view
( 104×) of the velocity field near the DCL. Contour lines for |∇p| are shown in both the air (left phase)
and liquid (right phase). (B) Plots of x-velocity and pressure (relative to PL) along the substrate (y ≈ 0)
as a function of distance from the DCL. The solid and dashed lines represent data from the liquid and
air, respectively.
Numerical error is reduced by adaptively refining the mesh near the DCL as solution
paths are traced to higher Ca. The following constraint governs mesh resolution at each
step in the continuation method:
|θele − θmic| ≤ 0.1o and |xcl − ycl|
min(xcl, ycl)
≤ 1. (2.26)
Here, θele is the angle measured from the corner node of the element adjacent to the
contact line. The horizontal and vertical lengths of the element are represented by xcl
and ycl, respectively. In essence, (2.26) ensures that the fluid interface has converged
to the microscopic contact angle and reduces numerical error associated with element
deformation at the contact line. Typically, ycl < λ × 10−2 satisfies (2.26) at high
substrate speeds near Cacrit. Although systematic tests were not conducted for all of
the data presented within this work, mesh studies for selected parameter sets reflect
less than 1% error in Cacrit when (2.26) is satisfied. Since the value of Cacrit is highly
sensitive to numerical errors, precision within 1% indicates that the 2D flow results
presented here are practically mesh independent, as demonstrated in Appendix B.
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Figure 2.11: Steady-state solutions for χ = 1.5 × 10−4 obtained with the 2D flow model. (a) Solution
families show the change in θM with Ca for different values of λ. Going left to right, each curve increases
in λ with values of 2 × 10−6, 10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, and 10−1, respectively. Open circles indicate the
critical point for each curve. (b) Interface profiles correspond to square symbols along the λ = 10−2
solution family in (a). The solid and dot-dashed lines represent stable and unstable steady-state profiles,
respectively. The inset figure shows profiles on semi-log axes. An arrow denotes the location of thin
air-film entrainment along the interface profile.
Figure 2.11a shows mesh-independent solution paths for the 2D flow model with
χ = 1.5× 10−4 and various values of λ. Each curve exhibits an increase in the apparent
contact angle with capillary number until reaching a critical point near θM = 177
o.
Unstable solution branches exist for a narrow Ca range before the solution path reaches
θM = 180
o. Near the critical point (Ca ≈ Cacrit), interface profiles (Figure 2.11b)
elongate rapidly on small scales near the DCL. Unlike results from the 1D approximation
used in the QP approach (see χ = 0.01 in Figure 2.8), the 2D flow captures qualitative
features associated with the onset of air entrainment, such as thin air-film elongation
when θcritM ≈ 180o (see Section 1.3). This comparison suggests that 2D flow crucially
impacts the dynamics of wetting when advancing liquids displace gases (χ≪ 1). Further
discussions of 2D flow results are provided in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
Chapter 3
Steady 2D Wetting
3.1 Introduction
The three-phase junction at a moving wetting front, commonly called the dynamic
contact line (DCL), plays a primary role during fluid displacement along a solid surface.
In a 2D system, the DCL represents the terminal point of the fluid interface separating
the advancing and receding fluids at the substrate boundary. Fluid stresses near this
point strongly influence the apparent contact angle θM . As illustrated in Figure 3.1,
simply changing the fluid viscsosity ratio (χ = µrec/µadv) offers a spectrum of different
wetting behavior. A number of reviews have been published on the topic of dynamic
wetting [41, 50, 28, 2, 21, 40]. Despite the breadth of previous work, the fundamentals
of dynamic wetting remain debated, especially in high-speed displacement processes.
The hydrodynamic model presented in Chapter 2 describes steady 2D fluid displace-
ment along a smooth, homogeneous substrate that moves with speed U . Matching ex-
perimental findings (refer to Section 1.2), the hydrodynamic model predicts that larger
Void/Liquid: χ=0 
DCL
Air/Liquid: χ    1 Liquid/Liquid: χ~1 Liquid/Air: χ   1 Void/Liquid: χ   ∞    
>>
>>
θM θM
(void)(void)
U
receding advancing
U U U U
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the different two-fluid displacement systems.
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dynamic angles θM result as substrate speed increases. Each system with finite receding-
fluid viscosity (i.e., χ = µrec/µadv > 0) reveals a maximum speed of wetting, beyond
which the hydrodynamic model cannot produce steady-state solutions. Therefore, the
system must transition to a transient or 3D flow state at any higher speed, matching
observations of fluid entrainment during wetting failure. This chapter examines the
characteristics of steady wetting near the transition to fluid entrainment, setting the
stage for later analysis into the physical mechanism underlying the onset of wetting
failure (see Chapter 4).
Section 3.3 compares solutions obtained from two different computational methods:
the QP approach (see Section 2.2) and 2D flow model (see Section 2.3). Although
computationally efficient, the QP approach is shown to only satisfactorily approximate
the 2D flow solution when the receding fluid is of equal or greater viscosity than the
advancing fluid. In contrast, asymptotic theory from a prior work [44] matches 2D flow
solutions surprisingly well, except for very close to the critical substrate speed associated
with the onset of wetting failure.
Section 3.4 takes a detailed look at solutions obtained from the 2D flow model.
Unlike past computational works that were typically limited to moderate substrate
speed [73, 118], the present work exposes features of steady, high-speed wetting near
the onset of wetting failure. Moreover, flow fields from both the receding and advancing
fluids are analyzed for a wide range of viscosity ratio χ. Results clearly demonstrate the
importance of the receding flow, even when this fluid is a low-viscosity gas. In contrast
to the common neglect of air dynamics in wetting models (i.e., “void/liquid” models),
the present work shows that viscous effects from the air flow crucially impact high-speed
wetting behavior near the limit of air entrainment.
3.2 Methods
Chapter 2 presents a hydrodynamic model for fluid displacement along a moving sub-
strate. The Navier-Stokes equations and associated boundary conditions (see Section
2.1) generate a highly nonlinear free-boundary problem. The model is evaluated with
three distinct approaches: (i) the low-speed asymptotic theory from [44], (ii) a one-
dimensional (1D) lubrication approach and (iii) a two-dimensional (2D) flow model
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solved with the Galerkin finite element method (FEM). These approaches are briefly
described in Sections 3.2.1 - 3.2.3.
3.2.1 Asymptotic theory
Asymptotic methods have previously been applied to the free-boundary problem asso-
ciated with moving contact lines [131, 44, 55]. For example, Cox developed a theory
describing the behavior of the “apparent” contact angle, θap, during two-phase displace-
ment [44]:
g(θmic;χ)− g(θap;χ) = Ca log(λCox),
g(θ;χ) =
∫ θ
0
χ(x2 − sin2 x)[(π − x) + sinx cosx] + [(π − x)2 − sin2 x](x− sinx cosx)
2 sinx[χ2(x2 − sin2 x) + 2χ{x(π − x) + sin2 x}+ {(π − x)2 − sin2 x}] dx.

(3.1)
Equation (3.1) is derived for a system of arbitrary geometry and general slip law
characterized by lengths lM and lmic, respectively. Therefore, the length-scale ratio
λCox = lmic/lM is related to the dimensionless slip length from the Navier slip law in
(2.9), but does not necessarily equal λ. Similarly, θap generally is not identical to the
maximum interface angle, θM [132].
The integral function g(θ;χ) generally lacks an analytical solution, but simplifies
considerably in the limit of vanishing χ [45, 53]:
g0(θ) =
∫ θ
0
x− cosx sinx
2 sinx
dx ≈ θ
3
9
, (3.2)
where the right-hand side of (3.2) reasonably approximates g0(θ) when θ < 135
o [45].
Even when solved numerically, (3.1) and (3.2) should be limited to relatively low-
speed dynamic wetting (Ca ≪ 1, Ca| log λCox| ∼ 1, and Ca|∂θ/∂x| ≪ 1) because
the theory neglects inertial effects and only accounts for leading-order Ca contributions
[44]. Although (3.1) has been compared to contact-angle measurements from many ex-
perimental studies, the accuracy and applicability of the Cox theory remains debated
[133, 134, 135, 25].
To avoid ambiguity inherent to contact-angle measurements, asymptotic theory has
also been compared against experimentally measured interface profiles near moving con-
tact lines. While remaining near the contact line but outside of the microscopic region
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(such that lM ≫ r ≫ lmic), the interface angle can be described free of microscopic
parameters [62, 64, 136]:
θ(r) = g−10 (g0(θap) + Ca log r) + f(r; θap)− θap. (3.3)
The apparent angle θap serves as the lone fitting parameter for (3.3). Extrapolating from
the axisymmetric formula in Chen et al. (1995) [64], the geometry-dependent function
f(r, θap) is derived for interfaces in contact with planar substrates:
f(r, θap) = θap + 2r sin
(
90o − θap
2
)
− r
2
2
sin(90o − θap). (3.4)
Interface profiles predicted from (3.3) have compared favorably with experimental data
for Ca ≤ 0.1 and 20 µm < r < 400 µm . Numerous assumptions underlying the
derivation of (3.3) could lead to the “breakdown” of this hydrodynamic theory at high
speeds (Ca > 0.1) [64]. Alternative theories are needed to improve upon the limitations
of (3.1) and (3.3).
3.2.2 QP approach
In principle, lubrication theory is restricted to long, slender fluid domains (e.g., θ(r)→
180o) with slowly varying boundaries (|∂θ/∂x| ≪ 1|) [67]. However, lubrication-theory-
based models sometimes work well even outside of this regime [120]. For instance, a
quasi-parallel (QP) flow model was shown to compare favorably to full 2D models for
liquid/liquid displacement over a wide range of contact angles (θmic ∈ [30o, 150o]) [98].
Simply stated, the QP approach uses lubrication theory to reduce (2.1) - (2.9) to the
following expression [98, 99]:
d2θ
ds2
= Caδ(χ)(
dp
dx
|adv − dp
dx
|rec) = F (h(s);Ca, λ, χ), (3.5)
where F (h(s);Ca, λ, χ) describes local normal forces (pressure gradients) exerted by
the fluid flow. Unlike most lubrication theories, (3.5) maintains the full curvature term
(i.e., κ = dθ/ds) and equates curvature gradients along s to pressure gradients in the
x-direction [98]. Interface profiles result from numerical integration of (3.5) and use of
the following geometric relationships:
dh
ds
= − sin θ; dx
ds
= − cos θ; r =
√
x2 + h2. (3.6)
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Figure 3.2: The macroscopic appearance of the air/liquid interface with an apparent contact angle
θM . Magnification near the DCL reveals an inflection point (IP) in the inner interface profile. The IP
position is measured from vertical (hf ) and radial (rf ) distances from the DCL.
Here, the origin for the coordinate system is located at the substrate such that r mea-
sures the radial distance of a point along the interface from the DCL (see Figure 3.2).
A more complete description of the QP approach is provided in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.3 2D flow model
We also apply the Galerkin finite element method [128, 130] to evaluate the full 2D set
of equations outlined in Section 2.1. Since the interface position is coupled to the flow
field, coordinates for the physical domain (x and y) are retained as unknowns that are
solved simultaneously with the flow variables (v and p). Using elliptic mesh generation
[125], the physical system is mapped to a fictitious, computational domain where the
dynamic boundary conditions are implemented. Details of our method and meshing
procedure are discussed in Section 2.3.
3.3 Comparison of Numerical Approaches
3.3.1 Solution Paths
Qualitatively, each numerical approach used to solve the hydrodynamic model (see
Chapter 2) predicts similar behavior for the maximum interface angle θM , shown schemat-
ically in Figure 3.2. At low substrate speed (Ca ≈ 0), θM approximately matches the
microscopic angle θmic. The capillary number Ca increases with higher speeds, causing
larger values of θM due to greater viscous bending of the interface . Figure 3.3 reflects
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these trends in solution paths obtained with the QP approach (Section 3.2.2 and the 2D
flow model (Section 2.3). To demonstrate the impact of χ, Figures 3.3a, 3.3b and 3.3c
compare solutions for cases of liquid/air (χ ≫ 1), liquid/liquid (χ ∼ 1), and air/liquid
displacement (χ ≪ 1), respectively. Solution paths are also compared against asymp-
totic theory developed in a prior work [44]. The asymptotic theory predicts apparent
contact angles θap of the form
g(θap, χ) = g(θmic, χ) + Ca ln(λCox), (3.7)
where g(θ, χ) is the integral function defined in (3.1). (Further discussion of the asymp-
totic theory is provided in Section 1.2).
Collectively, the plots of Figure 3.3 demonstrate that the asymptotic theory (3.1)
qualitatively matches stable-solution branches from the 2D flow model through the
entire χ range, assuming that the apparent angle equals the maximum interface angle
(i.e., θap = θM ). Similar to a recent comparison of asymptotic theory and numerical
solutions for droplet spreading [132], we find the best quantitative agreement between
the 2D flow model and (3.1) when λCox ∼ 10λ.
In contrast, the QP approach only approximates the 2D flow model well when χ ≥ 1.
As illustrated by Figure 3.3b, QP solutions severely overestimate the Ca range available
for steady wetting when the advancing liquid is more viscous than the receding fluid
(e.g., χ = 0.1), becoming increasingly inaccurate as χ → 0 (for this reason the QP
approach is omitted from Figure 3.3c). Reasons for the failure of the QP approach are
discussed later in this section.
3.3.2 Turning Points and Unstable Solution Branches
Figure 3.3a illustrates that the asymptotic theory diverges from QP and 2D flow solu-
tions near Cacrit, where turning points characterize the onset of wetting failure. Asymp-
totic theory fails to predict the turning points shown for the other two solution methods
due to the fact that (3.1) is a single-valued function of Ca for θM ∈ [0o, 180o]. Monotonic
solution paths are only recovered for the “void/liquid” case plotted in Figure 3.3c, where
the receding viscosity vanishes (χ = 0), and both the 2D flow solution and asymptotic
theory approach the asymptote θM → 180o as Ca → ∞. Even the low-viscosity flow
of receding air produces a turning point in the 2D flow solution at some critical speed
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Figure 3.3: Solution families obtained with the 2D flow model (curves with closed symbols), the QP
approach (curves with open symbols), and asymptotic theory (dashed lines). The macroscopic contact
angle θM is plotted as a function of Ca for various χ values: (a) χ = 10
3 for all curves; (b) χ values
labeled; (c) χ = 10−3 for the 2D flow model (solid line) and χ = 0 for the 2D flow model (diamonds)
and asymptotic theory (dashed line). Symbols mark the turning point for solution curves where χ > 0.
Dashed lines are produced from (3.1) assuming λCox = 0.07 and θM = θap. Additional parameter
values: λ = 10−2, θmic = 90
o, Bo = 0, Re = 0 and H/D = 0.
(e.g., χ = 10−3 curve in Figure 3.3c). This means that in the absence of a receding fluid
an advancing liquid may steadily wet a substrate at infinite speed, whereas finite Cacrit
is predicted when χ > 0.
Figure 3.4 shows interface behavior as the solution path moves around the turning
point at Cacrit for liquid/air (Figure 3.4a-b) and air/liquid (Figure 3.4c-e) displacement.
In both systems, interface elongation accompanies increasing θM values along the un-
stable branch as solutions move toward a state of film entrainment. For the case of
liquid/air displacement, the entire interface stretches horizontally by a factor of L (see
Figure 3.2) as a thick liquid film grows along the substrate (see inset of Figure 3.4b).
In comparison, air/liquid profiles shown in Figure 3.4d are characterized by increasing
deformation near the contact line rather than uniform stretching of the interface. Plot-
ting the air/liquid profiles on semi-log axes in Figure 3.4e reveals small-scale interface
elongation consistent with thin-film air entrainment. Although the QP approach ap-
proximates the 2D flow solution in the regime of liquid-film withdrawal, QP solutions
fail to capture the interface behavior preceding air entrainment. (Note the discrepancy
in Ca and θM values associated with the air/liquid turning points shown in Figure 3.4c.)
Interface profiles plotted in Figure 3.4d and 3.4e illustrate that the QP approach misses
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Figure 3.4: Interface profiles and corresponding solution paths near Cacrit for (a-b) liquid/air displace-
ment with χ = 103 and (c-e) air/liquid displacement with χ = 10−4. Panels (a) and (c) plot θM as a
function of Ca with Cacrit marked by a dashed line. Interface profiles plotted in panels (b), (d), and
(e) are numbered to denote the corresponding point along each solution path. Solid and dotted lines
represent solutions from the 2D flow model and the QP approach, respectively. (b) Inset : Liquid/air
interface profiles (1 - 3) plotted with the x coordinate scaled by the interface length L. Additional
parameter values: λ = 10−2, θmic = 90
o, Bo = 0, Re = 0 and H/D = 0
the “thinning” of the receding-fluid domain that occurs at high Ca during air/liquid
displacement (discussed further below).
One drawback of the 2D flow model is that elongation of the interface leads to
global mesh distortion, which causes the method to diverge when the interface length is
approximately equal to the gap (L ≈ 1). For this reason, the 2D flow model has fewer
solutions along the unstable branch relative to the QP approach. Even with the limited
data, there is evidence that the receding fluid forms a capillary ridge (θM > 180
o) as
the interface continues to elongate (see Figure 3.4e).
3.3.3 The Interface Inflection Point (IP)
Figure 3.5 illustrates the change of interfacial length scales with Ca for various vis-
cosity ratios. For instance, Figure 3.5a shows that the interface inflection point (IP)
moves consistently closer to the contact line (decreasing rf and hf ; see Figure 3.2) with
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Figure 3.5: Interfacial length scales measured as a function of Ca. (a) The inflection-point positions rf
(closed symbols) and hf (open symbols) are plotted corresponding to the air/liquid interfaces shown
in Figure 3.4 (see numbered curves in Figure 3.4e). (b) Inflection point position rf and (c) interface
length L plotted against Ca for various χ. Solid lines denote 2D flow solutions for χ = 0 (bold curve),
10−4 (circles), 10−2 (triangles), and χ→∞ (squares). Broken lines represent QP solutions for χ→∞
(dash) and χ = 10−2 (dot-dash). Additional parameter values: θmic = 90
o, Bo = 0, Re = 0, H/D = 0,
and λ = 0.01.
increasing Ca during air/liquid displacement. In other words, faster substrate speeds
increase interface deformation, thinning the air domain near the DCL. Only at speeds
near Cacrit does the air layer begin to elongate, resulting in a significant increase in rf .
Figure 3.5b illustrates this IP behavior for a wide range of χ. Due to the lack of Cacrit
for the void/liquid (χ = 0) case, rf seems to decrease indefinitely with Ca, even after
the interface length (plotted in Figure 3.5c) becomes nearly constant at faster speeds.
In fact, the 2D flow solutions for all air/liquid systems fall along the same curve in
Figure 3.5b until reaching their respective turning points at Cacrit, where rf abruptly
increases with the elongation of a thin air film. This overlap between the air/liquid
and void/liquid curves suggests that the IP location is completely controlled by the
advancing liquid until Ca ≈ Cacrit.
Closer inspection of predicted interface profiles reveals that the QP approach and
asymptotic theory fail to match 2D flow solutions for air/liquid systems. For example,
Figure 3.5b demonstrates that the QP solution inaccurately describes the IP location
rf as a function of Ca when χ = 0.01. Similarly, interface profiles generated from
asymptotic theory fail to accurately track IP behavior predicted from the 2D flow model,
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Figure 3.6: Interface angle profiles obtained near the contact line for air/liquid displacement. Solid
curves represent solutions from the 2D flow model for (a) Ca = 0.07, (b) Ca = 0.5, and (c) Ca = 1.0.
Dashed curves are obtained by fitting (3.3) to the 2D flow solution at each value of Ca. Symbols mark
the IP position for each case. Additional parameter values: χ = 10−4, θmic = 90
o, Bo = 0, Re = 0,
H/D = 0, and λ = 10−2.
as demonstrated below.
3.3.4 On the Breakdown of Asymptotic Theory
In Figure 3.6, the asymptotic theory expressed by (3.3) is fitted to solutions from the
2D flow model in the spirit of Chen et al. (1995) [64]. As Ca increases, curves from the
2D flow model reflect the migration of the inflection point toward the contact line (refer
to Figure 3.5a) to a degree than cannot be duplicated with the asymptotic theory. The
overall fit between profiles becomes poor for Ca > 0.1. Qualitatively, this discrepancy
between solution curves in Figure 3.6b and 3.6c is strikingly similar to that observed
when comparing asymptotic theory to experimentally measured interface profiles [64].
Therefore, the IP behavior may be the ingredient missing from (3.3) that has been
attributed to the “breakdown” of asymptotic hydrodynamic analysis at high Ca.
3.3.5 Failure of the QP Approach
To obtain a qualitative appreciation for the failure of the QP approach, flow fields near
the fluid interface are plotted in Figure 3.7. Here, comparison is made between QP and
2D flow solutions at the turning point (Cacrit) predicted for air/liquid displacement
with χ = 1.5× 10−4 (corresponding to liquid viscosity of approximately 120 cP). In the
QP result, the air phase controls the interface velocity as it is pumped away from the
DCL by strong pressure gradients in order to conserve mass and preserve the zero-flux
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of (A) streamlines and (B) |∇p| contours obtained from the QP and 2D flow
models for an air/liquid wetting system with χ = 1.5× 10−4 and λ = 10−2. Flow fields are extracted at
Cacrit for each model. The fluid interface is represented by a bold line which separates the advancing
glycerol (right phase) from the receding air (left phase). The flow domain of the QP approach appears
truncated as it is only defined within the bounds of the fluid interface.
condition at the fluid interface. In contrast, the 2D flow model depicts a dominant
liquid flow field which directs interface velocity toward the DCL. Consequently, the air
phase adopts a recirculation flow near the interface and develops weak pressure gradients
relative to the liquid phase. In both models, low pressure gradients found within the
subservient phase contribute negligibly to the macroscopic interface shape. Thus, air
flow provides the primary driving force for interface deformation with the QP approach,
whereas the 2D flow result shows liquid-side pressure gradients to dominate a majority
of the interface shape with the impact of air flow felt only very close to the DCL.
The two models clearly conflict over the flow features and stress fields relevant to
air/liquid displacement. The flow field obtained from 2D flow model agrees qualita-
tively with flow visualization of past dynamic wetting studies [66, 137]. Results from
the QP approach oppose basic intuition that substrate drag should generate liquid flow
which will contribute stresses that deform the fluid interface. Furthermore, the highly
two-dimensional flow field shown in Figure 3.7 invalidates the lubrication assumption
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at the foundation of the QP approach. Consequently, the QP approach severely overes-
timates Ca associated with the dynamic wetting behavior of air-liquid systems because
it neglects liquid stresses that should develop within the advancing fluid. The QP ap-
proach is a good approximation for the 2D flow model only when viscous stress within
the receding fluid dominates the interface behavior (i.e., cases where χ ≥ 1 in Figures
3.3 - 3.5).
3.4 Analysis of 2D Flow Solutions
In 2D flow model, interface profiles are determined by fluid stresses that contribute to
interface bending through the normal stress balance (2.6). Figure 3.8 plots characteristic
flow fields that shape the liquid/air, liquid/liquid, and air/liquid interfaces near the
onset of wetting failure (refer to solution paths in Figure 3.3). In each case, the dominant
(typically more viscous) fluid exhibits a “rolling flow” pattern with parallel streamlines
along the interface and substrate, whereas the secondary (typically less viscous) fluid
has a splitting streamline near the contact line that causes flow recirculation near the
interface. In the air/liquid system, the rolling motion of the liquid is formed by “suction”
(rapidly decreasing pressure) near the contact line that drives liquid from the outer
interface toward the moving substrate. Due to the low viscosity of the receding phase,
the flow field of the air generates negligible stress relative to the liquid. Thus, strong
velocity gradients can form in the air, and these accompany the thin recirculation region
near the interface without much consequence for the interface shape. Air pressures only
become significant when Ca ≈ Cacrit because strong adverse pressure gradients are
needed to pump air out of the slender wedge formed by the interface (θM ∼ 180o) near
the contact line (see magnified image in Figure 3.8). As discussed in Chapter 4, the
magnitude of these pressure gradients exceeds that of the local capillary forces, leading
to the onset of wetting failure at Cacrit.
In contrast, the liquid/liquid and liquid/air systems (χ ≥ 1) in Figure 3.8 illustrate
flow fields dominated by the receding liquid. Here the characteristic rolling-flow pattern
appears in the receding phase and the advancing phase adopts the splitting streamline
near the contact line. Since the splitting streamline drives fluid back toward the sub-
strate along a broad recirculation path (i.e., low velocity gradients), the advancing flow
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Air/Liquid Liquid/Liquid Liquid/Air
Figure 3.8: Comparison of the flow fields obtained at Cacrit with the 2D flow model. Streamlines and
pressure contours are shown for air/liquid (χ = 10−3), liquid/liquid (χ = 1), and liquid/air (χ = 103)
displacement. The bottom images show approximately 10× magnification of the flow field near the
contact line. Values of the system parameters: λ = 0.01, θmic = 90
o, Bo = 0, Re = 0 and H/D = 0.
contributes weak interfacial stresses (even when χ = 1) relative to the receding flow.
Consequently, viscous bending arises primarily from pressure gradients related to the
pumping mechanism in the receding phase in these systems.
Since this thesis aims to characterize wetting failure leading to air entrainment,
the following sections take a close look at flow fields associated with fluid diplacement
when χ ≪ 1. Specificaly, the cases of void/liquid (χ = 0) and air/liquid (0 < χ ≪ 1)
displacement are examined in detail. As substrate speed increases, interface behavior
near the DCL varies between these two systems. For simplicity, creeping flow (Re = 0)
is considered in a planer geometry (H/D = 0) with only the value of the viscosity
ratio (χ) changing between Sections 3.5 - 3.6. Other parameters remain fixed (Bo = 0,
θmic = 90
0, and λ = 0.01) unless otherwise noted.
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3.5 2D Flow: The Void/Liquid System
The void/liquid system always achieves steady 2D wetting because the void does not
provide any viscous resistance toward the advancing liquid (χ = 0). Interface charac-
teristics of each steady state are determined by the balance of forces within the liquid
(i.e., an equilibrium between capillary and viscous stresses) that satisfy the microscopic
wetting conditions in (2.9) for a given set of material parameters. As illustrated by Fig-
ure 3.9, the interface shape and neighboring flow field depend strongly on the value of
Ca for the system. Due to the normal stress balance (2.6), the interface becomes more
curved as viscous force increases relative to surface tension (increasing Ca). Interface
bending lengthens the interface, increasing the distance between the contact lines (i.e,
SCL and DCL). Figure 3.9 demonstrates that large regions of slow moving fluid reside
near the SCL when the DCL moves downstream due to interface bending. This in turn
affects the stress field along the length of the interface, leading to complicated interface
behavior as Ca increases.
3.5.1 Characteristics of the Outer Interface
Figure 3.10 idealizes the characteristic regions of the void/liquid interface: (Figure
3.10a) the outer interface region of constant curvature and apparent contact angle θM ;
(Figure 3.10b) the IP region that connects the outer and inner profiles at h = hf ;
(Figure 3.10c) the inner region containing fluid slip and the microscopic contact angle
θmic. At low speeds, the interface deforms macroscopically when viscous effects intensify
via larger Ca values. Pressure gradients remain weak near the outer interface, allowing
the interface to bend evenly above the IP. Using simple geometric arguments (refer to
Figure 3.10a), the outer interface curvature κM and length L are related to the apparent
contact angle θM as follows:
κM ≈ cos θM ; L ≈ 1− sin θM
cos θM
. (3.8)
Here, the interface is assumed to have constant curvature κM between SCL and IP (in-
terface curvature becomes convex at the IP, as illustrated in Figure 3.10b). In actuality,
curvature is not completely uniform along the outer interface, so κM may be approx-
imated by the mean curvature
(∫
1
hf
κdh
)
/(1 − hf ), or the curvature at the interface
midpoint (h = 0.5).
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SCL
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SCL
DCL
Figure 3.9: Flow fields obtained for the void/liquid system for Ca = 0.12 (top) and Ca = 1.25 (bottom).
Streamlines (first column) and velocity-magnitude contours (second column) are plotted for both cases.
Ten-fold magnification is used (third column) to show the strong velocity gradients near the contact
line. Further magnification (≈ 100×) is used in the inset for Ca = 1.25 (bottom right panel). Blue
circles mark the inflection point for each interface. All values for velocity contours correspond to the
legend shown in the center panel.
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Figure 3.10: Idealization of the different regions of void/liquid interface dynamics. (a) The outer
interface shape with nearly constant curvature, κM . The interface appears as an arc (bold line) with
radius 1/κM that intersects the substrate at an angle θM . The interface length L is related to θM by
(3.8). (b) Region (i) of the inner interface where suction (p ∼ 1/r as illustrated by contour lines) pulls
liquid toward the substrate similar to classical flow in a corner. (c) Region (ii) of the inner interface
where pressure gradients weaken (p ∼ log r) due to low liquid velocity from fluid slip very near the
contact line. (Note: θmic = 90
o for all systems in this report)
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Figure 3.11: Characteristics of the outer interface profile for the void/liquid system. (a) The mean
curvature (
∫
κdx/L) and the point value at the center of the interface (h = 0.5) are plotted against Ca
and compared with (3.8), where θM is found from the data in Figure 3.3. (b) The interface length L is
plotted against the function predicted from geometric arguments assuming uniform interface curvature.
Symbols represent values obtained from FEM solutions and the dashed line is the prediction from (3.8).
Inset : The data from (b) for L replotted as a function of Ca.
Figure 3.11 compares the geometric approximations in (3.8) to results from the
void/liquid system. At low speeds, the outer interface curvature increases proportionally
with Ca, causing θM to increase according to (3.8), as shown in Figure 3.11a. Liquid
stresses are insensitive to Ca in the low-speed regime and, therefore, the outer interface
must bend to match capillary pressure with the increasing viscous stress (i.e., κ ∼ Ca
because [n · T · n]adv remains constant in (2.6)). Since θM asymptotically approaches
180o at high substrate speed, (3.8) predicts the asymptote κM → 1 as Ca→∞, which
is consistent with numerical results.
Although the interface steadily elongates at low speeds, L remains nearly constant
as θM → 180o (for θM > 150o in Figure 3.11b and Ca ∼ 1 in the inset plot). This shift
in interface behavior is important to note because many experimental studies estimate
θM using some measurement of L and a geometric argument similar to (3.8) [2]. Figure
3.11b shows that these types of indirect measurements may underestimate θM as Ca
increases because L values lie below the curved generated by (3.8) for θM > 150
o.
3.5.2 Corner Flow near the DCL
Fluid stresses near the DCL are crucial to high-speed wetting behavior. Figures 3.10b
and 3.10c illustrate two flow regimes that are present near the DCL (r ≤ rf ) for all Ca:
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a
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Figure 3.12: (a) Advancing liquid flow field near the DCL with λ = 0.01 and Ca = 1.07. (b) Magnitude
of tangential stress exerted by the liquid onto the interface as a function of the radial distance from the
DCL. (c) Velocity magnitude along the void/liquid interface. (d) Magnitude of normal stress exerted
by the liquid onto the interface. Solutions are shown for Ca = 0.12, 0.40, 1.07 and 1.52 in panel (b) -
(d). Blue circles correspond to values measured at the inflection point (rf ) for each profile.
(i) a region that resembles viscous flow in a corner and (ii) a near-stagnation zone caused
by fluid slip. Figure 3.12 plots liquid stresses and velocities associated with these two
regions. In region (i), strong suction draws liquid from the outer field to replace fluid
drawn away with the moving substrate. Suction is generated from rapidly decreasing
liquid pressure in the corner flow near the DCL (see note in Appendix C.1.1). The
pressure divergence weakens in region (ii) due to fluid slip. In essence, fluid slip results
from strong shear stress as the liquid flow changes directions at the DCL (refer to the
Navier-slip condition (2.9)). Consequently, as r → 0, the interfacial velocity decays to
zero and the normal stress approaches a weak singularity (p ∼ log r) relative to the
corner flow case (p ∼ r−1).
The stress field changes as Ca increases and θM → 180o. As shown in Figure 3.12,
normal-stress gradients become steeper in the high-speed regime because the interface
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velocity near the DCL decays slowly in comparison to the low-speed case (this is also
true for velocity along the substrate, as shown in Appendix C.1.2). Large interface
angles direct streamlines to be nearly parallel with the substrate, weakening local liquid
shear along the substrate. Consequently, fluid slip is less effective in reducing interface
velocity (Figure 3.12c) and mitigating the pressure divergence that originates in the
corner-flow region (note that p ∼ 1/r1.5 when Ca > 1 in Figure 3.12d).
3.5.3 Position of the IP along the Interface
Interface curvature becomes convex at the IP, marking the beginning of the corner-
flow region. (Note that each curve in Figure 3.12d reflects the corner-flow divergence
[n ·T ·n] ∼ 1/r near the IP.) The IP position along the interface (h = hf ) is set by the
balance of viscous stress
(∫
µU/h dh
)
and capillary pressure
(∫
σ/h dh
)
in this region,
as approximated by the following expression:
ln(hf ) ∼ Ca lnλ. (3.9)
The logarithmic term on the right-hand side considers the integration of viscous stress
up to the slip region (h ∼ λ), where viscous effects decay. Since the interface must bend
from θM to θmic in the distance between the IP and SCL, sharper curvature results
when this distance is decreased (smaller hf ), as reflected by the left-hand side of (3.9).
Ultimately, higher interface curvature increases the capillary pressure that balances
against the viscous term weighted with the capillary number.
Equation (3.9) predicts exponential decay for hf as Ca increases, which explains the
importance of this effect in the high-speed regime. Physically, constant curvature in
the outer domain (refer to Figure 3.11a) forces the interface to become more curved on
small scales to satisfy the normal-stress balance at high Ca. Decreasing hf allows for
high inner -region curvature (κ ∼ 1/hf ), while keeping relatively low outer curvature
(κM ∼ 1) as specified from (3.8).
Figure 3.13 plots the logarithm of the IP position as a function of the capillary
number for various slip lengths. Each case results in a linear plot with slope proportional
to lnλ, as predicted from (3.9) (see additional plots in C.1.3). Intercepts from linear fits
of the data in Figure 3.13 are approximately equal to log (| log λ|−1), which signifies the
location of overlap between inner and outer regions in asymptotic theory for Ca → 0
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Figure 3.13: Inflection-point position for various values of λ. Curves are shown for λ = 10−2, 10−310−4,
and 10−5.
[44]. Similarly, the fitted slopes, which coincide with (3.9), can be interpreted as the
matching condition for the “intermediate” region that arises when Ca lnλ→ 1 [44]. (In
the terminology of the present work, the intermediate region of [44] would be located
within the inner-interface domain near the IP.)
Ultimately, the IP migrates closer to the DCL to keep capillary pressure on par
with viscous stresses as Ca increase. Lacking this behavior, the interface would be
unable to satisfy the normal stress balance because the outer interface does not support
strong curvature gradients, but instead adheres to the geometric constraints of (3.8).
Therefore, the IP behavior is key to maintaining steady 2D wetting as Ca→∞ in the
void/liquid system.
3.6 2D Flow: The Air/Liquid System
Unlike the void/liquid case, steady states are limited to finite speed (Ca ≤ Cacrit)
for all air/liquid systems. Clearly, the void/liquid case lacks viscous effects from the
receding phase (air) that may influence interface behavior in air/liquid systems. In
practice, the air/liquid viscosity ratio is very small (χ =≤ 0.01), which usually limits
air to a passive role in comparison to the advancing liquid flow. This statement does
not always hold true close to the DCL, where air pressure is sensitive to substrate speed
and interface shape. The latter dependence can lead to high stresses as the interface
becomes more curved and the air flow is confined within a slender wedge. The remainder
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of this section will discuss when these air stresses become significant, how they alter
the interface shape, and what conditions cause the critical behavior (turning point)
associated with the onset of wetting failure.
3.6.1 Characteristics of the Outer Flow
At low speeds, viscous effects from the air phase are negligible and the interface is deter-
mined by the balance of liquid stresses and capillary pressure, as detailed in Section 3.5
determines the interface shape (see normal stress profiles in Appendix C.2). Fluid veloc-
ity near the interface is controlled by the liquid flowing from the outer domain toward
the moving substrate. Due to the low viscosity of the air, a thin velocity boundary layer
forms at the inteface with an adjacent zone of slowly recirculating air. Outside of the
recirculation zone, the air shows the characteristics of wedge flow where substrate drag
brings fluid toward the contact line and strong pressure gradients pump the air away
to conserve mass. Figure 3.14 provides plots of the streamlines and velocity contours
associated with the air/liquid flow field. (Note that liquid flow fields are practically
identical to the void/liquid examples shown in Figure 3.9.)
3.6.2 Air Flow within a Thin Wedge
As speeds increase, the interface becomes more curved and elongated due to viscous
stress that develops in the liquid flow (refer to Section 3.5). Consequently, the air be-
comes confined to a long, slender wedge near the DCL. Figure 3.15 plots the air pressure
measured at the IP as the air wedge thins at higher substrate speeds. As demonstrated
by Figure 3.15a, air pressure gradients become nearly one-dimensional within this region
and can be approximated from lubrication theory as follows (in dimensionless form):
dp
dx
∼ χ
h2
. (3.10)
Figure 3.15a confirms that (3.10) describes the increase in the air pressure gradients
due to local thinning (decreasing hf ) of the air flow. (Pressure-gradient profiles along the
full extent of the air/liquid interface also match the scaling of (3.10), as demonstrated
in Appendix C.3.) Air pressure in the outer domain changes very little in response
to interface shape (i.e., the outer air pressure remains “ambient”), which means that
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Figure 3.14: Flow fields obtained for the air/liquid system with χ = 0.001 for Ca = 0.12 (stable),
1.00 (stable) and 1.02 (unstable). Streamlines (first column) and velocity-magnitude contours (second
column) are plotted for the both cases. Ten-fold magnification (third column) is used to show the
pressure contours for air and liquid near the contact line. Black circles mark the SCL and DCL in the
first column, and the IP position in the third column. Velocity and pressure values correspond to the
legends shown in plots for Ca = 1.00.
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Figure 3.15: Air pressure gradient at the IP (y = hf ) for various values of the viscosity ratio χ (see
legend). The bold line shows the expected slope corresponding to the lubrication scaling for in (3.10).
Also note that each curve is shifted by an order of magnitude along the vertical coordinate, which
corresponds to changes in χ in (3.10). (b) Air pressures measured at the IP for various values of χ (see
legend in (a)). The bold shows an empirical fit to power-law behavior of the curves.
higher values of dp/dx lead to large air pressures near the DCL (see right panels of
Figure 3.14). In fact, Figure 3.15b demonstrates that air pressures near the IP also
increase steeply as hf decreases. Since the interface beings to bend sharply near the IP,
the local dimensionless curvature is on the order of unity (κ ∼ ∂2h/∂x2 ∼ 1), making
the interface height vary strongly along horizontal coordinate (h ∼ x2). Therefore,
integration of pressure gradient predicted in (3.10) yields p ∼ 1/h3/2, which accurately
describes the build of air pressure near the IP for various values of χ plotted in Figure
3.15b.
Interface behavior deviates from the void/liquid case only when the air pressures near
the IP exceed liquid pressures along the outer interface. As discussed in Section 3.5,
the outer interface has nearly uniform curvature, which yields constant liquid pressure
in the outer domain that is related to θM by the geometric approximation in (3.8) and
the normal stress balance in (2.6). Although liquid pressure decreases steeply near the
DCL (dut to suction forces from the corner flow), liquid stresses at the IP nearly match
those along the outer interface (note the slow variation in normal stress as r → 1 in
Figure 3.12d). In contrast, the large pressure gradients needed to pump air away from
the DCL lead to large air pressures near the IP as substrate speed increases. Since
normal stresses from the air and liquid must be equal at the IP (where the interface
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Figure 3.16: The increase of air pressure at the inflection point hf as a function of Ca for various values
of χ (see legend). Circles mark the mean normal stress within the outer domain (r ≥ rf ) of the liquid
for χ = 0. The dashed line approximates the outer liquid pressure from an assumption of constant
curvature, κ0, using (3.8) and θM values from Figure 3.3. The bottom panel demonstrates that solution
paths deviated from the chi = 0 case (bold curve) when air pressures (symbols) exceed the outer liquid
pressure (dashed curve) in the upper panel.
has zero curvature), high air pressures at hf necessitate the increase of liquid stresses
along the outer interface. Therefore, air stresses developed in the thin wedge flow during
high-speed wetting dominate local interface dynamics instead of the balance of liquid
stresses and capillary pressure discussed in Section 3.5.
Figure 3.16a plots the outer liquid pressure (p|adv measured at h = 0.8) and the
building air pressure (p|rec) at hf as Ca increases for different viscosity ratios. The
capillary number where the air and liquid pressures match is identical to the point where
void/liquid and air/liquid solution paths diverge, as shown in Figure 3.16b. Collectively,
the panels of Figure 3.16 clearly demonstrate that growing air pressures at the IP
significantly impact interface behavior as substrate speed increases.
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3.6.3 Air-film Elongation
Approaching the onset of wetting failure, air stresses force the interface to elongate
near the DCL. The mechanism of interface elongation during high-speed wetting can be
interpreted at least two different ways.
(i) The resistance toward further constriction of the air wedge (p ∼ 1/h3/2; Figure
3.15b) is greater than the driving suction forces (p ∼ 1/r; Figure 3.12d) from
liquid flow in the corner near the DCL.
(ii) Capillary forces can no longer pump air away from the DCL at increasing sub-
strate speed with a fixed interface length. Consequently, the interface elongates
to facilitate higher pressure gradients to drive out the impinging air flow.
The first statement essentially argues that the air wedge builds enough pressure to
support itself against the compressive action of the viscous liquid flow that tends to
decrease hf as Ca increases (refer to Section 3.5). Instead, excessive pressures needed
to pump air away from the DCL form a thin air film that will become entrained within
the liquid flow. Therefore, the unstable branch associated with air-film growth coincides
with the Ca range where air pressures at hf match or exceed the outer liquid pressure
(this is approximately Ca ∈ [1.3, 1.6] for χ = 10−4, as shown in Figure 3.16b).
The second argument follows from analysis of gradients in interface curvature, as
plotted in Figure 3.17. Curvature gradients translate into adverse pressure gradients
that counteract substrate drag in the receding flow. Therefore, integration of the cur-
vature gradient (
∫
∂κ/∂x dx) along the outer interface (SCL to IP) provides a measure
of the interface’s ability to pump air away from the DCL. Figure 3.17 shows that al-
though this integrated quantity depends strongly on the specific air/liquid system (χ
value), the mean curvature gradient ( [
∫
∂κ/∂x dx]/L) can be universally described for
all air/liquid systems as a function of Ca. (Substrate wettability likely influences the
curve in Figure 3.17b, although the effect of θmic is not explored here). Physically, this
means that the interface can only support a finite stress gradient per interface length
(on average) for a given substrate speed relative to the speed of interface relaxation
σ/µadv. (Note that the mean curvature gradient can be predicted simply from results of
the void/liquid system, which further supports the argument as a general characteristic
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Figure 3.17: Integrated (a) and mean (b) curvature gradients provide along the air/liquid interface
plotted as a function of Ca. Values are divided by Ca to provide the effective pumping action from the
capillary stresses. Different viscosity ratios χ with corresponding symbols are listed within the legend.
The dashed-line is plotted using the geometric argument (3.8) and the θM values shown in Figure 3.3
for the void/liquid case χ = 0. All curves collapse to a master curve in (b) using the mean curvature
gradient.
of the interface.) Thus, as substrate speed increases, requiring more air to be removed
by pumping action, the interface must elongate to distribute stresses more evenly.
3.6.4 Loss of Steady 2D Wetting at Cacrit
Lastly, the turning point at Cacrit arises from strong air stresses acting on the inter-
face near the IP. At this critical speed, the local pressure gradient at h ≈ hf becomes
too strong for the interface to remain stationary, resulting in wetting failure. In other
words, the interface curvature gradient (note ∂xκ/Ca = ∂xp) can no longer pump air
away from the DCL and simultaneously support the suction needed to draw liquid
toward the moving substrate. Similar to the preceding discussion about interface elon-
gation, Figure 3.18 shows that this critical curvature gradient is a function of Ca that
can be approximated from solutions for the void/liquid system. One may anticipate this
result because the same visco-capillary balance governs interface curvature, regardless
of whether there is viscous flow from one (void/liquid) or two (air/liquid) fluids. As
demonstrated by Figure 3.18, the pressure gradient in the air grows exponentially with
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Figure 3.18: Pressure gradients from air flow and capillary forces at the IP (rf ) as a function of Ca.
Air pressure gradients are shown for various values of χ (see legend). Capillary-stress gradients (filled
circles) are shown from the void/liquid results. The bold line denotes dp/dx ∼ 1/rf , where rf is obtained
from void/liquid (χ = 0) results in Figure 3.5.
Ca, while the curvature gradient set by the void/liquid force balance only scales ap-
proximately as 1/rf . Consequently, growing pressure gradients in the air flow overcome
surface tension forces at Cacrit, leading to transient behavior, such as air entrainment,
at any super-critical substrate speed. This mechanism for wetting failure is explored in
more depth in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4
The Onset of Wetting Failure
4.1 Introduction
The liquid-applied coatings industry commonly aims to steadily and uniformly wet a
substrate moving at speed U with a particular liquid. All such dynamic-wetting systems
involve a “receding/advancing” fluid pair, where the advancing phase with viscosity µadv
displaces the receding phase with viscosity µrec. At some critical speed U
crit, dynamic
wetting fails and the receding fluid becomes entrained within the advancing phase [27].
As discussed in Section 1.1, coating flows transition from “air/liquid” wetting when
the coating first contacts the substrate to “liquid/air” displacement during liquid-film
deposition (multi-layer coatings may also have a “liquid/liquid” displacement stage).
Consequently, displacement flows in coating processes typically span an extremely broad
range of viscosity ratio χ = µrec/µadv, as well as other parameters characterizing the
materials and flow geometry. Wetting failure is essential to form a coating layer during
the stage of liquid-film withdrawal (χ ≫ 1), whereas air entrainment during air/liquid
displacement (χ≪ 1) is usually detrimental to coating quality. Despite the importance
of wetting failure in coating applications, the influence of various system parameters
remains poorly understood [34].
As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the hydrodynamic model predicts the onset of wet-
ting failure at a critical speed corresponding to Cacrit for each wetting system with a
receding fluid of finite viscosity (i.e., χ = µrec/µadv > 0). The examined numerical
approaches fail to find solutions for steady 2D wetting at substrate speeds exceeding
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Cacrit. Instead, solution paths encounter a turning point where the interface continues
to deform (typically producing larger apparent contact angles θM ) as substrate speed
decreases (Ca < Cacrit). Prior studies of liquid/air systems have demonstrated that
the solution branch following the turning point at Cacrit is unstable [98, 68, 99], leading
to unsteady elongation of the interface. Predicted interface profiles and critical speeds
match experimental measurements made during liquid-film withdrawal [100, 96], con-
firming the connection between the onset of wetting failure and the turning point at
Cacrit.
The results presented in this chapter build upon prior work in two important ways.
First, the 2D model is used to consider the influence of viscosity ratio, gravitational
forces, wettability, and inertia on Cacrit, and also examine axisymmetric geometries.
Surprisingly, the trends obtained from the 2D model are matched by predictions from
asymptotic theory, even outside of the low-speed regime where the theory is typically
viewed to be valid. Second, a wetting-failure mechanism is proposed in which strong
pressure gradients pump the receding fluid away from the contact line. Indeed, it is
demonstrated that Cacrit coincides with the substrate speed at which these pressure
gradients equal the local capillary forces, signifying that the interface cannot steadily
displace the receding phase at any faster rate. Predictions from the 2D flow model com-
pare favorably to values measured in experimental air-entrainment studies, supporting
the proposed wetting-failure mechanism.
The following sections characterize the onset of wetting failure from solutions gen-
erated with the 2D flow model. Section 4.2 briefly reviews the hydrodynamic model
and numerical approaches. Section 4.3 evaluates flow fields near the interface inflection
point (IP) and proposes a mechanism for wetting failure based on a local stress balance
near the DCL. Section 4.4 considers the effects of viscosity, confinement, gravitational
forces, wettability, and inertia on Cacrit and also examines axisymmetric geometries.
Finally, Section 4.5 compares predictions from the parametric study with experimental
data published within the literature. Since the phenomenon of air entrainment remains
poorly understood [34] in comparison to cases of liquid-film withdrawal [27], each section
focuses on results from air/liquid systems (χ≪ 1).
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Figure 4.1: Idealization of fluid displacement along a substrate moving with speed U . (a) Outer view of
the fluid interface confined within an axisymmetric channel where a fiber substrate of diameter D moves
through the center of an annulus with gap H. Note that this system becomes planar when H/D = 0.
(b) Inner view of the fluid interface where the interface angle θ varies strongly with the radial distance
r from the DCL. The maximum interface angle (θM ) is located at the interface inflection point (IP),
which is measured by vertical (hf ) and radial (rf ) distances from the DCL.
4.2 Methods
Chapter 2 presents a hydrodynamic model for fluid displacement along a moving sub-
strate as illustrated by Figure 4.1. The Navier-Stokes equations and associated bound-
ary conditions (see Section 2.1) generate a highly nonlinear free-boundary problem.
The model is evaluated with three distinct approaches: (i) the low-speed asymptotic
theory of Cox [44], (ii) a one-dimensional (1D) lubrication approach and (iii) a two-
dimensional (2D) flow model solved with the Galerkin finite element method (FEM).
These approaches are briefly described in Sections 3.2.1 - 3.2.3 and detailed derivations
are provided in Sections 2.2 - 2.3.
4.2.1 Determining Cacrit
The critical capillary number, Cacrit = Cacrit(χ, λ, θmic, Readv, Rerec, Bo,H/D), is de-
termined for each method described in sections 3.2.1 - 3.2.3 by tracing steady-state so-
lution families as a function of Ca until locating a point beyond which 2D steady-state
solutions cannot be found. For the asymptotic theory, this critical point corresponds to
θap = 180
o, and Cacrit can be defined by substituting this apparent angle into (1.2):
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Cacrit =
1
δ(χ)
(
g(θmic;χ)− g(180o;χ)
log (λCox)
)
. (4.1)
Solution families from the QP and 2D flow models reveal a turning point that cor-
responds to Cacrit and some critical interface angle θcritM (see Section 4.4.1). Following
the turning point, the solution path continues to higher θM , but returns to Ca < Ca
crit.
As discussed in prior work [98, 68, 99], this bifurcation at Cacrit separates stable and
unstable branches of steady-state solutions. Solution trajectories are traced around the
turning point (onto the unstable branch) using a pseudo-arclength continuation scheme
[124] for the QP approach and by switching to a continuation method using the chan-
nel’s pressure drop ∆P = PR − PL (refer to Figure 4.1a) for the 2D flow model [138].
The entire unstable branch is easily recovered for the QP approach, whereas the 2D
flow model tends to fail as the macroscopic angle increases a few degrees beyond θcritM .
Numerical error from mesh distortion appears to alter the convergence of the 2D flow
solver along the unstable branch (as θM → 180o).
4.3 The Wetting-failure Mechanism
The onset of wetting failure corresponds to a critical capillary number Cacrit (see def-
inition in (2.7)), suggesting that the competition of viscous and surface-tension forces
is crucial to the loss of steady 2D wetting. In each displacement system, the interface
bends in order to balance capillary pressure with stresses produced in the fluid flow.
Interface curvature is especially sharp near the DCL, where strong stresses result from
viscous flow in a corner. Due to the effects of slip near the DCL, the interface curvature
diverges as κ ∼ ln r [27] rather than the ∼ 1/r singularity found in viscous corner flow
with no-slip boundary conditions [65]. Therefore, the capillary-stress gradient at the IP
is characterized by
1
Ca
∣∣∣∣∂κ∂x
∣∣∣∣ ∼ 1Ca
(
1
rf
)
. (4.2)
Lubrication theory predicts the magnitude of the pressure gradient needed to pump the
receding phase away from the contact line:∣∣∣∣∂p∂x
∣∣∣∣ = 6χ [2λvf + hf (1 + vf )(hf )2(hf + 4λ)
]
(4.3)
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where vf is the horizontal component of the velocity at the IP. To maintain steady
fluid displacement, the IP must be positioned such that the capillary-stress gradient is
larger than the pressure gradient demanded by the receding flow. Therefore, the onset
of wetting failure would be expected when (4.2) equals (4.3) such that
Cacrit ∼M(hf , rf ;χ, λ, ...) and
M(hf , rf ;χ, λ, ...) =
2
rf
[
5
6χ
(
h3f + 4λh
2
f
4λ+ 7hf
)]
,
 (4.4)
where M(hf , rf ;χ, λ, ...) represents the magnitude of the curvature gradient divided
by the receding-fluid pressure gradient (i.e., |∂xκ/∂xp|) measured at the IP. Since this
ratio is most sensitive to the IP position, the notation M(hf , rf ) will be used from
this point forward, although other parameters (e.g., λ and χ) may also influence this
visco-capillary balance in general.
The form of M(hf , rf ) expressed in (4.4) assumes a prefactor of two in (4.2), which
is justified later in this section when comparing (4.2) to 2D flow solutions. Also, since
interface velocity weakly affects the pressure gradient in (4.3) relative to hf , (4.4) as-
sumes that vf ≈ 0.4, which tends to be within 20% of the true value when λ ≪ 1 and
Re = 0 (velocity values will be discussed further in Section 4.4.5). In the simplest case,
(4.4) obeys the following scaling
Cacrit ∼ (hf )
2
rf
, (4.5)
which is valid for systems where χ is fixed and hf ≫ λ.
Figure 4.2 plots stress gradients taken near the IP of 2D flow solutions for liquid/air
and air/liquid displacement. Figure 4.2a demonstrates that the capillary-stress gradient
of the liquid/air interface decreases with Ca, as described by (4.2) using a prefactor of
two. The onset of wetting failure occurs once the capillary-stress gradient matches the
pressure gradient predicted by (4.3). Furthermore, the inset of figure 4.2a shows that
the visco-capillary balance summarized by (4.5) determines Cacrit for liquid/air systems
with a variety of contact-line properties (i.e, different values of λ and θmic).
Similar arguments can be made for air/liquid systems, where the impact of the
receding air flow is clearly seen in Figure 4.2b. Although the air pressure remains
ambient along the outer interface, strong pressure gradients arise near the inflection
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Figure 4.2: Normal-stress gradients at the IP for (a) liquid/air with χ→∞ and (b) air/liquid displace-
ment systems with χ = 10−4. Data points are obtained from the 2D flow model for the capillary-stress
gradient (filled symbols) and receding-fluid pressure gradient (open symbols) at various values of Ca
with Cacrit marked by the vertical dotted line. Dashed lines represent (4.3) using values of hf obtained
from each data set. Bold lines are plotted from (4.2) using a prefactor of two and rf data from (a)
χ → ∞ and (b) χ = 0 (refer to Figure 3.5b). Additional parameter values: λ = 10−2, θmic = 90o,
Bo = 0, Re = 0 and H/D = 0. Insets: Cacrit values from 2D flow results for various systems plotted
against the visco-capillary balance in (4.4) and (4.5). Solid lines provide a linear fit of the data. Unless
listed in the following, parameter values for the inset figures are the same as main panel they occupy:
λ = 10−2 (squares, diamonds, and cross), 10−3 (triangles), 10−4 (circles); θmic = 50
o (green) 70o (red),
90o (blue), 110o (yellow), 130o (white); (a) χ → ∞ and (b) χ = 0.1 (cross), 0.02 (diamonds), 10−4
(others).
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point (refer to Figure 3.8) in order to pump air away from the contact line during
steady 2D displacement. At low Ca, stresses from liquid suction control the interface
curvature and pressure gradients in the air remain relatively weak. However, the air
flow becomes confined to a thin wedge as the interface deforms at high Ca (hf → 0
as θM → 180o), which dramatically increases pressure gradients within the air. Figure
4.2b shows that the air-pressure gradient (open symbols) grows with Ca at a faster rate
than the capillary-pressure gradient (filled symbols) at the interface inflection point.
Steady-state solutions cease to exist when the air-pressure gradient equals the capillary-
stress gradient observed near rf . Since characteristics of the air/liquid and void/liquid
interfaces are nearly identical prior to Cacrit (refer to Figures 3.3c and 3.5b), the bold
curve in Figure 4.2b approximates the interface’s pumping capability due to capillary
forces as a function of Ca. Extrapolating to Ca > Cacrit, these 2D capillary forces
would be exceeded by the air-pressure gradient (crossover of dashed and bold lines in
Figure 4.2b) at super-critical substrate speeds, leading to transient or three-dimensional
interface behavior which is indicative of air entrainment.
Unlike the critical speeds for liquid-film withdrawal shown in Figure 4.2a, Cacrit
values associated with air entrainment generally do not follow the simple scaling of (4.5).
Specifically, the assumption that hf ≫ λ often fails for air/liquid systems because hf
decays exponentially with Ca (refer to Figure 3.5a). Therefore, the full form of the
visco-capillary balance (i.e., (4.4)) must be used predict the onset of air entrainment.
The inset of Figure 4.2b confirms that (4.4) matches Cacrit for air/liquid systems with
various values of λ, θmic, and χ.
Collectively, the panels of Figure 4.2 demonstrate that the phenomena of liquid-film
withdrawal and air entrainment arise from the stress balances outlined by (4.2) - (4.5).
Wetting failure results from large pressure gradients required to pump the receding fluid
away from the contact line, even when the advancing liquid outweighs the air viscosity
by several orders of magnitude (χ≪ 1). Using this insight into the underlying wetting-
failure mechanism, the following section systematically investigates the effects of system
parameters on Cacrit.
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4.4 Parametric Study of Cacrit
4.4.1 Viscosity
The viscosity ratio χ controls the relative strength of viscous stresses within the receding
and advancing fluids. Figure 4.3 compares the onset of wetting failure predicted from
asymptotic theory, the QP approach, and the 2D flow model while varying the value
of χ. Given the wetting-failure mechanism discussed in Section 4.3, one may anticipate
the result in Figure 4.3a that Cacrit increases when lowering the receding-fluid viscosity
(decreasing χ in (4.4)). Although the lowest Cacrit value coincides with liquid/liquid
displacement (χ = 1), lessening the viscosity of the advancing phase in liquid/air dis-
placement does not dramatically change the critical capillary number. Simply stated,
this means that the receding phase is crucial to the onset of wetting failure, while the
advancing fluid plays a secondary role that only becomes important when χ < 1. Con-
sequently, the receding fluid must have non-zero viscosity (χ > 0) for wetting failure to
occur at finite Cacrit. Furthermore, the inset of Figure 4.3a illustrates that the visco-
capillary balance in (4.4) matches critical speeds obtained with the 2D flow model,
confirming that the onset of wetting failure is driven by pressure gradients that pump
the receding flow away from the contact line.
Surprisingly, the asymptotic theory qualitatively matches 2D flow results through
the entire range of χ. Since the asymptotic theory does not predict turning points along
steady-state solution paths (refer to Figure 3.3), this comparison is made by assuming
that the onset of wetting failure corresponds to θM = 180
o in (4.1). Figure 4.3b shows
that the critical dynamic angle θcritM (measured at Ca = Ca
crit) is actually always less
than 180o and only converges to the ad hoc constraint used for (4.1) in the limit of
vanishing receding-fluid viscosity (θcritM → 180o as χ→ 0). However, asymptotic theory
predicts that θM increases rapidly with faster substrate speeds as Ca → Cacrit, which
makes (4.1) insensitive to the dynamic angle, so long as θcritM ∼ 180o.
Unlike the asymptotic theory, the QP approach only approximates the 2D flow
solution well when χ ≥ 1. Figure 4.3 shows that the discrepancy in Cacrit is minor
for the case of liquid/air displacement, but becomes considerable within the air/liquid
regime. As previously discussed in Section 3.3.5, the QP approach does not accurately
account for fluid stresses within the advancing flow when χ < 1 [138]. Consequently,
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Figure 4.3: (a) The critical capillary number and (b) critical macroscopic angle plotted as a function
of the viscosity ratio. Comparison is made between the 2D flow model (circle), QP approach (square),
and asymptotic theory (dashed line). Inset : Cacrit values from the 2D flow data replotted against
the visco-capillary balance in (4.4). Note that to remain consistent with the definition of Ca in (2.7),
the viscosity ratio is omitted from M(hf , rf ) when χ ≥ 1. Solid lines provide a linear fit of the data.
Additional parameter values: λ = 0.01, θmic = 90
o, Bo = 0, Re = 0 and H/D = 0.
QP results reflect improper behavior of the IP during air/liquid displacement (refer
to Figure 3.5b), leading to errors in the visco-capillary balance (4.4) that ultimately
determines the magnitude of Cacrit. The following parametric studies focus on wetting
failure in the air-entrainment limit, which has not been as thoroughly characterized
by numerical models as the liquid-withdrawal case [97, 69, 98, 55, 68, 99, 139, 140].
Therefore, the QP approach will be omitted from the remainder of this paper due to its
failure within the air/liquid viscosity regime (χ < 1).
4.4.2 Confinement
Changes made to the characteristic length of the problem geometry, H, influence the
relative importance of outer (viscous) and inner (slip) mechanics. Our prior work has
demonstrated that confinement reduces the action of viscous bending during air/liquid
displacement within parallel-plate geometries, allowing Cacrit to increase as H decreases
[138]. This trend is reflected in the following scaling obtained from asymptotic theory
(i.e, (4.1)):
Cacrit ∝ [log (lM/lslip)]−1. (4.6)
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Figure 4.4: The critical capillary numbers plotted as a function of the generic confinement ratio λ∗
(defined in text) for air/liquid displacement. Open circles and squares denote 2D flow results where λ
varies and H/D = 0 and 0.5, respectively. Filled symbols represent the case where λ = 10−3 and H/D
varies (i.e., H/D = 0.5, 5, and 50). Triangle data points are taken from Figure 4.7a and discussed in
the text of Section 4.4.3. The dashed line shows a fit from the confinement scaling (4.6). Inset : Solid
lines show interface profiles at Cacrit for H/D = 0, 0.5, 5, and 50 with λ = 10−3. Circles denote the
critical profile for λ = 10−2 and H/D = 0. Additional parameter values: χ = 0.02, θmic = 90
o, Bo = 0,
and Re = 0.
For the purpose of generality, lM represents some macroscopic length scale associated
with viscous effects (e.g., lM = H in the parallel-plate example) and λ
∗ = lslip/lM is a
generic confinement ratio. As systems become more confined, the inner and outer length
scales approach the same order of magnitude (λ∗ → 1), which yields larger Cacrit values
in (4.6).
In the current work, interface confinement is extended to the axisymmetric geom-
etry shown in Figure 4.1a. The axisymmetric system contains azimuthal curvature
as the interface bends around the fiber circumference, in addition to the usual inter-
face deformation in the flow direction. Therefore, viscous bending is influenced by two
macroscopic lengths within the axisymmetric geometry: the annulus gap (H) and the
fiber diameter (D).
Figure 4.4 compares the confinement effect for air/liquid displacement in axisym-
metric and parallel-plate systems. Interestingly, the data computed from the 2D flow
model collapse to a single curve when plotting Cacrit against λ∗ = lslip/lM in Figure 4.4,
where lM is the smallest macroscopic length within the system. (For example, lM = D
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when the fiber diameter is thinner than the gap such that H/D > 1). Confinement
reduces viscous effects relative to the impact of fluid slip near the contact line (↑ λ∗),
leading to higher Cacrit values as described by the scaling relationship (4.6). (Note that
asymptotic theory systematically underpredicts the 2D flow data as λ∗ → 1.) Although
the axisymmetric case may not be intuitive, the inset of Figure 4.4 illustrates that thin-
ner fiber substrates do, in fact, reduce viscous bending of the interface, leading to the
apparent “contraction” of profiles with increasing H/D. In contrast, critical interface
shapes simply scale with H for planar systems (H/D = 0), appearing independent of
the degree of confinement (i.e, λ) when plotted with dimensionless coordinates h and x.
Figure 4.5 takes a closer look at properties of the axisymmetric air/liquid inter-
face for different fiber diameters. Due to axisymmetry, the interface bends around the
circumference of the fiber in addition to the usual flow-direction curvature seen in pla-
nar systems. Since the interface is deflected in the direction of the fiber motion, the
azimuthal curvature increases in concavity (with respect to the receding fluid) while
approaching the contact line, as illustrated by Figure 4.5a and 4.5c for H/D = 0.5 and
5, respectively. This curvature contributes capillary-stress gradients that intensify as
the fiber diameter decreases, while capillary forces in the flow-direction are analogous
to the planar system discussed in Section 4.3 (e.g., (4.2)). Contributions from the two
curvature gradients can be approximated at the IP as∣∣∣∣∂κ∂x
∣∣∣∣
fd
≈ 2/rf and
∣∣∣∣∂κ∂x
∣∣∣∣
az
≈ ∂
∂x
(
1
hf +
1
2
(H/D)−1
)
, (4.7)
where subscripts “fd” and “az” denote the flow-direction and azimuthal terms, respec-
tively.
Figure 4.5b and 4.5d plot the contributions of (4.7) at Cacrit for fibers of diameter
H/D = 0.5 and 5, respectively. The azimuthal contribution increases considerably as
the fiber diameter decreases, becoming significant when H/D > 1. Using (4.2) and
the fact that ∂xκ|az ∼ H/D, the following expression approximates the capillary-stress
gradient at the IP for systems where H/D ≥ 1:
1
Ca
∣∣∣∣∂κ∂x
∣∣∣∣ ∼ 1Ca
(
H/D
rf
)
. (4.8)
Equation (4.8) states that increasing H/D strengthens capillary forces acting near the
IP. Consequently, higher Cacrit values are obtained for fluid displacement along thin
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Figure 4.5: Interface properties obtained with the 2D flow model for axisymmetric air/liquid systems
for various values of H/D. Panels (a) and (c) plot interface profiles along a downward moving fiber
(black) with H/D = 0.5 and 5, respectively. Color contours indicate the interface deflection (vertical
position) following the fiber motion. Panels (b) and (d) show curvature gradients computed from the
interface profiles of (a) and (c), respectively, using (4.7). Color contours of the left and right halves of
each image reflect the flow-direction (∂xκ|fd) and azimuthal (∂xκ|az) contributions, respectively. (e)
Normal-stress gradients measured at the IP as a function of Ca for H/D = 0.5, 5, and 50. Data points
are obtained from the 2D flow model for the capillary-stress gradient (filled symbols) and receding-fluid
pressure (open symbols). Dashed and solid lines represent (4.3) and (4.8) using values of hf and rf
obtained from each data set. Additional parameter values: χ = 0.02, λ = 10−3, θmic = 90
o, Bo = 0,
and Re = 0
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fibers because the azimuthal curvature assists in pumping the receding phase away
from the contact line. These axisymmetric confinement effects likely contribute to the
high-speed wetting processes that have become a trademark of the fiber coating industry
[115, 141, 88].
Figure 4.5e plots stress gradients measured at the IP for air/liquid interfaces in
axisymmetric geometries with varying H/D values. For each case, the capillary-stress
gradient is matched by (4.8). The receding-fluid pressure gradient is fairly well de-
scribed by the planar lubrication theory (4.3), especially near Cacrit where the air film
is typically much thinner than the fiber diameter (i.e., hf ≪ (H/D)−1). Therefore, the
appropriate visco-capillary balance for axisymmetric systems with H/D ≥ 1 is
M(hf , rf ) =
2H/D
rf
[
5
6χ
(
h3f + 4λh
2
f
4λ+ 7hf
)]
, (4.9)
which predicts the onset of wetting failure as discussed in the derivation of (4.4). Figure
4.6 collapses Cacrit data for air/liquid systems with various degrees of confinement using
functions of the IP position. In Figure 4.6, critical speeds follow the visco-capillary
balance for planar and axisymmetric geometries using M(hf , rf ) defined in (4.4) and
(4.9), respectively. This once again confirms that pressure gradients in the receding flow
are crucial to initiate wetting failure.
4.4.3 Body Force
Body force effects, such as the action of gravity, may become important as H increases
(λ→ 0). Figure 4.7 demonstrates the impact of gravity on the onset of wetting failure
for air/liquid displacement (note that the gravity vector points toward the advancing
liquid as illustrated in Figure 4.1a). In Figure 4.7a, the strength of the body force
increases with Bo while all other parameters are held constant. Physically, this could
correspond to a scenario where the liquid density is increased to strengthen gravitational
action during fluid displacement. Data from the 2D flow model illustrate that Cacrit
increases with
√
Bo in this case.
In practice, system geometry usually determines the magnitude of Bo because liquid
densities rarely vary by more than a factor of two. Figure 4.7b reflects the effect of
increasing Bo by widening the gap H in the air/liquid system such that λ ∝ 1/√Bo
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Figure 4.6: Critical capillary number data from Figure 4.4 replotted as a function of the visco-capillary
balance. The dashed line represents Cacrit values predicted from (4.4) using a prefactor of unity in both
cases. Note that M(hf , rf ) is calculated using (4.9) when H/D ≥ 1. Refer to Figure 4.4 for parameter
values associated with circle and square symbols.
(since λ = lslip/H and Bo ∼ H2). Two distinct limits can be observed from the Cacrit
data plotted in Figure 4.7b. First, at low values of Bo the interface remains confined
to small gaps (relatively large values of λ), which increase Cacrit as predicted by (4.6).
Second, the 2D flow model gradually deviates from the confinement scaling as the gap
widens and Bo exceeds unity. Unlike Figure 4.7a, Cacrit tends toward a constant value
as gravitational forces increase such that Bo≫ 1.
Despite the different behaviors of Cacrit, the inset of Figure 4.7b illustrates that
Bo controls the intensity of the gravitational forces (relative to surface-tension forces),
leveling the fluid interface in both of the cases discussed above. Gravity dominates the
interface shape away from the substrate at distances greater than the capillary length
lcap =
√
σ/ρg. Viscous effects deform the interface closer to the contact line, making
lcap the appropriate viscous length scale (i.e., lM ) when gravity levels the outer interface.
In terms of the Bond number, lM = H/
√
Bo (note that H/
√
Bo =
√
σ/ρg) for systems
where Bo > 1. Increasing Bo while fixing all other parameters effectively reduces
viscous bending relative to slip, as reflected by an increase in the generic confinement
ratio λ∗ = lslip
√
Bo/H (see Section 4.4.2). Using this definition for λ∗, data from
Figure 4.7a are plotted alongside the confinement study in Figure 4.4 to demonstrate
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Figure 4.7: The effect of body forces on Cacrit for air/liquid displacement. (a) The Bond number
increases while fixing the gap to λ = 10−3. Symbols are obtained from 2D flow solutions and the
solid line is included to guide the eye. (b) The Bond number increases with larger gaps such that
λ = 10−3/
√
Bo. Symbols are obtained from the 2D flow model and the dash-dot line marks a constant
critical speed Cacrit = 0.24. The dashed line represents the confinement scaling expressed in (4.6).
Inset : Interface profiles at Cacrit for Bo = 0, 1, 10, and 100. Additional parameter values: χ = 0.02,
θmic = 90
o, H/D = 0, and Re = 0.
that physical boundaries (decreasing H) and body forces (increasing Bo) increase Cacrit
analogously through effective confinement of the interface.
In contrast, increasing Bo by widening the gap (i.e., lslip/H ∝ 1/
√
Bo) exactly
counteracts this effective confinement from gravitational leveling (i.e., λ∗ = constant).
Consequently, the relative impact of viscous bending and fluid slip does not change for
Bo ≫ 1 in Figure 4.7b. As has been shown experimentally, Cacrit remains constant
for relatively unconfined systems (Bo > 1), regardless of the exact size of the outer
geometry [138].
4.4.4 Wettability
Substrate wettability is modeled with a microscopic contact angle, θmic, that prescribes
the interface slope at the dynamic contact line through (2.9). Figure 4.8a shows the
effect of θmic on Ca
crit for air/liquid displacement with λ = 0.01. Matching intuition,
the data show that increasing substrate wettability (smaller θmic) allows for steady
wetting at faster speeds (larger Cacrit). The inset figure confirms that this result holds
for various values of λ. In fact, all tested cases show a similar sensitivity of Cacrit to
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Figure 4.8: (a) The critical capillary number obtained from 2D flow solutions plotted as a function of
substrate wettability for air/liquid displacement with λ = 10−2. Inset : Cacrit values plotted against
θmic for λ = 10
−1 (triangles), 10−2 (circles), and 10−5 (diamonds). Symbols represent 2D flow solutions
and the dashed line is obtained from the asymptotic theory expressed in (4.10) with a prefactor of
unity. (b) The IP location plotted as a function of θmic for λ = 0.01 and fixed substrate speed Ca = 0.1.
Symbols are taken from 2D flow data for hf (circle) and rf (square). Dashed lines are plotted from
(4.11). (c) Inner interface profiles from 2D flow solutions (IP position marked with symbol) are compared
against the spherical-cap approximation used to derive (4.11). Note that Rc = 0.11 is used in (4.11) for
both (b) and (c). Additional parameter values: χ = 0.02, Bo = 0, Re = 0, and H/D = 0
θmic that is well described by asymptotic theory
Cacrit ∼ π
6
lnχ− θ
3
mic
9
, (4.10)
which results from (4.1) when χ and λ are assumed to be much less than unity (here
θmic is reported in radians) [44]. Surprisingly, this means that the impact of θmic is
independent of the relative scale of the contact-line region (i.e., λ) where microscopic
mechanics control the interface shape. Note that the use of a structured mesh composed
of quadrilateral elements restricts the 2D flow model to θmic ∈ [50o, 130o], as reflected
by the data in Figure 4.8. With this limitation, the 2D flow cannot directly model
the highly wetting fluids commonly used in experimental studies due to their small
equilibrium contact angles (θmic → 0o).
The microscopic contact angle primarily influences displacement through changes
to the interfacial length scales. For example, Figure 4.8b shows that increasing θmic
causes the inflection point to move closer to the contact line. Figure 4.8c demonstrates
that this IP behavior can be understood by idealizing the inner interface region (shown
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Figure 4.9: (a) The influence of θmic on the IP function used in the scaling (4.5) and (b) corresponding
critical speeds plotted against the visco-capillary balance (4.4). The dashed line represents (4.4) using
a prefactor of unity. Symbols denote 2D flow data taken from Figures 4.8a and 4.8b with the following
parameter values: λ = 0.01, χ = 0.02, Bo = 0, Re = 0, and H/D = 0.
in Figure 4.1b) as a spherical cap with height hf and a complementary contact angle
(180− θmic) at the substrate. The height of the spherical cap depends on θmic through
the geometric approximation
hf = Rc(1 + cos θmic), (4.11)
where Rc is the radius of curvature. Although a constant-curvature cap does not accu-
rately represent the inner interface shape (recall that κ ∼ ln r as r → 0), Figure 4.8b-c
affirms that (4.11) is sufficient to capture the geometric effect of θmic on hf at fixed
substrate speed.
Figure 4.9 connects substrate wettability to the wetting-failure mechanism discussed
in Section 4.3. For instance, Figure 4.9a illustrates that less wettable substrates decrease
the value of (hf )
2/rf , which reflects building larger air pressure gradients (∼ 1/(hf )2)
without commensurate increases to the local capillary forces (∼ 1/rf ) as higher values
of θmic thin the air film near the contact line. These large air stresses are responsible
for the decrease in Cacrit as θmic increases in Figure 4.8a. Although the visco-capillary
balance in Section 3 does not explicitly account for substrate wettability, Figure 4.9b
shows that (4.4) matches the trend of the Cacrit data for various θmic, suggesting that
the onset of wetting failure is more sensitive to stresses near the IP than interface
characteristics very close to the contact line.
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Figure 4.10: The fractional difference in Cacrit due to the influence of fluid inertia at various values of
Re (relative to the creeping-flow limit Re = 0). Data points are obtained from the 2D flow model for
liquid/air (filled) and air/liquid (open) displacement with various values of λ, as listed in the legend
at bottom. Inset : ∆Cacrit data from the main figure are replotted against the local Reynolds number
Ref = Re × hf . Additional parameter values: χ = 10−3 (open) and 103 (filled), θmic = 90o, Bo = 0,
and H/D = 0.
4.4.5 Inertia
Results shown up to this point have neglected inertial effects, which may become im-
portant at sufficiently high substrate speeds. To probe the impact of fluid inertia on
wetting failure, Cacrit values are computed for Re ∈ [1, 500], and the fractional differ-
ence with respect to the creeping-flow result (Re = 0) is plotted in Figure 4.10 . Since it
is not readily apparent how inertia will impact each phase, the Reynolds number is inde-
pendently varied for the receding (Rerec) and advancing fluids (Readv) of the air/liquid
system. (For example, Rerec = 0 when varying Readv along the right-side of Figure
4.10, and vice versa.) Data are also plotted for liquid/air displacement to demonstrate
the symmetry between cases of air entrainment and liquid withdrawal.
Figure 4.10 shows that Readv and Rerec have a relatively weak impact on Ca
crit.
Even for Re ∼ 10, the critical capillary number remains within 10% of the creeping-flow
results. Data points in Figure 4.10 only become distinct from the creeping-flow limit
when Re ∼ 100. Here, it can be seen that inertial effects are primarily felt from the
more viscous phase. In other words, Readv and Rerec are important for air/liquid and
liquid/air displacement, respectively. In both cases, inertia “assists” the flow of liquid
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toward the substrate. As shown by the behavior of Cacrit in Figure 4.10, inertia of
the advancing liquid (Readv) aids the displacement of the air phase, leading to steady
wetting at higher speeds. In contrast, Rerec resists displacement by “assisting” the
motion of the receding fluid, promoting wetting failure at lower Cacrit. The fractional
change in the critical speed (∆Cacrit) increases weakly with λ due to changes in the
local Reynolds number (see inset of Figure 4.10), as discussed in more detail later in
this section.
The momentum balance of (2.1) suggests that inertia may alter the fluid-stress
gradients that bend the fluid interface:
∇p = ∇2v −Re(v · ∇v). (4.12)
To demonstrate the role of inertia in the receding flow, Figure 4.11 plots liquid/air
flow fields with various values of Re. When Rerec ≫ 1, the adverse pressure gradient
intensifies (i.e., |∂xp|rec increases relative to the estimate of (4.3)) in order to resist the
receding fluid’s inertia and then pump the fluid away from the contact line. This is
reflected by higher receding-fluid pressures observed near the contact line when liquid
inertia is significant (Figure 4.11a) compared to the Rerec = 0 case (Figure 4.11b). Thus,
increasing Rerec effectively makes the receding liquid more difficult to displace, requiring
larger values of |∂xp| and, ultimately, promoting wetting failure at lower substrate speeds
(refer to Figure 4.10). In contrast, Readv has negligible effect on the flow fields (Figure
4.11c) and Cacrit values associated with the onset of liquid-film withdrawal because the
receding liquid dominates the interface behavior in this viscosity regime.
Figure 4.12 explores the impact of liquid inertia on air/liquid displacement. Relative
to creeping flow, liquid inertia localizes velocity gradients in a thin boundary layer near
the substrate, as revealed by a comparison of the flow fields shown in Figure 4.12a and
4.12b. Away from the substrate the liquid remains nearly stagnant when Readv ≫ 1.
Holding other parameters fixed (including Ca), increasing liquid inertia reduces interface
deformation, as shown in Figure 4.12c. Figure 4.12d demonstrates that large values of
Readv slow the fluid flow along the interface, reducing liquid stresses that would bend
the interface in the creeping-flow limit. Consequently, larger values of Readv allow for
steady air/liquid displacement at higher Ca before interface deformation restricts the
air flow to a thin wedge, leading to the onset of wetting failure.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the flow fields obtained at Cacrit with the 2D flow model for liquid/air
displacement. Streamlines and pressure contours are shown at various Re: (a) Rerec = 100 and Readv =
0; (b) Rerec = 0 and Readv = 0; (c) Rerec = 0 and Readv = 100. Values of the other system parameters
are listed in the following: χ = 103, λ = 0.01, θmic = 90
o, Bo = 0 and H/D = 0.
Figure 4.12: The effect of Readv on the velocity field and interface shape obtained from 2D flow solutions
for air/liquid displacement. (a-b) Velocity magnitude contours and streamlines are shown at Cacrit
for (a) Readv = 0 and (b) Readv = 500 (Rerec = 0 in all panels) . The legend in panel (a) lists
velocity magnitude values associated with each contour color. (c) Interface profiles are plotted for
Readv = 0, 10, 100, 200, and 500 at fixed Ca = 0.25. (d) Fluid velocity profiles are measured along
the interfaces plotted in panel (c). Symbols denote values at the IP for each curve. Inset : The
ratio of inertial and viscous effects from velocity gradients measured at the IP. The dashed line marks
|v∂xv/∂xxv| = 0.02. Additional system parameters: χ = 0.02, λ = 0.001, θmic = 90o, Bo = 0, and
H/D = 0.
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Since stresses near hf are key to the wetting-failure mechanism of Section 4.3, the
local Reynolds number is best suited to characterize inertial effects near the onset of
fluid entrainment. In fact, the inset of Figure 4.10 demonstrates that data points for
liquid/air and air/liquid displacement nearly collapse to a single curve based on Ref :
∆Cacrit ≈ 0.02Ref . (4.13)
Equation (4.13) states that inertial contributions additively modify the critical speeds
calculated from creeping-flow analysis by a factor that is proportional to Ref . Unlike
the bulk Reynolds number which is insensitive to microscopic parameters, Ref accounts
for contact-line conditions (e.g., λ) through their influence on hf . Therefore, the curves
plotted in Figure 4.10 for various λ conform to (4.13) without explicitly accounting for
differences in slip length. The prefactor in (4.13) reflects the fact that velocity gradients
near the IP tend to favor viscous effects (∂xxv) over inertial contributions (v∂xv) by
approximately two orders of magnitude (see inset in Figure 4.12d). Since the impact of
inertia at the IP is weighted by the ratio |v∂xv/∂xxv| ≈ 0.02, large Reynolds numbers
are needed to significantly change Cacrit relative to the creeping-flow limit.
4.5 Discussion
Collectively, the preceding sections demonstrate that the onset of wetting failure coin-
cides with a steady-state bifurcation at some critical substrate speed, which is sensi-
tive to characteristics of the displacement flow and interface shape. Unlike past stud-
ies that have typically been limited to a relatively narrow range of fluid properties
[98, 99, 68, 97, 69, 138], this investigation spans a much larger parameter space and
also includes inertial effects. However, results presented in the preceding sections sug-
gest that viscous effects influence the onset of wetting failure most strongly, even when
Re≫ 1. As detailed in section 4.3, steady displacement fails when capillary forces can
no longer support the adverse pressure gradient required to pump the receding fluid
away from the contact line. To overcome viscous resistance within the receding fluid,
this pressure gradient increases as the substrate moves faster until wetting failure occurs
at some critical speed. Viscous effects are even important when air is the receding fluid
(χ≪ 1) because the advancing liquid contributes stresses that deform the interface and
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restrict the air to a very thin wedge. Consequently, the magnitude of Cacrit primarily
depends on the viscosity ratio χ and the location of the IP (i.e., hf and rf ), which
characterizes the size of the “wedge” near the contact line.
4.5.1 Comparison of Numerical Approaches
As discussed in Section 3.3, only the 2D flow model accurately describes the position of
the IP during air/liquid displacement. Approximate solutions from asymptotic theory
(Section 3.3.4) and the QP approach (Section 3.3.5) do not correctly reflect the rapid
migration of the IP toward the contact line as Ca increases. This failure leads to
particularly large errors in Cacrit values obtained from QP solutions when χ < 1.
Asymptotic theory improves upon the estimates of the QP approach in the air/liquid
regime, but inaccurately describes interface profiles near the contact line when Ca > 0.1,
similar to the findings of Chen et al. (1995) [64]. Our results suggest that this apparent
breakdown of asymptotic theory can be attributed to its failure to describe the IP
behavior during high-speed wetting.
Surprisingly, asymptotic theory captures many trends related to the onset of wetting
failure. To illustrate this point, Figure 4.13 compares critical speeds obtained from the
2D flow model and asymptotic theory. Figure 4.13a demonstrates that all Cacrit data
from the 2D flow parameter studies (Sections 4.4.1 - 4.4.5) match the prediction of
asymptotic theory when modifying (4.1) to account for the inertial effects described in
(4.13). Figure 4.13a also uses the generic confinement ratio λ∗ = lslip/lM , where lM is
the most restrictive macroscopic length scale within the system geometry, as discussed in
Section 4.4.2. Recall that lM typically equals the channel gapH, except in axisymmetric
systems with thin fibers such that H/D > 1 and lM = D. Also, lM = H/
√
Bo when
Bo > 1 because gravity levels the interface as discussed in Section 4.4.3. Although the
wetting-failure mechanism based on IP location (refer to Section 4.3) most accurately
represents the Cacrit trends shown in Section 4.4, asymptotic theory offers a useful tool
that could be used to estimate critical speeds without a 2D numerical solution. Even
for inertial systems, the need for IP data can be eliminated by using Ref ≈ Re/ log λ∗
(note that hf ∼ 1/ log λ∗ in the inset of Figure 4.13a), allowing critical speeds to be
predicted a priori given values for the system parameters.
Although asymptotic theory matches trends for Cacrit, 2D flow solutions provide
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of Cacrit values from the 2D flow model (open circles) and asymptotic theory
(dashed line) expressed in (4.1). (a) All 2D flow results from Section 4.4 are plotted against asymptotic
theory modified for a generic system geometry (λ = λ∗) and finite Re using (4.13) with Ref ≈ Re/ log λ∗,
as described in the text. Inset : IP location measured as a function of λ∗ with Re = 0, Bo = 0, H/D = 0,
θmic = 90
0 and χ = 0.02. (b) 2D flow results from the creeping-flow regime (Re = 0) are fitted with
a cubic interpolating function (bold line) to aid the eye. Filled symbols represent experimental data
for various (diamonds) liquid viscosities [104], (squares) effective gas viscosities [142], and (triangles)
confinement gaps [138]. For each experimental data point, g(θ;χ) is calculated from (1.2) assuming
θmic = θs and λ = 10
−5, and using reported viscosities for χ. (Note that λ ∈ [10−5, 10−3] depending on
the gap corresponding to each green data point.) Inset : Comparison of hf values at various χ obtained
from the model at Cacrit with λ = 10−4 (open), experimental measurement of air entrainment [105]
(filled), and hf ∝ χ1/2 (line).
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useful insight into wetting failure that is not readily accessible from theory even within
the creeping-flow regime. Figure 4.13b illustrates that the critical capillary numbers pre-
dicted from (4.1) systematically underestimate values obtained from the 2D flow model
for air/liquid displacement. Both model and theory reflect the trend of increasing Cacrit
for lower relative air viscosities (χ decreases; Section 4.4.1), more wettable substrates
(θmic decreases; Section 4.4.4), and greater interface confinement (λ
∗ increases; Section
4.4.2); however, 2D flow solutions exhibit stronger sensitivity to these hydrodynamic
factors.
4.5.2 Comparison with Experimental Data
Similar to the 2D flow results, experimental measurements systematically deviate from
the predictions of asymptotic theory as Cacrit increases in Figure 4.13b. Critical speeds
are shown for experimental air/liquid studies with unconfined, plunge-type systems
where liquid [104] and effective air viscosities [142] are varied by several orders of mag-
nitude. In addition, data from our experimental study presented in Chapter 6 reflect
the effect of interface confinement by decreasing the gap H. The abscissa in Figure
4.13b is computed for each experimental data set using the definition of g(θ;χ) in (4.1),
reported fluid viscosities for χ (µair = 0.018 cP when not reported), and the assumption
that θmic is equal to the reported static contact angle. The slip length acts as a fitting
parameter within the model. For simplicity, it assumed that lslip ∼ 10 nm (λ = 10−5
for the unconfined studies) in agreement with the findings of our experimental study
(see Chapter 6). The model matches the trend of the experimental data over a wide
parameter range (θmic ∈ [50o, 130o], χ ∈ [10−5, 103] and λ ∈ [10−5, 10−1] for the model),
improving considerably upon the performance of the asymptotic theory (4.1). Non-ideal
substrates [138] and gas-density effects [105] may account for the slight underprediction
of experimental data when Cacrit > 1, although the impact of these factors is not yet
known within the context of the hydrodynamic model.
In addition, the 2D flow model provides information about the air-film shape at
the onset of wetting failure in air/liquid systems. Interface profiles in Figure 3.4d
demonstrate that thin air films form at the contact line as a precursor to air entrainment.
Consequently, the IP height hf at Ca
crit can be used to characterize the size of the
entrained air layer. The inset of Figure 4.13b compares predicted air-film thickness
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obtained at Cacrit to experimental measurements for air entrainment when a silicon
wafer plunges into silicon oils of various viscosities [105]. Similar to the findings of
Marchand et al. [105], the 2D flow results show that highly viscous liquids decrease hf ,
leading to thinner entrained air films (data appear to follow a weak power-law trend,
e.g., hf ∼ χ1/2). Furthermore, predictions from the 2D flow model come within a factor
of two of the experimentally measured air-film thicknesses.
Solutions from the 2D flow model also suggest that the elongated air film may form
a capillary ridge prior to entrainment. Although these solutions lie along the unstable
solution branch (see Figure 3.4c-e), similar interface features have been experimentally
observed during the onset of liquid-film withdrawal [100]. In the case of air entrainment,
one possibility is that the capillary ridge may become unstable in the transverse direc-
tion, as it does in related thin-film problems [143, 144, 145]. The transient dynamics of
air-film entrainment are explored experimentally in Chapter 7.
Chapter 5
Linear Stability Analysis
5.1 Introduction
Systems with moving contact lines are often susceptible to interface instabilities that
can be triggered by small perturbations to the steady flow state. Prior works have
demonstrated these instabilities in the case where a liquid mass (surrounded by am-
bient air) spreads or translates along a substrate through a two-dimensional (2D) flow
[143, 146, 145, 147, 148]. Flow disturbances along the width of the substrate (“spanwise”
direction) cause the interface to become unstable, forming three-dimensional (3D) liquid
fingers that elongate in the primary flow direction (“streamwise” direction). Many re-
searchers have used linear stability (LS) analysis to model the onset of such phenomena,
predicting the growth rate α and wavenumber k associated with dynamic contact line
(DCL) instabilities. Furthermore, LS analysis can expose underlying physical mecha-
nisms that influence the stability characteristics of dynamic wetting systems.
This chapter probes the stability of a liquid/liquid displacement system that is sub-
jected to small-amplitude perturbations. An equiviscous (χ = 1) system is considered
where both receding and advancing fluid stresses influence interface dynamics, making
this analysis distinct from prior works (e.g.,[68]) that only consider a viscous reced-
ing liquid. A numerical model is constructed by performing LS analysis with the QP
approach developed in Section 2.2. (Note that although the QP approach fails when
χ < 1, QP solutions approximate 2D flow results well when χ ≥ 1, as demonstrated
in Chapter 3). Solutions to the resulting linear stability model (LS model) describe
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the rate α corresponding to exponential decay or growth of interface perturbations. In
addition, the perturbation wavelength (1/k) in the spanwise direction is varied to test
the system’s sensitivity to three-dimensional (3D) disturbances.
Ultimately, the LS model reveals that base states from stable solution branches of the
QP model are linearly stable for all tested values of the wavenumber k. As anticipated,
solutions become unstable to small disturbances as the solution path moves around the
turning point at Cacrit. The largest growth rate α is found when k = 0, indicating that
liquid/liquid displacement is most sensitive to long-wave perturbations. This suggests
that the onset of wetting failure occurs at Ca = Cacrit and may initially proceed (while
perturbations remain small) through the unsteady elongation of a 2D liquid film.
The remainder of the chapter is organized by the following sections. Section 5.2
derives the LS model and discusses numerical techniques used for the analysis. Section
5.3 presents growth rates for different values of the wavenumber along base-state solution
paths. In addition, analysis of the perturbation variables provides insight into the flow
characteristics within different stability regimes. Section 5.4 summarizes results from
the LS model and discusses the physical implications of the findings.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Governing Equations
The QP approach uses lubrication theory to reduce the 2D governing mechanics for fluid
displacement (see Section 2.1) to a set of 1D differential equations. Essentially, steady-
state solutions are produced from the QP approach through numerical integration of
the following expression [98, 99]:
d2θ
ds2
= Ca
(
dp
dx
|adv − dp
dx
|rec
)
= F (h(s);Ca, λ), (5.1)
where F (h(s);Ca, λ) describes local normal forces pressure gradients) exerted by the
fluid flow on the interface. Although Section 3.3.5 demonstrates that the QP approach
fails to describe air/liquid systems, (5.1) compares favorably to full 2D models for
liquid/liquid displacement over a wide range of system properties [98, 99]. Therefore,
this chapter focuses on the case of equiviscous liquid displacement (χ = 1), where the
QP approach remains a good approximation of the 2D hydrodynamic model. (Note
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of equiviscous liquid/liquid displacement in a parallel-plate geometry with gap
H. Two-dimensional (a) and three-dimensional (b) views are shown for the case of steady wetting. At
the onset of wetting failure, the interface becomes unsteady and may elongate two-dimensionally (c)
with contact-line speed ucl, or through the growth of three-dimensional (d) perturbations at the DCL.
that (5.1) results from the general expression for he QP approach by substituting χ = 1
in (2.17).)
The goal of the LS model is to probe whether or not small flow disturbance cause
steady-state solutions from the QP approach to become unstable. This linear stability
analysis includes perturbations in the spanwise direction z, which may cause the flow
state to become three dimensional (3D). Anticipating a transition to unsteady liquid
entrainment, the LS model must allow for motion of the dynamic contact line (DCL)
and subsequent elongation of the fluid interface, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Interface
perturbations can significantly alter the size of the arc-length domain s, complicating the
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numerical integration of (5.1). To avoid this complication, (5.1) can be rewritten solely
as a function of Cartesian coordinates (using x instead of s as the independent variable)
since small interface perturbations should minimally influence locations of the SCL
({xSCL, 1, z}) and DCL ({xDCL, 0, z}) until the system reaches a state of entrainment.
The governing equations for the LS model are derived in this manner below.
Extending (5.1) to include the spanwise direction z, the governing equations for the
QP approach can be expressed as follows:
∂xκ = sec(θ)Ca (∂xp|adv − ∂xp|rec) ; (5.2)
∂yκ = Ca (∂yp|adv − ∂yp|rec) . (5.3)
Consistent with the derivation of the QP approach (see Section 2.2.1), the left-hand
sides of (5.2) and (5.3) use the full (3D) curvature of the fluid interface using the height
function h(x, z, t):
κ =
(∂xh
2 + 1)∂zzh− 2∂xh(∂xzh)∂xxh+ (∂zh2 + 1)∂zh
(1 + ∂xh2 + ∂zh2)3/2
, (5.4)
where subscripts indicate the coordinates of differentiation (e.g., ∂xh =
∂h
∂x and ∂xxh =
∂2h
∂x2
).
Similar to the steady QP formulation in (5.1), θ is defined as the interface angle
formed in the xy-plane
∂xh = tan(θ). (5.5)
Note that sec(θ) augments the viscous-forcing term (right-hand side) in (5.2) because
of the approximation ∂x ≈ ∂s used in the formulation of the QP approach. This ad hoc
approximation is discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.1.
Pressure gradients differ from the steady case in (5.1) because interface perturbations
trigger transient flow within the receding and advancing fluids, producing non-zero flow
rates Q|rec and Q|adv defined by integration of the streamwise velocity u:∫ h
0
urecdy = Q|rec;
∫
1
h
uadvdy = Q|adv. (5.6)
The flow rates may vary as a function of space and time (i.e., Q(x, z, t)), but ultimately
decay to zero if the system returns to a steady state. Therefore, (5.6) replaces the
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zero-flux condition (2.15) used in the steady QP formulation. The remaining conditions
applied to uadv and urec are consistent with the steady QP approach derived in Section
2.2.1, where the velocity profile is specified in the lubrication limit by standard interface
conditions at y = h, no-slip at y = 1, and Navier-slip along the substrate at y = 0.
Spanwise flow is governed by conditions that are analogous to the lubrication analysis
for the streamwise velocity. First, both fluids adopt the familiar lubrication velocity
profile
w = b1(x, z, t) + b2(x, z, t)y + ∂zp
y2
2
, (5.7)
where b1 and b2 are variable coefficients that are specified by boundary conditions on
w. Matching the conditions for u, the fluid is allowed to slip along the substrate (y = 0)
w = λ∂yw, (5.8)
but obeys the no-slip postulate (w = 0) at the top plate (y = 1). (Note that this work
only considers substrate velocity in the x direction.) Also, velocities and shear stresses
are equal at the interface (y = h):
wadv = wrec; ∂ywadv = ∂ywrec. (5.9)
Similar to (5.6), non-zero flow ratesW |rec andW |adv are permitted from the integration
of spanwise velocity: ∫ h
0
wrecdy =W |rec;
∫
1
h
wadvdy =W |adv. (5.10)
Arguments involving mass conservation specify three of the four flow rates in (5.6)
and (5.10). Since the substrate only moves in the x direction, it is assumed that there
is zero net flux in the spanwise direction:
W |rec +W |adv = 0. (5.11)
In contrast to (5.11), the streamwise flow is only restricted to a constant net flux:
∂xQ|rec + ∂xQ|adv = 0. (5.12)
Equation (5.12) allows for entrainment of the receding fluid following the substrate
motion without demanding mass flux within the advancing fluid. More specifically,
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Qrec may be nonzero (Qrec = constant) while Qadv = 0, which would not be permitted
by a constraint similar to (5.11).
Spanwise and streamwise velocities are coupled through the interface evolution equa-
tion
∂th+ ∂xQ|rec + ∂zW |rec = 0. (5.13)
This expression guarantees that fluid mass does not cross through the interface at y = h.
Instead the interface height evolves dynamically in response to spatial gradients in the
receding flow rates. (Note that (5.13) could equivalently be written in terms of the
advancing-fluid flow using (5.11) and (5.12).)
To specify the interface shape, boundary conditions must be applied at the static
and dynamic contact line at xSCL and xDCL, respectively. At the DCL, a microscopic
contact angle θmic is set by long-range intermolecular forces that interact with the fluid
interface. Since the DCL may bend in response to flow disturbances, θmic is prescribed
to the interface angle that is locally normal to the DCL shape:
|∇h| = tan(θmic) , h = 0 at x = xDCL. (5.14)
When the DCL is straight and perpendicular to the substrate motion, (5.14) recovers
the boundary condition used in the steady QP approach (i.e., substitution of θmic in
(5.5)). For simplicity, it is assumed that the SCL remains uniformly straight with the
same microscopic angle:
∂xh = tan(θmic) , h = 1 at x = xSCL. (5.15)
Equations (5.14) and (5.15) contain four boundary conditions for h(x, z, t). Although
(5.2) produces a third-order partial differential equation (with respect to x), the extra
condition is needed because the DCL may move, making xDCL an additional unknown.
(Periodic boundary conditions are assumed in the spanwise direction to integrate (5.3)
with respect to z.)
Lastly, boundary conditions must be applied to the streamwise flow rates in (5.12).
To ensure that mass is not transported through the contact lines, the following condi-
tions must be satisfied:
Q|adv → 0 as x→ xSCL; Q|rec → 0 as x→ xDCL. (5.16)
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Using the receding flow as an example, (5.16) allows for finite liquid flux entering the
interface region (at xSCL), so long as the Qrec decays at xDCL. Therefore, a liquid film
may elongate and accumulate mass without permitting transport through the DCL.
5.2.2 Linear Stability Analysis
Linear stability analysis is conducted by assuming a small perturbation ǫ to the base-
state solution from the QP approach. Variables describing the interface shape and fluid
flow rates are expanded according to a normal-mode perturbation:
h(x, z, t) ∼ h0(x) + ǫh1(x)eαt+ikz;
θ(x, z, t) ∼ θ0(x) + ǫθ1(x)eαt+ikz;
Q|rec(x, z, t) ∼ ǫQ|rec,1(x)eαt+ikz; (5.17)
Q|adv(x, z, t) ∼ ǫQ|adv,1(x)eαt+ikz;
W |rec(x, z, t) ∼ ǫW |rec,1(x)eαt+ikz;
W |adv(x, z, t) ∼ ǫW |adv,1(x)eαt+ikz.
Here, k is the wavenumber assigned to the spanwise perturbation and α is the exponen-
tial growth rate. The expansions in (5.17) are truncated to only include the base-state
interface profile (e.g., h0(x)) and O(ǫ) terms (e.g., ǫh1(x)e
αt+ikz). Note that all fluxes
are equal to zero during steady displacement, which is the reason why base-state terms
do not appear in the flow-rate expansions.
To proceed with the stability analysis, the expansion listed in (5.17) are inserted into
the governing equations described in Section 5.2.1. To evaluate asymptotic behavior of
the dynamics, each resulting expression is linearized to only keep leading order (∼
ǫ) contributions from the perturbation. Although linearization greatly simplifies the
differential equations, the analysis remains tedious and is outlined schematically in
Figure 5.2. Note that the variable θ′ = ∂xθ is introduced in Figure 5.2 in order to remove
third-order derivatives (i.e., ∂xxxh) from the analysis. This substitution is preferable
because numerical errors increase with higher-order derivatives, as discussed in Section
5.2.3.
Ultimately, the linearized set of equations produces an ordinary differential equation
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∂xκ =Ca sec(θ) [∂xp|adv - ∂xp|rec] 
∂zκ =Ca [∂zp|adv - ∂zp|rec] 
∂xQ|adv + ∂xQ|rec  =0
∂th + ∂xQ|rec + ∂zW|rec=0 
W|adv + W|rec=0 
∂xh =tan(θ) 
normal stress: z
zero net spanwise ﬂux
evolution equation
normal stress: x
interface angle
constant streamwise ﬂux
eliminate
W|rec
eliminate
 W|adv
LINEARIZE
substitute 
∂xθ' = ∂xxxh 
deﬁne 
θ' = ∂xθ 
∂xQ|adv,1 =- ∂xQ|rec ,1
∂xh1 =(secθ0)
2 θ1 
∂xθ1 =θ'1 
∂xθ'1 =f2(h0,h1,...;k,α;Ca,λ) 
∂xQ|rec,1 =f1(h0,h1,...;k,α;Ca,λ) 
Ordinary Diﬀerential 
Equation System
Figure 5.2: Schematic of procedure used to linearize governing equations for the LS model. The end
result (black box) is set of first-order ordinary differential equations.
system that can be expressed as
dX
dx
= AX, (5.18)
where X = {Q|rec,1 θ′1 θ1 h1 Q|adv,1}T and A is a 5× 5 matrix with component entries
Aij . The non-zero entries are listed below:
A11 = − 3Ca(−1− h0 + 2h
2
0 − 6λ)(1 + 2λ) sec2(θ0)
(−1 + h0)h20[−h0(1 + 2λ) + h20(1 + 2λ)− 3λ(1 + 4λ)]
;
A22 = θ
′
0 tan(θ0);
A12 = −A52 = −(−1 + h0)
2h20(h0 + 2h0λ− h20(1 + 2λ) + 3λ(1 + 4λ))k2 cos(θ0)
3Ca(1 + 8λ+ 12λ2)
;
A13 = −A53 = −θ
′
0(−1 + h0)2h20(−h0(1 + 2λ) + h20(1 + 2λ)− 3λ(1 + 4λ))k2 sin(θ0)
3Ca(1 + 8λ+ 12λ2)
;
A14 = −A54 = −α+ (−1 + h0)
2h20(h0 + 2h0λ− h20(1 + 2λ) + 3λ(1 + 4λ))k4 cos(θ0)
3Ca(1 + 8λ+ 12λ2)
;
(5.19)
A23 = sec
2(θ0){k2 − (θ′0)2[−2 + cos(2θ0)]− 9(θ′0)2 sin2(θ0)− ∂xθ′0 sin(2θ0)
+
tan(θ0)[3Ca(−1 + h0 − 4λ+ 2h0λ) + (−h0 + h20)((h20 − h0)(1 + 2λ)− 3λ− 12λ2)]
(−h0 + h20)((h20 − h0)(1 + 2λ)− 3λ− 12λ2
+ 3 cos(θ0) sin(θ0)[∂xθ
′
0 + 2(θ
′
0)
2 tan(θ0)]};
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A24 = −3Ca sec2(θ0)
[
3h40(1 + 2λ)
2 − 3λ(1 + 4λ)2 − 8h30(1 + 5λ+ 6λ2)
(−1 + h0)2h20(h0 + 2h0λ− h20(1 + 2λ) + 3λ(1 + 4λ))2)
]
− 3Ca sec2(θ0)
[
h20(7 + 37λ+ 34λ
2 − 24λ3) + h0(−2− 6λ+ 32λ2 + 96λ3)
(−1 + h0)2h20(h0 + 2h0λ− h20(1 + 2λ) + 3λ(1 + 4λ))2)
]
;
− 1
2
tan(θ0)
[
2θ′0k
2
]
;
A25 = − 3Ca(−3h0 + 2h
2
0 − 6λ)(1 + 2λ) sec(θ0)2
(−1 + h0)2h0[−h0(1 + 2λ) + h20(1 + 2λ)− 3λ(1 + 4λ)]
;
A32 = 1;
A43 = sec
2(θ0);
Boundary conditions (5.14) - (5.16) must be used in order to integrate (5.18). In
problems with moving interfaces, boundary conditions are commonly linearized around
the location of the base-state interface when performing linear stability analysis. In this
case, the DCL may freely move, which changes the location (xDCL) of the boundary
conditions in (5.14) and (5.16). Linearizing the conditions in (5.14) around the base-
state position xDCL,0 produces the following condition:
h1 =
(
∂xh0
∂xxh0
)
∂xh1. (5.20)
Equation (5.20) essentially describes the relationship between interface height and slope
( at xDCL,0) that is necessary to preserve the microscopic angle θmic as the DCL moves
a small distance away from its base-state position [146].
The remaining boundary conditions are homogeneous. Linearization of (5.16) around
xDCL,0 produces an equivalent condition:
Qrec,1 = 0 at x = xDCL,0. (5.21)
Lastly, the conditions at the static contact line (see (5.16) and (5.15)) are satisfied by
the base-state solution, leaving
Qadv,1 = 0, h1 = 0, θ1 = 0 at x = xSCL,0. (5.22)
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5.2.3 Numerical Method
Integration of (5.18) is nontrivial, requiring a number of problem-specific techniques to
obtain a meaningful solution. This section outlines the numerical procedure used to
acquire the solutions presented in Section 5.3.
Since boundary conditions are applied at both ends of the domain (xSCL and xDCL),
it would be convenient to treat (5.18) as a boundary-value problem (BVP) with a finite-
difference solver. However, preliminary tests with the non-uniform finite difference
method described in Section 2.2.3 showed solutions to be very sensitive to errors in the
numerical differentiation of the base-state functions (specifically ∂xθ
′
o = ∂xxθo). Since
interface curvature becomes singular near the contact lines, high-order derivatives of
the height function (recall that tan(θ) = ∂xh) are susceptible to large errors that cause
the BVP solver to diverge.
Instead, a shooting method is used to solve (5.18) in the manner of an initial value
problem (IVP). IVP solvers integrate while taking sequential steps along the domain
of the independent variable (x in this case), allowing for high resolution of system
gradients with relatively low effort. In this work, a 4th-order Runge-Kutta method
is used with adaptive stepping [149] to reduce numerical errors associated with steep
interface gradients near the contact lines. Since errors primarily arise from derivatives of
the base-state functions, the Runge-Kutta algorithm resolves the steady QP expression
in (5.1) while adaptively stepping in x. Using this approach, the components of A
in (5.19) may be accurately evaluated at each node along the interface. The shooting
method typically uses ≥ 2000 with step size ∆x < 10−8 near the DCL, as demonstrated
in Figure 5.3.
Integration of (5.18) begins at the SCL (x = xSCL,0) and proceeds toward the DCL
(x = xDCL,0). However, a complete set of conditions for X are not known at the SCL.
Therefore, a “shooting” procedure searches for boundary values at xSCL,0 that will
satisfy the known conditions at xDCL,0 following integration of (5.18). The shooting
method used for the LS model iteratively adjusts Qin, which denotes the receding-
fluid flow rate at x = xSCL (refer to Figure 5.1). The growth rate α is an additional
unknown in (5.19) that is iterated simultaneously with Qin (using a two-parameter
secant method [149]) to satisfy boundary conditions (5.20) and (5.21) at the DCL. This
method typically converges quadratically to a tolerance of 10−7.
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Figure 5.3: Discretization of the x-domain using the adaptive stepping with the shooting method.
Spanwise disturbances enter (5.18) through a small change to the interface curvature
(recall that θ′ = ∂xθ) at the SCL
θ′1 = δ, (5.23)
where δ acts as an arbitrary constant that scales the eigenfunction X. Using (5.22),
(5.23), and Qin, the boundary conditions at the SCL can be written as follows:
X = {Qin δ 0 0 0}T (5.24)
Note that when δ = 0 the LS model recovers the homogeneous solution: X = 0 (in-
cluding Qin = 0) and α = 0.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Base-state Solutions
Steady-state solution paths are calculated using the QP approach described in Section
2.2. As an example, Figure 5.4 shows the solution path for equiviscous liquid displace-
ment with θmic = 120
o. The maximum interface angle θM increases with Ca until a
turning point is reached at Cacrit. At this point, the solution path transitions to an
unstable branch where θM continues to increase, but at lower Ca. Interface profiles (see
inset of Figure 5.4) reflect the macroscopic elongation of the interface as θM increases.
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Figure 5.4: Base-state solution path for steady wetting obtained from the QP approach with θmic = 120
o
and λ = 10−1. The bold portion of the curve is evaluated with the LS model below.
The slip length λ and substrate wettability θmic influence the value of Ca
crit, but do
not change the qualitative characteristics of the solution path shown in Figure 5.4. In
each system, θM reaches 180
0 as the interface lengthens along the unstable branch, sug-
gesting the transition from steady liquid displacement to unsteady liquid-film entrain-
ment. Perturbations may trigger this transition prematurely, causing the system to jump
between stable (lower branch) and unstable solutions (upper branch) at Ca < Cacrit.
The following section considers this possibility for small-amplitude perturbations using
the LS model derived in Section 5.2.
5.3.2 The Dispersion Relation
Figure 5.5 plots the dispersion relation using the LS model and the base-state solution
shown in Figure 5.4. Each curve represents the growth rate α as a function of Ca
for different values of the wavenumber k. According to the normal-mode expansion in
(5.17), α > 0 leads to unstable growth of O(ǫ)-amplitude perturbations. However, each
curve reflects the stable decay of perturbations (α < 0) along the stable branch, until
the turning point at Cacrit. Therefore, as postulated in Section 2.2.4, the turning point
does indeed mark a change in the stability of liquid displacement.
Interestingly, Figure 5.5 shows that higher wavenumbers produce negative growth
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Figure 5.5: Dispersion relation obtained from the LS model for equiviscous liquid displacement using
the base-state solution in Figure 5.4. Each curve represents a different perturbation wavenumber k.
The inset figure plots the growth rate measured at Ca ≈ Cacrit as a function of k.
rates with larger magnitudes. This means that spanwise perturbations with short wave-
length (1/k → 0) decay faster than long-wave perturbations (k → 0). In fact, even
solutions at Cacrit and along the unstable branch become stable when k ∼ 1. For
instance, the inset of Figure 5.5 shows that the growth rate αcrit measured at Cacrit
decreases monotonically with increasing k.
Figure 5.6 plots the dispersion relation for different values of λ and θmic. Similar
to the case discussed above, the curves in Figure 5.6 only reflect unstable perturbation
growth along the unstable branch. Furthermore, smaller-wavelength disturbances are
more stable in each case (k = 0). Overall, the stability characteristics of equiviscous
displacement appear insensitive to changes in slip length and substrate wettability.
5.3.3 Physical Interpretation
As expected, perturbations to solutions along the unstable branch cause unsteady
growth of a liquid film near the contact line. Figure 5.7 plots interface profiles ob-
tained from the LS model assuming δ = 0.1 in (5.22). Figure 5.7a-b show that the
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Figure 5.6: Demonstration of the insensitivity of the dispersion relation to different values of the slip
length and substrate wettability: (a) λ = 0.1 and θmic = 150
o; (b) λ = 0.001 and θmic = 120
o. Each
panel has analogous form to Figure 5.5.
interface disturbance h1 becomes more pronounced near the DCL with the lengthen-
ing of the interface as Ca → Cacrit. This trend continues along part of the unstable
branch, but h1 changes suddenly signs once the interface becomes grossly elongated, as
illustrated in Figure 5.7c.
Figure 5.8 plots flow characteristics corresponding the liquid displacement system
shown in Figure 5.7. (Note that the solution path is plotted in Figure 5.8a). Interface
behavior can be understood from an inspection of the x-component of fluid velocity at
the DCL. Although perturbations typically move the DCL outside of the LS domain
(xDCL > xDCL,0), the contact-line velocity ucl can be estimated from linearization of
the DCL boundary conditions that yield (5.20):
ucl ≈ −αh1/ tan(θ0). (5.25)
Figure 5.8b shows that ucl becomes positive at the turning point, corresponding to
movement of the DCL in the direction of substrate motion. Figure 5.8c illustrates
that a positive mass flux (Qin > 0) enters the receding-fluid domain at x = xSCL,0
in order to support the growth of a liquid film with the downstream migration of the
DCL. Therefore, the receding liquid transitions to a state of unsteady film elongation
at Cacrit, corresponding to the onset of wetting failure (note that α > 0 near Cacrit in
Figure 5.8d.)
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Figure 5.7: Interface profiles for the perturbed liquid/liquid interface at t = 0. Curves correspond to
the base state h0 (solid) and the O(ǫ) perturbation h1 (dashed). Bold lines mark the solid surfaces in
the domain. Profiles are plotted for (a) Ca = 0.008 on the stable branch, (b) Ca = Cacrit, and (c)
Ca = 0.01 on the unstable branch (see solution path in Figure 5.8a).
Surprisingly, the contact-line velocity diverges at some substrate speed correspond-
ing to Caf (bold line in Figure 5.8), where Caf . Cacrit. Consequently, small interface
perturbations at this point lead to rapid motion of the DCL and growth of the liquid
film. This result is similar to prior findings for the case of film deposition along a plate
that is withdrawn from an infinite liquid bath. In these systems, steady liquid deposition
(i.e., the Landau-Levich transition) occurs when the plate is withdrawn from the bath
at some critical speed that is slightly less than Cacrit [93, 96, 140]. In the liquid/liquid
case studied here, the DCL has the strongest tendency to move along the substrate at
Caf (see Figure 5.8d), suggesting that this point may correspond with a rapid transi-
tion from steady displacement to steady liquid deposition. Presumably, large-amplitude
perturbations or non-normal transient modes could drive a displacement system onto
the unstable branch at Caf , spurring nearly instantaneous film entrainment associated
with the diverging contact-line speed.
Rather than the interface-elongation mechanism discussed above, perturbations cause
unstable retraction of the fluid interface when Ca < Caf . Due to the relationship in
(5.25), negative values of the interface perturbation function (h1 in Figure 5.7c) produce
contact-line velocity that opposes the substrate velocity. In fact, Figure 5.8 shows that
both ucl and Qin are negative in the Ca < Ca
f regime along the unstable solution
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Figure 5.8: Characteristics of the perturbed liquid flow plotted as a function of Ca with λ = 0.1 and
θmic = 150
o. The base-state solution path (a) and values of the growth rate for k = 0 perturbation (c)
are plotted against Ca. Corresponding values of the contact-line speeds (b) and receding-fluid flow rates
(d) at the time of the initial perturbation (t = 0) are also shown. Dashed lines denote the regime of
contact-line retraction, as discussed in the text. Symbols mark the location of solutions used to construct
the interface profiles in Figure 5.7. The bold line indicates the capillary number Caf corresponding to
diverging contact-line speed.
branch (indicated by dashed lines in Figure 5.8). Since Ca < Caf , capillary forces are
strong enough to pull the DCL backward, resisting drag from the substrate. Although
the LS method cannot fully predict this transient behavior, it remains possible that this
interface retraction may return the system to the stable solution branch. Qualitatively,
surface-tension forces act would act to stabilize the elongated interface in Figure 5.7c,
causing the interface to evolve toward a steady-state displacement configuration similar
to the profile shown in Figure 5.7a. Further investigation is needed to fully realize the
transient dynamics in these liquid displacement systems.
Along the lower “stable” solution branch (see Figure 5.4), the liquid/liquid interface
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Figure 5.9: Illustration of (a) uniform and (b) periodic motion of the DCL. Panel (c) illustrates that
capillary pressure drives flow to counteract the growth of periodic disturbances near the DCL.
remains linearly stable with respect to small periodic disturbances in the spanwise direc-
tion. In fact, perturbations decay more quickly as the spanwise disturbance increases in
wavenumber k. Even the solutions along the “unstable” branch remain steady (α < 0 in
Figure 5.5). when the perturbation wavelength (1/k) is on the order or small than the
interface length (k ≥ 1). This result can be understood using the schematic in Figure
5.9 and the mechanism for dynamic wetting failure developed in Chapter 4. Crucial
dynamics occur near the interface inflection point (IP) labeled in Figure 5.9a, where
the local pressure gradient must scale as 1/h2f in order to pump the receding fluid away
from the DCL. However, capillary-stress gradients near the DCL have a weaker depen-
dence (∼ 1/rf ) on the IP location. As the interface uniformly elongates in response to
perturbation of the DCL position (Figure 5.9a), the required pressure gradient exceeds
the local capillary forces due to the changing IP position (i.e., rf/h
2
f > 1 in (4.5) in
Section 4.2), ultimately leading to unstable growth of the liquid film.
Spanwise disturbances change this essential force balance near the DCL. Due to
the periodic perturbations assumed in the LS model, the DCL becomes corrugated
symmetrically around its base-state position xDCL,0, as illustrated in Figure 5.9b. This
generates sinusoidal curvature as the interface bends back and forth in the spanwise
direction. Figure 5.9c illustrates a cross-section of the interface in the plane formed
by the spanwise (z) and streamwise (x) coordinate near the DCL. Regions of concave
curvature generate higher pressures than the convex regions, pumping liquid out of the
“hills” and into the “valleys” formed by the DCL corrugation. This flow effectively
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stabilizes the interface, returning the DCL to its base-state configuration at xDCL,0
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, a linear stability (LS) model was developed to address the effect of
small-amplitude perturbations on equiviscous liquid displacement along a moving sub-
strate. Expanding upon the framework of the QP approach (see Section 2.2), the LS
model accounts for the three-dimensional (3D), time-dependent displacement mechanics
of two fluid phases. Linearization of the governing equations presents a challenging ordi-
nary differential equation system that must be integrated numerically to determine the
system’s response to disturbances. Although comparable analysis has been conducted
for similar systems with a single viscous fluid [143, 146, 68], this may be the first work
to look at a LS model with two-fluid flow near a dynamic contact line (DCL).
Numerical results reveal that there is a linearly stable base-state solution branch
corresponding to substrate speeds less than some critical value (Ca < Cacrit). Normal-
mode perturbations decay in this regime in a manner that is very similar to a prior
theoretical work that considered the linear stability of a film deposited on a plate that
is withdrawn from a liquid bath [68]. This work shows a consistent result for the case
of liquid/liquid displacement and finds the dispersion relation to be fairly insensitive to
wetting parameters, such as the slip length λ and microscopic contact angle θmic.
At a critical capillary number Cacrit, the base-state solution path encounters a turn-
ing point and progresses onto an unstable branch, where the interface becomes unsteady
when exposed to infinitesimal perturbations. Growth rates α are positive in this regime
for long-wave perturbations (i.e., k → 0 where wavelength = 1/k), resulting in unstable
motion of the DCL. The liquid interface tends to be more stable to perturbations with
shorter wavelength (k > 1). In this case, spanwise curvature of the interface produces
capillary forces that efficiently pump the receding fluid away from the DCL. Conse-
quently, short wavelength disturbances decay (α < 0) near the DCL, even for base-state
solutions that lie on the unstable branch.
At Ca = Cacrit, long-wave perturbations (k → 0) cause unsteady movement of
the DCL in the direction of the substrate velocity, elongating a film of the receding
film as it becomes entrained along the substrate. This suggests that wetting failure
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during liquid/liquid displacement may proceed initially (while perturbations remain
small) through the unsteady elongation of a 2D liquid film. While remaining on the
unstable solution branch, the contact-line velocity diverges at some critical capillary
number Caf that is just slightly less than Cacrit, predicting instantaneous growth of
the liquid film that might indicate a rapid transition to steady 2D film deposition
[93, 96, 140]. At Ca < Caf , the DCL retracts unsteadily against the motion of
the substrate. While retracting, the interface may reach a configuration consistent
with a solution along the stable branch (at equivalent Ca), effectively stabilizing the
displacement process. (Note that this final state would represent a different steady
solution than the base state from the unstable branch.)
The transient characteristics of liquid/liquid displacement flows may be influenced
by additional factors that lie beyond the analysis presented here. For instance, small
interface perturbation can become amplified at the DCL during relatively short time
intervals, exciting nonlinearities from the growth of non-normal eigenfunctions that are
missed by classical (asymptotic) linear stability theory [145, 147]. However, further
investigation is needed to determine whether or not the linearized problem developed
in this chapter is non-normal in nature. Ultimately, a detailed analysis of the transient
interface dynamics may require 3D simulations of unsteady liquid/liquid displacement
[148].
Despite the similarity between liquid-film withdrawal (χ = µrec/µadv ≫ 1; [68])
and liquid/liquid displacement (χ ∼ 1; this work), experimental evidence indicates
that air/liquid displacement (χ ≪ 1) may have very different stability properties. For
instance, air entrainment is preceded by a 3D flow transition in which triangular air
films grow from the DCL. We have shown in a novel experimental study (see Chap-
ter 7) that entrained air-films appear to have a periodic distribution with size that
is dependent on the system parameters (e.g, χ). Due to the very thin air flow near
the DCL, air/liquid systems may be more sensitive to spanwise perturbations than the
equiviscous-displacement case analyzed in this chapter. On the other hand, air/liquid
displacement could still be linearly stable to spanwise disturbances, suggesting that air
films are initially 2D (see Figure 5.9a) and become susceptible to 3D effects during
transient film growth. Since the QP approach fails in the air/liquid regime (χ < 1),
linear stability analysis will need to be performed with the 2D flow model to resolve this
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speculation. Similar stability analysis has been conducted with free-surface flows [150],
although the presence of contact lines and two-fluid flow will likely make this a non-
trivial computation. Reduced-order models, such as the 1D/2D hybrid FEM technique
developed in Chapter 8, may be a useful tool for such analysis in future studies.
Chapter 6
Delaying the Onset of Wetting
Failure via Meniscus Confinement
6.1 Introduction
Dynamic wetting is a prominent feature of many natural and industrial processes. Ex-
amples range from the everyday task of filling a glass of water to the complex processes
of liquid coating deposition. The defining characteristic shared by dynamic wetting
systems is the displacement of some fluid initially in contact with a solid surface by
the wetting liquid. Dynamic wetting fails when this displacement process is incomplete,
causing non-uniform coverage of the wetting liquid along the solid surface. The event
of wetting failure can be catastrophic for coating processes which often must maintain
stringent control of coating uniformity to ensure product integrity [8]. Moreover, the
onset of wetting failure remains one of the primary obstacles to improving upon current
production speeds within the coatings industry [9]. Despite the insights gained from
industrial practice and our everyday experience with wetting behavior, questions persist
about the fundamentals of dynamic wetting and the influence of global flow fields on
the onset of wetting failure.
This chapter investigates the effect of system geometry on the onset of wetting fail-
ure. i Specifically, we are interested in confined systems where a wetting meniscus
i The results in this chapter were originally published in E. Vandre, M. S. Carvalho, and S. Kumar
Journal of Fluid Mechanics 707 (2012) 496-520.
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is bound between a substrate and another parallel surface, which is characteristic of
numerous die-coating processes. In practice, the coating gap, H, is typically less than
the capillary length (H ∼ 100 µm) and should therefore influence the meniscus profile.
However, there has yet to be a systematic study revealing how such spatial restrictions
influence wetting behavior (e.g., wetting failure). To establish a foundation for under-
standing this problem, we devise a novel experimental apparatus that allows for direct
visual comparison of confined and unconfined wetting systems. Using this apparatus,
we show that confinement postpones the onset of wetting failure to higher substrate
speeds, U , relative to an unconfined system. In an attempt to broaden our understand-
ing of this phenomenon and its implications, we develop a hydrodynamic wetting model.
Analysis conducted both with lubrication theory and application of the finite element
method (FEM) demonstrate the success of the hydrodynamic model in capturing the
observed confinement trends.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review
relevant background material. Our experimental methods and procedures are outlined
in section 3. In section 4, we present our measured data and discuss experimental
trends. Theoretical models are developed in section 5 using lubrication theory (§5.1)
and two-dimensional (2D) two-phase flow solved using FEM (§5.2). Results from our
experimental and theoretical work are discussed in section 6. In section 7, we summarize
our results and discuss the implications of our findings for dynamic wetting theory.
6.2 Experimental Methods
6.2.1 Confinement System
Our experimental investigation of dynamic wetting failure was conducted with the
laboratory-scale coating apparatus depicted schematically in figure 6.1. This system
consists of two rolls stationed within a reservoir of the wetting liquid with exposure to
an ambient air environment. The front roll functions as a continuous plunging substrate
as it rotates into the liquid bath. The back (metering) roll acts in series with a squeegee
to dry the substrate surface upstream of the wetting meniscus. Each roll is a chrome-
plated steel cylinder (American Roller Company) that measures 50 cm in length and 20
cm in diameter with surfaces characterized by a roll run-out of 1 µm. A variable-speed
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the experimental coating apparatus. The side view (A) shows the substrate
roll dried by the metering roll and squeegee as it rotates at speed U into the glycerol bath. A coating
die provides a confinement gap, H, and feed flow rate Q along a portion of the substrate length. The
visualization field (B) simultaneously includes the confined and unconfined wetting regions.
DC motor (Pacific-Scientific) controls the rotation speed to increments of 3 mm s−1.
A coating die sits in close proximity to the roll to provide meniscus confinement along
a portion of the wetting line. To allow for flow visualization and geometric flexibility,
the die construction features a mobile upper block and a stationary base cast from
transparent acrylic blocks. The die face matches the curvature of the roll to provide a
nearly uniform gap between the confinement surface (die face) and roll surface. Clamps
attached to the outer tank walls secure the position of the stationary base to prevent
the die from moving during operation of the rolls. The mobile upper block allows the
confinement gap (H) to be easily adjusted between runs without compromising the
overall alignment of the die with respect to the roll surface. The approximate length
and height of the assembled die are 15 cm and 5 cm, respectively, and this forms a
confinement region that covers under 10% of the roll circumference and less than half
of its length.
In addition to confining a local region of the wetting meniscus, the coating die also
provides a feed flow (Q) to aid in positioning the confined wetting meniscus between the
roll and the upper die block. As noted by [151],[8], and [88], the flow within the small
gap generates large drag forces that pull the meniscus in the direction of the substrate
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µliq(cP) σ(mN m
−1) θs,roll(deg.) θs,die(deg.) ρ(kg m
−3)
120± 10 64± 1 70± 10 87± 2 1200
Table 6.1: Physical properties for glycerol. A Brookfield viscometer (DV-II) and Kru¨ss digital ten-
siometer (K10ST) are used to measure µliq and σ, respectively. A Kruss goniometer (DSA) is used
to measure static wetting angles on the die surface (θs,die). Digital photographs of glycerol droplets
resting on top of the substrate roll are analyzed with ImageJ software [153] to estimate θs,roll. Density
is approximated from [152].
motion. In our system, this amounts to the disappearance of the meniscus from our
visualization field as it is displaced to the exit of the confinement channel toward the
underside of the plunging roll. The supplementary die feed, which we control with
a gear pump (Nichols Zenith), serves to replenish liquid within this confined wetting
region and stabilize the position of the confined wetting meniscus.
6.2.2 Material Properties
Glycerol was selected as the wetting liquid for this study because of its Newtonian
behavior and low vapor pressure at room temperature. These favorable properties elim-
inate the effects of complex rheology and evaporation. In addition, glycerol’s viscosity
is easily adjusted through dilution with deionized water or concentration with 99.7 %
pure glycerin. By controlling the glycerol composition, we are able to compensate for
any changes in ambient temperature or humidity to maintain our liquid viscosity within
10% of 120 cP as measured by a Brookfield viscometer. A summary of the measured
material properties of glycerol is reported in table 6.1. (Note: we assume the glycerol
density ρ ≈ 1200 kg m−3 [152] when estimating the capillary length, lcap =
√
σ/ρg).
6.2.3 Operating Procedure
Our experimental procedure follows a tiered structure in which an experimental series
is composed of multiple runs that are defined by the same governing steps. This process
is designed to minimize errors that may accrue from some of the crude aspects of the
system design. The following outline highlights some of the key components of our
procedure:
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• Experimental series: Shims are used to find parallel alignment between the
stationary die base and the substrate roll. Clamps are applied to fix the base
position and the shims are removed. Approximately 15 confinement runs (one per
confinement gap) are conducted before resetting the die alignment.
• Confinement run:
(i) A confinement gap is chosen at random from 15 possibilities spanning H ∈
[0.1 mm, 10 mm]. The gap is measured between the upper die block and
the substrate surface using shims for H < 2 mm and a ruler for larger gaps.
Clamps hold the upper block in position and prevent the gap from widening
during operation.
(ii) Glycerol is added to the reservoir until the die is submerged (approximately
16 L). The glycerol is mixed for approximately 30 minutes within the tank
to eliminate any density gradients within the reservoir.
(iii) Data acquisition begins at low roll speed (≈ 13 cm s−1 ). Feed flow from the
die is adjusted to place the confined wetting meniscus at a desired position
between the roll and the upper die block. After observing steady-state for at
least 3 minutes, the roll speed is incremented in 1 cm s−1 steps. The die flow
rate is increased in parallel with roll speed to maintain a constant meniscus
position. While waiting for steady-state, the confined and unconfined wetting
lines are observed simultaneously for the characteristic air vees associated
with wetting failure.
(iv) The critical speed U crit is recorded once the wetting line spontaneously forms
a sawtooth meniscus. This critical point is observed at distinct speeds for
both the unconfined and confined wetting regions, yielding two critical cap-
illary numbers (Cacritu and Ca
crit
c , respectively) recorded for each run. Fol-
lowing wetting failure, the roll speed is reduced to a sub-critical value and
then slowly ramped toward wetting failure to test for hysteresis and repeata-
bility of the critical speed. Less than 1% uncertainty is reported for values
of Cacritc during each run.
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Figure 6.2: Visualization data comparing confined and unconfined wetting. (A) Sketches illustrate
meniscus behavior as a function of Ca. At low Ca, both wetting lines appear smooth. The unconfined
region adopts a sawtooth meniscus characteristic of wetting failure at Ca ≈ 0.84 ( see figure 6.3 for Cacritu
data). Confined wetting failure generally occurs at higher speeds ( Cacritc ≥ Cacritu ) and a glycerol film
outlines the resulting sawtooth meniscus. Photographs (B) are shown for each wetting failure state.
The experimental series was repeated three times to obtain a suitable sample of critical
speeds at the various confinements.
6.3 Experimental results
6.3.1 Unconfined wetting failure
The unconfined wetting region displays a sharp transition to wetting failure at some
critical speed of the substrate. At this speed, triangular serrations form with periodic
distribution along the wetting line. The resulting air vees vary in dimension with a trend
toward elongation as substrate speed exceeds the critical point. In this study, we focus
on the macroscopic event of wetting failure and, therefore, associate Cacritu with the
point at which air vees are clearly visible (on the order of 1 mm) and form a prominent
sawtooth meniscus along the entire wetting line, as shown in figure 6.2. Disparity
between the appearance of the first air vee (usually nucleated near the roll edge) and
our definition of macroscopic wetting failure accounts for less than 1% uncertainty in
Cacritu .
Values of Cacritu vary from day to day due to imperfect control of liquid viscosity,
µliq, and ambient conditions (e.g., temperature and humidity). During our confinement
runs, we adjust the glycerol composition to tolerate 10% uncertainty for µliq, which
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Figure 6.3: The dependence of Cacritu on glycerol viscosity, µliq. Each symbol represents a critical speed
recorded during a distinct confinement run. The dashed line is fitted from (1.7) using b = 1
4
and matching
the mean critical capillary number (Cacritu = 0.84) at µliq = 120 cP.
generates a narrow distribution of fluid properties tested over the entirety of the study.
In Figure 6.3, our recorded critical speeds are well described by the correlation in (1.7).
This agreement suggests that the slight variability in µliq is primarily responsible for
any run-to-run variation seen in critical speed. Note that any effects from variable fluid
properties are effectively removed from our analysis because comparisons are made only
between confined and unconfined data observed during the same run.
6.3.2 Confined wetting failure
In addition to the unconfined region, the wetting meniscus also exists within a confined
region between the die and the substrate that spans approximately half of the total
length of the wetting line. Feed flow from the die is used to locate the confined meniscus
at a steady position while roll speed is increased toward the limit of wetting failure. It
is found that Q must increase proportionally with Ca to counteract the increasing drag
generated by the moving substrate, as is case for the upstream bead of a slot-coating
flow [151]. Figure 6.4 demonstrates the linear correlation between flow rate and Ca
while holding a constant meniscus position.
Similar to results from the unconfined wetting region, a single critical capillary
number, Cacritc , characterizes the onset of wetting failure for a given confinement. Upon
breaching this threshold, the previously uniform and smooth wetting line spontaneously
deforms to yield the sawtooth structure shown in figure 6.2. This transition commonly
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Figure 6.4: Feed flow rate as a function of Ca needed to maintain steady a meniscus position (approx-
imately 1 cm above the feed slot). Plot (A) shows the raw data, while (B) shifts the data along the
horizontal axis by Cao, the capillary number corresponding to Q ≈ 4.1 for each data set. The inset
equation provides the linear fit of the shifted data.
occurs on the order of 5 seconds after reaching the critical speed and can easily be
visualized by eye. In fact, the presence of the confinement die emphasizes the resulting
sawtooth meniscus as a thin film of glycerol is displaced from the wetting line and forced
back against the die surface to form a circular outline around the site of wetting failure.
Confined critical speeds display marginal hysteresis when approaching the wetting-
failure transition from speeds above and below Cacritc . However, hysteretic behavior
proved difficult to reproduce within our system and usually resulted in less than 1%
change in Cacritc values. Therefore, wetting failure in our system appears to have mild
path dependence in comparison to the reports of [114]. Within the remainder of work,
we account for this hysteresis in the experimental uncertainty associated with Cacritc .
Despite the importance of feed flow for locating the wetting meniscus, adjustments to
feed rate are ineffective in preventing or reversing the transition to wetting failure. This
means that the birth of a sawtooth meniscus occurs at a single critical speed indepen-
dent of the flow rate applied just prior to deformation of the steady wetting meniscus.
Furthermore, manipulation of the feed rate following wetting failure does not alter the
presence or scale of the air vees, but only displaces the sawtooth meniscus position
along the substrate. As a corollary to this observation, the meniscus position within
our confinement gap has negligible influence on Cacritc . Therefore, feed flow influences
only the position of the meniscus, implying that confinement alone is responsible for
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Figure 6.5: The critical speeds of wetting failure as a function of dimensionless confinement gap. Ca∗
is calculated from Cacritc and Ca
crit
u data recorded during the same confinement run. Each diamond
symbol represents a distinct run. The inset figure displays the comprehensive set of Cacrit data points
obtained from the confined (circles) and unconfined (asterisks) wetting regions.
any effect on wetting failure (relative to the unconfined region).
Wetting failure within the confined region consistently occurs at equal or greater
speeds than that observed along the unconfined portion of the roll, as demonstrated
qualitatively by the illustrations of figure 6.2. Since data were obtained from unconfined
and confined wetting failure simultaneously, it is convenient to define an enhancement
factor, Ca∗, by the ratio of Cacritc and Ca
crit
u taken from the same run. Figure 6.5 clearly
shows this fractional increase in critical speed due to confinement becomes significant
as the gap (H) between the die and substrate decreases. Furthermore, upon inspection
of the data one may imagine a trend of diverging Ca∗ as H → 0. However, due to
uncertainty associated with setting gaps with very thin shims, we are not able to reliably
decrease H beyond a nominal gap of 100 µm . Even with these limitations we observe
a 70% increase in critical speed at our smallest gaps. As the gap is widened to the order
of the capillary length (lcap =
√
σ/ρg ≈ 2.3 mm), the confinement effect diminishes
and Ca∗ approaches unity. Gaps in excess of twice lcap produce Ca
crit
c which are not
statistically distinct from Cacritu , reflecting an effectively unconfined system along the
entire length of the roll.
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Figure 6.6: Idealization of the confined air-liquid dynamic wetting system. The fluid phases are sepa-
rated by an impenetrable interface at h(s) which is bound within the gap H formed between two parallel
plates. The top plate is a stationary confinement surface and the bottom plate is the substrate moving
with velocity U .
6.4 Theoretical Modeling
6.4.1 The Hydrodynamic Model
Our experimental results clearly demonstrate that the onset of wetting failure is influ-
enced by the outer length scale associated with the wetting meniscus. This observation
necessitates a theoretical description which emphasizes the role of hydrodynamic con-
tributions in dynamic wetting. We postulate wetting failure to arise from a lack of 2D
steady-state solutions past a critical capillary number. Beyond this critical point, the
system must transition to transient or higher-dimensional flow, which is consistent with
observations of wetting failure.
The model we adopt idealizes our system as two immiscible fluids contained between
parallel plates. One plate moves at constant velocity, U , to represent our substrate, while
the other is fixed to model the confinement-die surface. Feed flow is excluded from the
model due to its negligible impact on Cacritc values observed experimentally. Thus, a
pressure drop (∆P = PL − PR) applied across the length of the channel acts to specify
the position of the fluid interface as it balances with drag exerted from the moving plate.
A schematic of our model is illustrated in figure 6.6.
The Navier-Stokes equations govern the velocity, v, and pressure, p, within each
fluid. Here we make a couple of simplifying assumptions:
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(i) viscous stresses dominate over inertial contributions, which results in the creeping-
flow equations (equations herein are shown in dimensionless form):
∇ · v = 0, ∇p = ∇2v; (6.1)
(ii) gravitational forces have negligible influence on confined wetting failure.
The characteristic dimensions of H, U , and µU/H are used in the construction of (6.1)
to scale length, velocity, and pressure, respectively.
Although creeping flow neglects the bulk Reynolds number (Re= ρUH/µ) associated
with our experiments (Re liq ∼ 1 , Reair ∼ 10), it captures the divergent wetting-line
stress that characterizes hydrodynamic wetting models [65]. We assume that these
steep viscous stresses play a significant role in the onset of wetting failure, making (6.1)
a good starting point for our model. The second approximation follows from inspection
of the characteristic Bond (Bo = ρgH2/σ) and Stokes numbers (St = ρgH2/µU) for our
system, which are both significantly less than O(1) within the data range that reflects a
prominent confinement effect (H < 1 mm, U > 0.4 m s−1). Gravity becomes important
as the system becomes unconfined (as implied by our scaling of the experimental data
with capillary length), but should not be needed to model the general confinement trend.
Interface curvature κ is governed by a balance of capillary and viscous stress:
κ = Ca [n · T · n|air − n · T · n|liq] , (6.2)
where T is the Newtonian stress tensor and n is the normal vector at the interface.
In addition, the standard tangential stress balance and kinematic condition are applied
along h(s), which defines the interface height as a function of the arc-length coordinate
s (see Section 2.1).
Terminal points of the interface take on special boundary conditions to account for
the presence of wetting lines. At the fixed plate, the wetting line is static due to no-slip
along the stationary surface:
v = 0. (6.3)
A slip condition must be applied along the moving substrate to avoid multi-valued
velocity at the dynamic wetting line [66]. We choose to use a Navier condition [72]:
u− U = β[n · T · t] ; v = 0. (6.4)
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χ = µair/µliq θmic,R(deg.) θmic,L(deg.)
1.5× 10−4 70 90
Table 6.2: Material parameters used to model the air-glycerol system. Parameters are estimated from
the measured data shown in table 6.1. Air viscosity (µair) is assumed to be 1.8× 10−2 cP [154].
where β = lslip/Hµ. The slip length, lslip, characterizes the magnitude of slip behavior
and serves as a fitting parameter. Although we apply (6.4) along the entire substrate,
the fluid velocity rapidly approaches the no-slip limit (u → U) at distances ∼ lslip
away from the wetting line. We assign the same fitted slip length to both fluids, and,
therefore, the system geometry is described by a single length-scale ratio λ = lslip /H.
The interface slope must also be prescribed as a boundary condition at each wetting
line. We assume the microscopic interface angle, θmic, equals the static contact angle,
θs [55]. Our assumption of constant θmic implies that the dynamic character of the
contact angle arises from an apparent contact angle, θM , which is removed from the
actual wetting line (and θmic) by some finite distance. For this study, we define θM as
the maximum interface angle in proximity to the dynamic wetting line (h(s) < H/2). In
section 6, we discuss the impact of θmic on our model predictions. Material parameters
for the air-glycerol system, including microscopic angles, are listed in table 6.2.
The creeping-flow equations and associated boundary conditions generate a highly
nonlinear free-boundary problem. We analyze the resulting equation set through two
different approaches:
(i) a non-uniform finite-difference method to evaluate a 1D lubrication-type approx-
imation of the governing equations,
(ii) a Galerkin finite element method (FEM) with elliptic mesh generation to evaluate
the full 2D free-boundary problem.
6.4.2 QP Approach
Lubrication-theory-based models commonly provide insight into the mechanics of com-
plex flows with a major reduction in computational effort in comparison to full 2D or
3D calculations [120]. For example, a quasi-parallel (QP) model was developed by [98]
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Figure 6.7: Steady-state solutions for the air-glycerol wetting system (χ = 1.5 × 10−4, θmic,R =
70o, θmic,L = 90
o) obtained with the QP approach. (A) Solution families show the change in θM
with Ca for different values of λ. Going left to right, each curve increases in λ with values of
10−6, 10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, and 10−1, respectively. Bold circles indicate the critical point for each
curve. (B) Interface profiles correspond to square symbols along the λ = 10−2 solution family in (A).
The solid and dot-dashed lines represent stable and unstable steady-state profiles, respectively. The
bold curve shows the critical interface.
to investigate wetting failure in equiviscous liquid-liquid systems. Results therein reveal
the natural appearance of Cacrit from turning points in families of steady-state solu-
tions. The remainder of this section considers an adaptation of this lubrication-type
model for our confined air-liquid system. Details of the model derivation and numerical
methods are discussed in Section 2.2.
To model our experimental system we use air-glycerol material parameters listed in
table 6.2. The appropriate range of the length-scale parameter, λ, is initially unknown
because lslip serves as a fitting parameter for our data. Therefore, our fitting process
involves calculating Cacrit for a wide range of length scale ratios (λ ∈ [10−7– 10−1])
and comparing against experimental values for the enhancement factor, Ca∗. Figure
6.7 shows the resulting solution families for the QP approach with an illustration of
interface profiles obtained along one solution trajectory. Critical point data are listed
in table 6.3.
The following definition is used for the computational data:
Ca∗ =
Cacrit(λ)
Cacrit(λo)
(6.5)
where Cacrit(λ) is the critical capillary number as a function of confinement (λ =
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λ H(µm) Cacrit θcritM (deg.)
10−1 0.5 1245 142
10−2 5 443.9 144
10−3 50 255.3 147
10−4 500 181.0 149
10−5 5000 145.5 151
Table 6.3: Critical point data extracted from QP analysis of the air-glycerol system (see figure 6.7).
Values for the confinement gap, H, are calculated from λ = lslip/H assuming lslip= 50 nm.
lslip/H), while Ca
crit(λo) represents the critical speed at an unconfined limit corre-
sponding to Ho. To gain insight into this unconfined limit, recall that the experimental
data shows Ca∗ to level off to unity when the confinement gap exceeds twice the cap-
illary length; hence, Ho ≈ 5 mm marks the “unconfined” limit where our simplified
Stokes flow analysis is expected to break down due to the increased importance of body
and inertial forces. Using this empirical value for Ho, we can extract lslip from the best
fit of λo for our data (λo = lslip/Ho).
Results from the quasi-parallel model display a confinement trend consistent with the
experimental Ca∗ data for a wide range of selected λo, as shown in figure 6.8. The best
quantitative agreement is obtained when selecting λo within a range of 5× 10−6– 2.5×
10−5, which places lslip on the order of 50 nm. This fitted slip length seems reasonable in
comparison to the magnitude of slip parameters tabulated from other wetting systems
with similar material components, which typically report lslip values between 1 nm and
100 nm [1, 74]. Figure 6.9 demonstrates the close agreement between the enhancement
factor determined with the QP approach and the experimental values reported here.
Despite the QP approach’s ability to match the experimental Ca∗ trend, there is
a notable discrepancy when considering the absolute value of the computed critical
capillary numbers. Figure 6.9 reveals Cacrit to be overestimated by multiple orders
of magnitude by the QP approach. The magnitude of this error is shown to be fairly
insensitive to the choice of fitting parameter λ0, and is, instead, an inherent problem of
the model. Further investigation reveals another peculiarity associated with the critical
interface profiles predicted by the model. Figure 6.7 shows that apparent dynamic angles
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Figure 6.8: Critical capillary numbers as a function of confinement from QP analysis. Using data from
figure 6.7, (a) the behavior of Cacrit(λ) is shown for λ ∈ [10−7, 10−3]. Equation (6.5) is used in (b) to
plot Ca∗ as a function of dimensionless confinement gap for various choices of λo, which increases along
the inset arrow from 10−6 to 10−4 (dashed lines). Solid lines (λo ∈ [5 × 10−6, 2.5 × 10−5]) border the
experimental data from figure 6.5 and the bold line (λo = 10
−5) provides the best fit.
Figure 6.9: Comparison of critical speeds obtained from the QP approach and experimental data. The
bold Ca∗ curve represents QP data taken from figure 6.8B with λo = 10
−5 (lslip= 50 nm). The inset
curve includes QP data listed in table 6.3. Experimental data points (open symbols) are taken from
figure 6.5.
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associated with Cacrit never advance beyond 155o, which conflicts with a large body
of experimental studies which report that air-liquid systems can achieve steady wetting
up to angles very near 180o. Although we did not postulate a critical dynamic angle
associated with the onset of wetting failure, this conflict suggests that the quasi-parallel
model lacks some of the key features necessary to model the regime just preceding
wetting failure for our system.
6.4.3 2D Flow Model
Our second computational approach uses a Galerkin finite element method [128, 130] to
evaluate the full 2D hydrdoynamic model established in Chapter 2. Since the interface
position is coupled to the flow field, domain boundaries for the physical problem are
unknown. Here, we map the system to a fictitious, computational domain where the
dynamic boundary conditions are implemented. Within this computational domain,
coordinates for the physical domain are retained as unknowns that are solved simulta-
neously with the flow variables. The free-boundaries (fluid interfaces) of the physical
domain deform in response to the global flow field. Details of the FEM techniques used
for this analysis are included in Section 2.3.
Figure 6.10 shows the mesh-independent solution families computed using our FEM
approach for different values of λ. Qualitatively, each solution family depicts an increase
in the apparent contact angle with capillary number until reaching a critical point near
θM = 177
o. The critical capillary numbers associated with these critical points increase
as the wetting system becomes more confined (larger λ). Unstable solution branches
exist for a narrow Ca range before the solution path reaches θM = 180
o. Near the
critical point (Ca ≈ Cacrit), the interface reveals characteristics of air-film entrainment,
which is consistent with the experimental observations discussed in Section 6.3.
Critical capillary numbers and apparent angles extracted from the 2D flow model are
tabulated as a function of λ in table 6.4. Unlike results from the QP approach (refer to
table 6.3), the 2D flow data matches the experimental observation that Cacrit ∼ 1 and
θcritM ≈ 180o for air-liquid wetting failure. Moreover, FEM results show good quantita-
tive agreement with our experimentally measured critical speeds when assuming a slip
length of 10 nm. In figure 6.11 we compare the enhancement factor (Ca∗) and absolute
values of critical capillary numbers to emphasize that the 2D flow model captures not
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Figure 6.10: Steady-state solutions for the air-glycerol wetting system obtained with the 2D flow model.
(A) Solution families show the change in θM with Ca for different values of λ. Going left to right, each
curve increases in λ with values of 2× 10−6, 10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, and 10−1, respectively. Bold circles
indicate the critical point for each curve. (B) Interface profiles correspond to square symbols along the
λ = 10−2 solution family in (A). The solid and dot-dashed lines represent stable and unstable steady-
state profiles, respectively. The inset figure shows profiles on semi-log axes to emphasize the difference
in scale between macroscopic and microscopic interface behavior. An arrow denotes the location of
microscopic air-film entrainment along the interface profile.
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λ H(µm) Cacrit θcritM (deg.)
10−1 0.1 4.13 177
10−2 1 1.95 177
10−3 10 1.10 176
10−4 100 0.700 175
10−5 1000 0.507 175
2× 10−6 5000 0.424 175
Table 6.4: Critical point data extracted from the 2D flow model for the air-glycerol system (see figure
6.10). Values for the confinement gap, H, are calculated from λ = lslip/H assuming lslip= 10 nm.
only the trend of increasing critical speed with confinement, but also provides accurate
estimates (within a factor of 2) of the experimental Cacrit values. The overall trend
of increasing Cacrit with λ is well-described by a scaling relationship obtained from
asymptotic wetting theory ( equation 6.8) , as will be discussed within the following
section.
6.5 Discussion
Our experimental observations indicate that confined wetting failure can be character-
ized by the same sawtooth-meniscus transition that has previously been documented
for unconfined systems (e.g., [91]). However, the critical speed that characterizes this
transition increases as the wetting region is restricted to smaller gaps. To our knowl-
edge, this study is the first to systematically demonstrate the ability to delay wetting
failure to higher speeds through confinement of the wetting meniscus. Thus, meniscus
confinement must be listed among the growing number of examples where macroscopic
flow parameters influence high-speed wetting behavior.
Figure 6.5 shows a definitive trend of increasing critical speed as the wetting menis-
cus is confined to smaller gaps. In fact, the available data suggest that Cacrit may
achieve exceedingly high values as H → 0. Despite the apparent divergence of the
critical speed with decreasing gap widths, it is not surprising that this result has gone
unnoticed in previous studies where system geometries are typically designed to have
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of critical speeds obtained from the 2D flow model and experimental data.
Filled circles represent the model prediction taken from table 6.4. Ca∗ values are calculated using (6.5)
with λ0 = 2 × 10−6 (lslip = 10 nm). The dashed line, described by (6.8), provides a good fit for the
data obtained from the model. Experimental data points (open symbols) are taken from figure 6.5.
dimensions larger than the capillary length (lcap ∼ 1 mm). Only when the confinement
falls below 250 µm does our data reflect an 50% increase of Cacrit, which would be
easily distinguishable from routine experimental uncertainty. Our system design elim-
inates many of the difficulties associated with interpreting the impact of experimental
uncertainty at larger gaps because the confined (variable) and unconfined (control) sys-
tems share the same substrate during each run. The qualitative increase in Cacrit with
confinement is readily apparent through direct comparison of the respective wetting
regions while successively decreasing H. Furthermore, despite the limited precision of
H, a smooth logarithmic curve is suggested by our Ca∗ data in figure 6.5.
Within hydrodynamic theory, system geometry (λ) has a logarithmic influence on
viscous bending. The degree of interface bending is dependent on the amount of viscous
stress, Fµ, acting over the entire fluid interface:∫ H
lslip
Fµdh ∼
∫ H
lslip
µU
h
dh = µU ln (λ−1). (6.6)
As implied by (6.6), divergent viscous stresses near the wetting line are mitigated by
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microscopic mechanisms (characterized by the Navier slip condition) that act to regulate
viscous bending for h < lslip. If the microscale remains relatively small (λ << 1), viscous
stresses will be much larger near the wetting line than in the bulk fluid, promoting
greater viscous bending.
The interface deforms unsteadily when the tendency for viscous bending overwhelms
the resistance from surface tension. Therefore, the onset of wetting failure can be
expressed by the following force balance (neglecting χ and θmic):
µU ln (λ−1) ∼ σ. (6.7)
Gravity resists interface deformation at scales greater than the capillary length,
which limits viscous bending to the region h < lcap. Therefore, lcap becomes the upper
bound for the integration of viscous stresses in (6.6) when H > lcap. In this regime
(H > lcap), λ is effectively constant (λ = lslip/lcap) and, consequently, the magnitude of
viscous bending becomes independent of H. This argument explains the insensitivity
of wetting failure to geometric features in relatively unconfined systems (refer to figure
6.5).
As the system becomes more confined (λ → 1 and ln(λ−1) → 0), the interface
deforms on length scales closer in size to the global domain. Consequently, the impact
of ln(λ−1) is diminished and higher speeds are needed to promote wetting failure from
viscous bending. Moreover, (6.7) simplifies to the following confinement scaling:
Ca∗ ∝ 1
ln (λ−1)
. (6.8)
This viscous-bending argument is shared by the asymptotic theories discussed in §2.
For example, [45] describes how viscous forces influence the dynamic contact angle for
a liquid-void system (χ = 0):
θ3M − θ3mic = 9Ca ln (λ−1). (6.9)
Similar to the preceding analysis, ln (λ−1) modifies the viscous forces that bend the
interface and cause a difference between contact angles measured from the macroscopic
and microscopic scale (θ3M - θ
3
mic > 0). Additionally, (6.8) is recovered from (6.9) when
assuming that θmic and θM associated with Ca
crit change very little in response to
confinement.
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2D Flow
Figure 6.12: Comparison of experimental data and model predictions with the Ca∗ scaling derived from
asymptotic theory. Data comprising the experimental, QP, and FEM curves initially appear in figure 6.9
and figure 6.11. The scaling curve is described by (6.8) with lslip = 50 nm. The inset plot demonstrates
the performance of the scaling relationship for lslip = 10 nm, 100 nm, and 1 µm.
As shown in figure 6.12, (6.8) agrees with the experimental confinement trend, and
the fit is fairly insensitive to the choice of slip length (lslip ∈ [10 nm – 1 µm]). (Note:
The prefactor in (6.8) is chosen so that Ca∗ → 1 as H → 5 mm; this corresponds to
a prefactor of ln(5 mm/lslip).) Surprisingly, this simple scaling describes the data to
the same degree as the more rigorous QP and 2D-flow models. [99] demonstrates the
applicability of this scaling to a similar lubrication model through a range of the system
parameters (i.e., θmic, χ, λ). This uniform quality between the models suggests that
the confinement trend arises as a general consequence of the hydrodynamics of dynamic
wetting. Furthermore, the agreement between (6.8) and the experimental data argues
in favor of the viscous-bending mechanism for wetting failure.
Although the QP and 2D models agree on the hydrodynamic scaling of Ca∗, there ex-
ists a large discrepancy between Cacrit values obtained between the two approaches. The
QP approach over-predicts Cacrit by several orders of magnitude (figure 6.9), whereas
the 2D flow model estimates the experimental data within a factor of two (refer to figure
6.11). The agreement obtained with our 2D model suggests that the discrepancy of the
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QP approach is not due to a inherent failure of our hydrodynamic framework. Instead,
the lubrication approximations used to construct the simplified QP approach must be
invalid for our system. This issue is discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.5.
Lastly, we comment on the sensitivity of our results to the choice of model pa-
rameters. As expected from (6.8), changes in lslip have a logarithmically weak effect
on Cacrit; therefore, good agreement should be maintained between model predictions
and experimental data for a wide range of fitted slip lengths. The scaling relation-
ship suggests lslip ∈ [10 nm, 1 µm] as an acceptable range (see figure 6.12). However,
the lubrication approximation of the QP approach and (6.8) seem to overestimate lslip
relative to analysis from the 2D model. Therefore, we expect lslip ∼ 10 nm for the
physical (air-glycerol-steel) system, which is consistent with experimentally measured
slip lengths of similar materials [1, 74]. Due to computational limitations, we have been
unable to investigate lslip < 10 nm with our FEM approach and, consequently, the lower
bound to lslip remains unknown.
Our model idealizes the substrate as a perfectly smooth, homogeneous surface with
wettability characterized by θmic,R. Up to this point, we have implemented a microscopic
angle equal to the static contact angle measured from our experimental system (i.e.,
θmic,R = 70
0). Generally, θmic,R could depend on the flow field, which would require
augmentation of the current model with some description of microscopic wetting physics
[39, 83, 61, 18]. However, in the interest of constructing the simplest hydrodynamic
wetting model (with the fewest fitting parameters), we focus on the impact of θmic,R as
a material constant.
As illustrated by figure 6.13a, critical speeds calculated from the 2D model increase
when prescribing smaller θmic,R. Despite the dependence of Ca
crit on θmic,R, figure 6.13b
shows substrate wettability to have little impact on the Ca∗ trend for θmic,R ∈ [500, 900].
Thus, θmic,R may be decreased to bring the 2D flow results closer to experimental values
for Cacrit without yielding a dramatic disparity in the confinement trend. The use of a
scraped-roll substrate made our experimental system prone to prewetted glycerol films,
which would account for this change in the effective substrate wettability within our
model (θmic,R → 00). This and other non-idealities of the substrate may be responsible
for the under-predicted Cacrit values shown by the 2D model in figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.13: The influence of substrate contact angle on critical speeds predicted from the 2D flow
model. (A) The dependence of Cacrit on θmic,R for the air-glycerol system with λ = 2 × 10−6. Filled
circles represent data extracted from FEM results. The solid line is generated with a quadratic fit of
the data points. (B) The enhancement factor (Ca∗) as a function of confinement for different θmic,R.
Symbols represent data extracted from FEM results (lslip = 10 nm) and the dotted line is the fit of
(6.8) to the 2D model taken from figure 6.11.
6.6 Conclusion
In this work, we have investigated the effect of meniscus confinement on the onset of
dynamic wetting failure. A novel experimental design is described, which allows for
unconfined and confined wetting to be simultaneously viewed along a single moving
substrate. Results from our experimental study demonstrate an increase in the critical
capillary number, Cacrit, associated with wetting failure through confinement of the
wetting meniscus. When the meniscus is confined to gaps smaller than the capillary
length, wetting failure occurs at higher speeds compared to that observed when the
meniscus is unconfined. This relative increase in critical speed is expressed by an en-
hancement factor, Ca∗, which increases logarithmically as the gap width vanishes. To
our knowledge, this work presents the first evidence that meniscus confinement can be
used to delay wetting failure.
Additionally, a hydrodynamic model has been developed and analyzed using lubri-
cation theory and 2D FEM. Both models match the experimental confinement trend
shown by Ca∗, but only the full 2D analysis provided by FEM adequately models the
stress field and provides accurate measures of Cacrit. Agreement within a factor of two
is reported in the range where 2D analysis and experiment overlap (100 µm < H < 5
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mm). This success of our 2D approach validates the choice of a hydrodynamic descrip-
tion for modeling wetting failure.
Collectively, our modeling results show confined wetting failure to be well-described
by a hydrodynamic mechanism where the onset for wetting failure arises from the non-
existence of 2D steady states beyond Cacrit. These steady states fail to exist when air
is not pumped away from the wetting line rapidly enough. Although this view does not
preclude the possibility of other failure mechanisms, our analysis suggests that viscous
bending plays a key role in governing wetting failure in confined systems.
Currently, we are unable to comment in more depth about the nature of the hydrody-
namic wetting-failure mechanism. Specifically, the transient process of air entrainment
(via the sawtooth meniscus) is not directly addressed by this study. Recent works
have made advances in visualizing the sawtooth meniscus [94] and providing a theo-
retical basis for air entrainment through free surfaces [108]. Further progress requires
thorough experimental characterization of high-speed interface behavior. A needed im-
provement to our current experimental system would include the use of an initially dry
substrate with well-characterized surface properties. Visualization of the interface pro-
file or dynamic angle would also be necessary to make more detailed comparisons with
theoretical predictions. Nevertheless, our work has shed light on the hydrodynamics of
wetting failure and begins to provide a rational basis for the development of strategies
to delay wetting failure in high-speed coating processes.
Chapter 7
Characteristics of Air
Entrainment along a Planar
Substrate
7.1 Introduction
Air entrainment occurs when a liquid mass fails to displace the surrounding air as it
advances along a solid surface. In cases of air entrainment caused by dynamic wetting
failure, air films originate at the three-phase contact line and release bubbles that are
captured by the liquid flow. Air entrainment can be detrimental to industrial appli-
cations such as coating and printing processes, where bubbles lead to voids or surface
irregularities in the final product [8, 34, 28]. The practical importance of this phe-
nomenon has motivated prior experimental and theoretical studies, yet many questions
remain regarding the fundamentals of air entrainment.
The enigmatic dynamic contact line (DCL) contributes many unknowns to the prob-
lem of air entrainment. Unlike a static contact line (SCL) found in a stationary system,
the DCL necessarily involves transport of two fluid phases in contact with a substrate.
The impact of macroscale and microscale mechanics near the DCL remains debated,
as discussed in a number of recent reviews [50, 2, 25, 40, 51, 21, 48, 27]. This issue is
further complicated near the limit of air entrainment, where DCL behavior is strongly
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Figure 7.1: The stages of dynamic wetting illustrated as a function of Ca. The air/liquid meniscus
is confined in a gap H between a moving substrate and a stationary plate. The meniscus becomes
deformed as Ca increases, until a critical transition during the onset of air entrainment at Cacrit. At
this point, the contact line becomes jagged with triangular air films, yielding a “sawtooth” meniscus
shape.
influenced by many system properties, including system geometry [138], flow-field effects
[38, 141, 142], and electrostatic forces [155, 34].
For planar systems, air entrainment evolves from interface shapes similar to the il-
lustration in Figure 7.1. In this example, the capillary number Ca = µU/σ characterizes
dynamic wetting of a substrate moving with speed U into a liquid with viscosity µ and
surface tension σ. As speed increases (larger Ca), viscous effects deform the air/liquid
meniscus and move the DCL in the direction of substrate motion. At a critical speed
corresponding to Cacrit, the DCL becomes unstable and air films elongate into the liq-
uid. This onset of air entrainment is often identified by a “sawtooth” meniscus shape
that results from the distribution of triangular air films along the width of the sub-
strate [92]. Details of the sawtooth shape and scale depend on system parameters (e.g.,
liquid viscosity) in general, but descriptions within the literature have primarily been
qualitative [104, 156, 106].
In a prior work, we investigated the influence of interface confinement on the crit-
ical speed associated with the onset of air entrainment [138]. Using an experimental
apparatus in which a glycerol solution (µ ≈ 120 cP) is confined to gap H (see Figure
7.1) between a stationary surface and a rotating roll, we demonstrated that increasing
confinement (smaller H) delays air entrainment to higher Cacrit values. Results from
a two-dimensional (2D) hydrodynamic model match the experimental observations and
suggest a wetting-failure mechanism related to strong pressure gradients that pump air
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away from the DCL [157]. Due to this mechanism, the model predicts that critical
speeds are most strongly affected by parameters that alter the interface shape near the
DCL.
This work yields a broader understanding for how the onset of wetting failure is
influenced by the properties of planar wetting geometries. An experimental system is
used in which polyethylene terephthalate (PET) tape is drawn through a glycerol/water
solution at high speeds with close visualization of the DCL. Once again, confinement
imposed with a stationary plate postpones air entrainment to higher Cacrit. This work
demonstrates the consistency of this confinement effect over a wide range of solution
viscosity, expanding considerably upon prior findings [138]. Furthermore, liquid pres-
surization (using compressed air within the experimental apparatus) is found to signifi-
cantly impact the dynamics of air entrainment when the meniscus is located near a sharp
corner, leading to even higher critical speeds. Similar effects have been observed in high-
speed fiber coating [115, 88], though, to the authors’ knowledge, this work presents the
first demonstration of air entrainment postponed via liquid pressurization in a planar
geometry.
In addition, close visualization of the DCL provides new perspective on the dynam-
ics of air entrainment. Image analysis techniques are used to quantify the size of air
films formed at Cacrit with data reflecting systematically smaller films at higher solu-
tion viscosities. Regardless of the specific operating conditions, visualizations reveal a
dominant mechanism for air-film rupture, as illustrated in Figure 7.2. This sequence
portrays air-film thickness variations that propagate across the meniscus, nucleating
rupture sites that ultimately cause air-bubble entrainment. Recorded critical speeds
and air-film sizes compare well against predictions from the computational model used
within prior works [138, 157], further supporting the hydrodynamic mechanism for the
onset of air entrainment.
Section 7.2 discusses details of the experimental apparatus and methods. Section 7.3
presents critical speeds measured with different system geometries and glycerol viscosi-
ties. Section 7.4 shows data from image analysis of the air films formed near the DCL
under different operating conditions. Finally, Section 7.5 summarizes the dynamics ob-
served at the onset of air entrainment and compares experimental data to predictions
from the hydrodynamic model mentioned above.
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Figure 7.2: Idealization of the interface profiles corresponding to visualizations of air-film rupture. (a)
Air films form with capillary ridges (shown by dashed line in visualization panels) near the DCL. (b)
Traveling waves nucleate liquid contacts as the air films thin near the capillary ridge. Commonly,
multiple nucleation sites appear simultaneously at distances matching the wavelength l0. (c) Regions of
liquid contact grow until reaching the DCL. (d) Discrete air films pinch off from the DCL and rapidly
evolve into equilibrium bubble shapes.
7.2 Experimental Methods
The experimental apparatus shown in Figure 7.3. The apparatus features a transparent
tape substrate that moves through the system as it transfers from the unwind roll to
the rewind roll (see Figure 7.3a). A 125 µm thick polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
tape is used for all of the data reported in this paper. A line-speed controller (Contrex R©
M-Drive) adjusts the rotational speed ω of the rewind roll to maintain a set linear speed
U of the tape. Along its path, the tape enters a vessel designated as the “wetting box,”
where one side of the tape comes in contact with the wetting liquid and the opposite
side runs along a glass support plate. Viewing through the support plate, a camera
records wetting phenomena and projects real-time video to an external display.
The wetting box resembles a plunge-coating tank (approximately 10 cm in each
dimension) in which the liquid reservoir is completely enclosed except for thin slots
where the tape enters and exits the apparatus (see Figure 7.3b). Rubber gaskets seal
the exit slot and all joining walls of the wetting box to minimize leaking. Within the
wetting box, an interior plate is positioned with adjustable supports (not shown) that
connect to the base of the apparatus. Shims (Precision Brand R©) are used to set the
distance between interior and support plates. The system is aligned such that the
substrate’s width narrowly fits between shims placed at opposite edges of the wetting
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Figure 7.3: Schematic of the experimental apparatus. (a) Overview of the substrate’s path driven by
rotation of the rewind roll at angular speed ω. The line-speed controller adjusts ω through a feedback
loop to maintain constant linear velocity U . (b) A glycerol/water solution wets the tape substrate as
it passes through the wetting box. A stationary plate confines the air/liquid meniscus within a gap
H. Compressed air controls the meniscus height and pressurizes the liquid (see Figure 7.5). (c) A
high-speed camera allows visualization of contact-line behavior while viewing the meniscus through a
glass support plate (located to the right of the substrate in panel b). The distance between the support
and interior plates is set by shims that lie alongside the substrate. (Note that the shims are omitted
from panel b to provide a clear view of the meniscus.)
box (see Figure 7.3c). The confinement gap H shown in Figure 7.3b results from the
difference between the shim and tape thickness. The wetting region is left unconfined
when the interior plate is completely removed from the system (this geometry will be
denoted as H →∞).
The back wall of the wetting box includes liquid and air inlets. Liquid feed fills the
vessel to a desired volume (usually 300 ml) prior to experimentation. During operation,
compressed air enters the wetting box through the air inlet and pressurizes the liquid
relative to atmospheric pressure Patm. Liquid pressurization allows the meniscus to be
positioned within the confinement gap, resisting the substrate’s tendency to drag the
meniscus toward the exit slot. The applied pressure Papp is controlled with a screw valve
(Speedaire R©) and measured by a manometer (Dwyer R© Slack Tube) when Papp < 10
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Figure 7.4: Visualizations of (a) steady wetting and (b - e) air entrainment recorded in the unconfined
geometry (H → ∞) with a high-viscosity glycerol/water solution (µ = 745 cP). (a) The DCL appears
smooth during steady wetting (U ≈ 0.055 m/s), but (b) becomes serrated at the critical speed (Ucrit =
0.059 m/s), forming a sawtooth meniscus. (c) Closer inspection reveals that air films of similar size
and shape elongate from the DCL at Ucrit. Over time, (d) air films become unstable and rupture, (e)
leaving behind air bubbles that are entrained within the liquid flow. Note that ruler lines measure 1
mm distances in each image.
kPa and a pressure gauge (Binks R©) for Papp > 10 kPa. Pressurization is not necessary
for unconfined studies (H →∞) because gravitational forces maintain a constant liquid
level away from the DCL, preventing any major changes in the meniscus position during
a single run.
The critical speed U crit associated with air entrainment is determined by gradually
increasing the tape speed until triangular air films form at the DCL. These air films
appear suddenly and uniformly along the entire width of web when U ≥ U crit, resem-
bling the sawtooth meniscus discussed in Section 7.1. Figure 7.4 shows visualization
of the transition from steady wetting (Figure 7.4a) to air entrainment (Figure 7.4b).
Recorded images are analyzed with the MATLAB Image Processing ToolboxTM to im-
prove contrast of the DCL and measure features associated with the air entrainment
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Figure 7.5: Illustration of the confined geometries used within this study. (a) The meniscus is confined
within a parallel channel formed between interior and support plates. To prevent interaction with the
substrate (see description in text), a PET mask covers the interior plate, forming a gap H between
the mask and substrate surfaces. In this case, the SCL and DCL freely move in response to changing
speed U or applied liquid pressure Papp. (b) In contrast, the meniscus remains effectively pinned when
the SCL is located near the mask corner. Therefore, liquid pressurization alters the meniscus shape, as
discussed in Section 7.3.3.
events illustrated in Figure 7.4c-e. These measurements are discussed in more detail in
Section 7.4.
When imposing narrow confinement gaps (H ≤ 300 µm), capillary forces cause the
tape and interior plate to interact prior to start up of the substrate motion. It was
found that a PET mask placed over the interior plate greatly reduces adhesive forces
that otherwise result from this interaction. Figure 7.5 illustrates the mask system used
for confinement studies. Similar to findings from our prior work [138], critical speeds
appear to be independent of Papp when the meniscus is located in the gap formed
between the mask and substrate (Figure 7.5a). Wetting characteristics, including U crit,
become sensitive to changes in Papp when the meniscus is positioned near the mask
corner (Figure 7.5b). Due to an effective pinning of the SCL at the corner, liquid
pressurization changes the interface shape rather than simply translating the meniscus,
as discussed in Section 7.3.2.
Glycerol/water solutions were chosen for this study because of their Newtonian
behavior and low vapor pressure at room temperature. Additionally, solution viscosity
is easily adjusted through dilution with deionized water or concentration with 99.7%
pure glycerin. For the cases presented here, solution viscosities span a range of 25 cP to
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1000 cP, corresponding to compositions of approximately 75% and 99.7% glycerol (by
weight), respectively [158]. (Note: we assume a density of ρ ≈ 1200 kg m−3 for each
solution when estimating the capillary length, lcap =
√
σ/ρg).
Experimental uncertainty arises from several different sources during each run. Vis-
cosity measurements (DV-II Brookfield viscometer) typically show a standard deviation
of 10% for each value of µ, while surface tension (Kru¨ss K10ST digital tensiometer) re-
mains within the bounds of σ = 65± 2 mN m−1 for all of the air/glycerol systems used
in this study. Contact angle hysteresis is observed on the PET substrate (Kruss DSA
goniometer) with advancing and receding angles of approximately 80o and 65o, respec-
tively. Substrate speed is held to within 0.005 m s−1 (Contrex R© M-Drive controller) of
the recorded set point U , producing relatively small errors in measured critical speeds
(U crit > 0.05 m s−1) compared to the viscosity uncertainty. Confinement studies include
uncertainty related to the reading of Papp (±0.1 kPa and ±2 kPa for the manometer
and pressure gauge, respectively) and the measurement of the gap H. Misalignment
of the wetting-box walls and interior/supporting plates contributes the most significant
error to the system. Although this error is difficult to quantify, passing shims of varying
thickness through the gap reveals that this uncertainty is less than 50 µm for the values
of H reported here.
7.3 Critical Speeds
Air entrainment is observed at some critical substrate speed for all cases investigated
in this study. As illustrated by Figure 7.4, the DCL becomes unsteady at U crit, form-
ing unstable air films that produce air bubbles upon rupture. Super-critical speeds
(U > U crit) tend to lengthen the air films and quicken rupture, though the dynamics
depend strongly on the liquid viscosity, as discussed in Section 7.4. The critical capil-
lary number Cacrit = µU crit/σ marking the onset of air entrainment adopts different
values depending on the operating conditions used in each experimental run. The fol-
lowing sections describe the dependence of Cacrit on liquid viscosity (Section 4.4.1) and
properties of the confined geometry, including the gap width (Section 7.3.2) and liquid
pressure (Section 7.3.3).
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Figure 7.6: (a) Critical speeds measured as a function of glycerol viscosity in the unconfined geometry
(H → ∞). The inset demonstrates that critical speed data follow the weak-power law Ucrit ∝ µ−0.742
with the bold line denoting the best fit. (b) Critical capillary numbers corresponding to the data
plotted in panel a. The fit from panel a (bold line) is rescaled with µ to match the definition of Cacrit, as
expressed by (7.1) with K = 0.115 cP−0.258. The dashed line represents the correlation Cacrit = 0.123[µ
(cP)]0.26, which is obtained from a collection of air-entrainment studies with unconfined geometries [2].
.
7.3.1 Liquid Viscosity
Critical speeds systematically decrease with higher liquid viscosities, similar to the find-
ings of prior experimental works [2, 43]. Figure 7.6a plots the value of U crit recorded
for various glycerol viscosities (µ ∈ [25 cP 1000 cP]) using the unconfined geometry
(H → ∞) discussed in Section 7.2. The inverse relationship between critical speed
and liquid viscosity (see inset of Figure 7.6a) suggests that the important parameter is
the capillary number Ca = µU/σ, which measures the relative strength of viscous and
surface-tension forces acting on the meniscus.
Figure 7.6b plots Cacrit values corresponding to the critical-speed data in Figure
7.6a. Unlike U crit, the critical capillary number increases with higher liquid viscosities,
following the weak power-law relationship
Cacrit ≈ Kµ0.258, (7.1)
where the coefficient K depends on the value of H, as discussed in Section 7.3.2. The
fit of (7.1) to the data closely resembles empirical correlations from similar studies of
air entrainment in unconfined geometries [2] (e.g., see dashed line in Figure 7.6b).
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7.3.2 Confinement
In a prior work, confinement was shown to delay the onset of air entrainment during
dynamic wetting of a roll substrate with a single glycerol solution (µ ≈ 120 cP) [138].
The current study expands upon this result, demonstrating that narrow gaps increase
the value of Cacrit for glycerol/water solutions that span a wide viscosity range, as shown
in Figure 7.7a. Furthermore, the tape substrate enters the wetting box completely dry,
avoiding prewetting effects that may have influenced air entrainment in the previous
system.
Despite differences in the experimental systems, Figure 7.7b demonstrates that crit-
ical speeds recorded from both the prior and current studies follow the scaling
Ca∗ ∝ [ln(H/lslip)]−1, (7.2)
where Ca∗ represents the fractional increase in the critical speed measured with a con-
fined geometry (i.e., Cacritc ) relative to the unconfined case (i.e., Ca
crit
u ) while holding
all other parameters fixed. The slip length lslip relates to the size of the region near the
DCL where microscopic physics dominate the wetting mechanics. For the purposes of
this study, the slip length acts as a fitting parameter in (7.2) [138], although there have
been many experimental and theoretical investigations into the effect of lslip on similar
systems [72, 74, 1, 77]. Using lslip = 200 nm, the scaling in (7.2) describes the trend of
the current data set with fair accuracy as shown in Figure 7.7b.
Although critical speeds depend on the liquid viscosity, the relative effect of con-
finement (i.e., Ca∗) is nearly independent of µ. As a demonstration, Figure 7.8 plots
data sets for each value of H with corresponding fits of (7.1). For each case, Cacrit
data show roughly the same power-law dependence on µ, but shift due to changes to
the fitted coefficient K at different values of H. Consequently, the fractional increase
in critical speed Ca∗ is simply taken as the ratio of coefficient values from the confined
(Kc) and unconfined (Ku) data sets. (Note that Ca
∗ ≈ Kc/Ku is plotted as the data
symbols in Figure 7.7b.) Fitted values of K are listed in Table 7.1 for various values of
the confinement gap.
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Figure 7.7: (a) Critical speeds plotted as function of µ for various confinement gaps H. Symbols and
colors denote the value of H for each data point, as listed in the legend. Bold lines are fitted to data
sets of corresponding color using (7.1) and K values listed in Table 7.1. (b) The fractional increase in
critical speed Ca∗ is plotted against the dimensionless gap where lcap = 2.5 mm. As described in text,
each data point represents the ratio Ca∗ = Kc/Ku, where Ku and Kc are the coefficients in Table 7.1
for H →∞ and finite H, respectively. The dashed line denotes (7.2) with lslip = 200 nm.
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Figure 7.8: Fits of Cacrit to the power-law relationship in (7.1) for H = (a) 500 µm , (b) 300 µm ,
(c) 200 µm , and (d) 100 µm . Fitted values of K are listed in Table 7.1.
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H (µm) K (cP)−0.258
∞ 0.115
500 0.132
300 0.146
200 0.157
100 0.212
Table 7.1: Coefficient values (K) used to fit (7.1) to Cacrit data measured with various confinement
gaps H.
7.3.3 Liquid Pressurization
Liquid pressurization positions the meniscus within the confinement gap during dynamic
wetting. Higher applied pressures Papp are needed as speed increases in order to resist
substrate drag on the meniscus. In fact, the data plotted in Figure 7.9 suggest that Papp
must increase linearly with Ca to hold the meniscus position steady within the gap. At
fixed Ca, Papp is weakly effected by changes to the liquid viscosity (see Figure 7.9a). In
contrast, changes to the gap have a major impact on the required liquid pressure. Since
the pressure gradient in channel flow is inversely dependent on the square of the channel
height, the applied pressure must increase with smaller gaps as Papp ∝ H−2 (see Figure
7.9b). The wetting box becomes susceptible to liquid and compressed air leaks when
Papp > 10
4 Pa. For this reason, high-speed wetting in gaps less than 100 µm could
not be investigated in this study. Furthermore, only high-viscosity solutions (µ > 100
cP) are used with the smallest gap (H = 100 µm ) to limit the rate of liquid loss.
The onset of air entrainment appears insensitive to the magnitude of liquid pres-
surization when the meniscus is located within the gap (refer to Figure 7.5a). In this
case, increasing Papp moves the meniscus further up the gap, but does not significantly
alter Cacrit or the behavior of the DCL. Consequently, critical speeds are reported as
a single-valued function of liquid viscosity µ for each confinement gap H (see Figure
7.7a).
This picture becomes more complicated when the meniscus is located at the leading
edge of the gap. In this case, the meniscus does not freely move with increasing liquid
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Figure 7.9: Applied pressure needed to hold meniscus position constant within the confinement gap
while increasing Ca. (a) Data are plotted for µ = 1000 cP (white), 600 cP (gray), and 170 cP (black)
with H = 100µm. The solid line represents a linear fit of the µ = 500 cP data. (b) Data are plotted for
H = 100 µm (diamond), 200 µm (square), and 500 µm (asterisk) with µ = 600 cP. For each data
set, the linear fit from panel a is multiplied by the factor (100 µm /H)2 to account for the influence
of gap width on Papp.
pressures, but tends to remain fixed near the corner of the PET mask that covers the
interior plate, as shown in Figure 7.5b. This effective pinning of the meniscus forces the
air/liquid interface to change shape in response to pressurization.
Figure 7.10 demonstrates the effect of pressurization on the air film that forms near
the DCL at Cacrit. As a reference point, Figure 7.10a shows the serrated DCL shape that
is characteristic of air entrainment in the unconfined geometry. Figure 7.10b reflects
similar behavior when the meniscus is located within the gap, although confinement
tends to produce a broader the air film with a less regular sawtooth shape. Figure 7.10c
demonstrates a considerable change in the air film when the meniscus is located near
the mask corner. While the meniscus remains effectively pinned, higher liquid pressures
decreases the scale of interface deformation, significantly reducing the size of triangular
air films (see Figure 7.10c) in comparison to the unconfined case (see Figure 7.10a). This
influence of Papp on interface shape is also found at sub-critical speeds, where excessive
pressurization shortens the meniscus similar to the observations of high-speed wetting
during pressurized fiber coating [115].
While altering the interface shape, liquid pressurization also delays the onset of air
entrainment, as illustrated in Figure 7.11. Data points in Figure 7.11a denote Cacrit
values recorded while pinning the meniscus at the mask corner. Under these conditions,
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Figure 7.10: Visualization of the onset of air entrainment for (a) unconfined and (b-c) confined system
geometries with µ = 400 cP. Illustrations (top) idealize the system corresponding to each visualization
image (bottom). (b) The SCL is located high above the DCL (outside of the visualization window)
within the parallel channel of gap H = 200 µm (Papp ≈ 3 kPa). (Note that the visualization shows
bubbles trapped between the mask and interior glass plate.) (c) The SCL is pinned near the mask ridge
with H = 100 µm and liquid pressurization (Papp ≈ 40 kPa) reduces the size of the triangular air films.
The mask ridge is marked with by the white dashed line. The scale bars denote lengths of (a-b) 1 mm
and (c) 0.5 mm.
higher liquid pressures promote steady wetting at faster speeds, resulting in multiple
Cacrit values for each glycerol solution. This pressurization effect yields significantly
faster critical speeds than are obtained when simply confining the meniscus within
the gap (see bold curve in Figure 7.11a). Since pressurization ceases to postpone air
entrainment once the meniscus moves away from the mask corner, Papp must be carefully
balanced with substrate drag to prevent meniscus “depinning”. (Achieving this balance
is difficult in practice, resulting in an apparent variation in the pressurization effect
at different values of µ shown in Figure 7.11a.) In fact, Figure 7.11b demonstrates
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Figure 7.11: The effect of pressurization on Cacrit when the meniscus is located at the mask corner
(see Figure 7.5b). (a) Critical capillary numbers plotted for various glycerol solutions with H = 100
µm . Each solution shows a trend of increasing Cacrit with larger Papp. The bold line represents the
power-law (7.1) fit for the H = 100 µm data set plotted in Figure 7.7. (b) Critical speeds plotted as a
function of Papp for µ = 600 cP and H = 200 µm (square), 100 µm (diamond), and H →∞ (circle).
(Recall that unconfined wetting H →∞ does not require liquid pressurization, making Papp = 0 in this
case.
that Cacrit increases linearly with Papp until excessive liquid pressure causes meniscus
depinning. Larger gaps become prone to meniscus depinning at lower Papp, leading to
less of an impact on the critical speed than the H = 100 µm case discussed above.
7.4 Air-film Characteristics
At the onset of air entrainment, thin air films elongate from the DCL, eventually rup-
turing and producing air bubbles that are captured within the wetting liquid. Figure
7.12 idealizes the three characteristic stages leading to air entrainment. First, the DCL
adopts a serrated shape due to a periodic distribution of air films. Each air film re-
sembles an isosceles triangle (Figure 7.12a) of characteristic angle ψ formed by a base
and side of lengths W and L, respectively. Second, perturbations cause the interface to
rupture locally (Figure 7.12b), releasing a portion of the air film with area A from the
meniscus. Finally, surface-tension forces equilibrate the detached air patch, forming a
spherical bubble with diameter D (Figure 7.12c). The following sections discuss char-
acteristics of the air-film shape (Section 7.4.1), thickness (Section 7.4.2), and rupture
mechanism (Section 7.4.3).
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Figure 7.12: Idealization of the evolution of the air film during air entrainment. See description in text.
7.4.1 Shape
System parameters strongly influence air-film size at the onset of air entrainment. With
low-viscosity solutions (µ < 40 cP), a single air film extends across the width of the
substrate, pinning on the edges of the tape. In this case W is fixed by the substrate
width (W ≈ 5 cm), making the triangular shape completely specified by the angle ψ.
Figure 7.13 shows that the pinned air film elongates (see Figure 7.13a-b) as substrate
speed exceeds U crit, resulting in larger values of ψ as predicted by theory [92]:
cosψ = Umax/U. (7.3)
Equation (7.3) requires that the DCL slope (ψ) increases to maintain a maximum ve-
locity (Umax) normal to the DCL as the substrate moves at higher speeds (U > Umax).
Figure 7.13c demonstrates that (7.3) matches experimental measurements for ψ as a
function of U , although the fitted value of Umax underpredicts U crit (measured at the
onset of air-film growth) by approximately 10%, similar to the observations of Blake &
Ruschak (1979) [92].
Air films become smaller with increasing liquid viscosity, as demonstrated in Figure
7.14. At relatively high viscosity (µ > 200 cP), triangular air films are regularly dis-
tributed along the DCL forming the characteristic sawtooth meniscus. Fewer air films
fit along the DCL (i.e., the width of the tape) in the moderate viscosity regime (200
cP > µ > 50 cP), resulting in relatively straight portions of the DCL (Figure 7.14c) in
comparison to the air entrainment high-viscosity glycerol (Figure 7.14a-b).
Figure 7.15a plots the air-film width W (refer to Figure 7.12a) measured at the
onset of air entrainment as a function of glycerol viscosity for the unconfined geometry.
(Details regarding the processing of visualization images and measurement of W are
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Figure 7.13: The effect of substrate speed on the air-film shape for µ = 25 cP, where a single film spans
the width of the substrate at super-critical speeds. The images show the elongation of the air film as
speed increases from (a) U ≈ Ucrit (0.75 m/s) to (b) U > Ucrit (1.05 m/s). (c) The angle ψ is measured
as a function of U . Inset : The data plotted against the relationship (7.3). Dashed lines represent (7.3)
using Umax = 0.65 m/s.
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Figure 7.14: Visualization of triangular air films formed near the DCL at the onset of air entrainment
with (a) µ = 1000 cP, (b) 400 cP, and (c) 75 cP for the unconfined geometry (H → ∞). Scale bars
denote lengths of (a-b) 1 mm and (c) 1 cm.
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Figure 7.15: (a) The effect of liquid viscosity on air-film size as characterized by the width W of the
triangular shapes formed at Cacrit. (b) The angle ψ corresponding to the data points in panel a.
included in Appendix D.1.) The data reflect a systematic decrease in air-film size as
glycerol viscosity increases, making W roughly proportional to 1/µ (see dashed line in
Figure 7.15a). As long as the air film remains small and avoids pinning against the
tape edge, the angle ψ stays near 45o on average, independent of solution viscosity.
Super-critical substrate speeds (U > U crit) generally lengthen the meniscus (including
the air-film region), but also trigger faster rates of rupture and bubble entrainment.
Qualitatively, air films appear to form sharper triangles as U increases beyond U crit,
but it is difficult to obtain meaningful measures of ψ due their rapid break up into
air bubbles. In contrast, the µ = 25 cP case yields a wide air film that pins against
the substrate edges, effectively stabilizing the film and allowing ψ to be measured at
super-critical speeds (refer to Figure 7.15c). This edge-pinning effect also causes ψ to
deviate from 45o at the onset of air entrainment, as shown in Figure 7.15b for µ = 25
cP.
Confinement alters the dynamics of air entrainment. For example, Figure 7.10a and
Figure 7.10b show the rupture of air films with 400 cP glycerol for unconfined and
confined geometries, respectively. As reflected by these images, confinement typically
yields broad, irregular air films in comparison to the triangular shapes formed during
unconfined air entrainment. This difference is caused by the volume of liquid displaced
away from the DCL during elongation of the air film. In the confined case, displaced
glycerol enters the narrow gap, where even small increases in liquid volume force upward
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Figure 7.16: Visualization of DCL shapes at the onset of air entrainment for confined systems: (a)
µ = 515 cP, H = 500µm, and Papp = 1.3 kPa; (b) µ = 460 cP, H = 200µm, and Papp = 6.9 kPa;
(c) µ = 600 cP, H = 100µm, and Papp = 27.5 kPa;. In each case, the meniscus is positioned near the
mask corner (white dotted line), allowing pressurization to reduce the size of air films relative to the
unconfined system. Scale bars denote lengths of 1 mm for each figure.
movement of the SCL (see Figure 7.5a). (Note that this is consistent with observations
from prior work where a glycerol film was deposited on a confining surface during air
entrainment [138].) Through successive rupture and elongation of the air film, the SCL
moves further away from the DCL, resulting in a broad air layer between the meniscus
and substrate. Due to the relatively large reservoir, liquid displaced during uncon-
fined air entrainment negligibly impacts the liquid level (i.e., SCL position), allowing
triangular air films with consistent size to form along the DCL.
As illustrated in Figure 7.16, air entrainment is characterized by triangular air films
when the meniscus is positioned near the mask corner. Although the meniscus is con-
fined, the SCL remains fixed at the corner, preventing the formation of the broad air
film discussed previously. Liquid pressurization tends to decrease the scale of air films
that form at the onset of air entrainment. Since narrow gaps allow higher values of Papp
before depinning the SCL (similar to observations of pressurized fiber coating [115]),
much smaller air films are observed with H = 100 µm (Figure 7.16c) than in the other
geometries reported in this study (e.g., Figure 7.16a-b).
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7.4.2 Thickness
Air-film thickness can be approximated from visualizations of the rupture events ide-
alized in Figure 7.12. During rupture, a mass of air separates from the the DCL with
volume A × hf , where hf is the mean height of the air film defined by area A. The
air mass forms a spherical bubble of diameter D as it becomes entrained within the
liquid flow. Assuming that the volume of the air mass remains constant throughout this
process, the film thickness can be found as
hf =
πD3
6A
(7.4)
with A andD measured directly from visualization images. Previously, a similar method
was used to estimate hf with good precision during air entrainment in silicon oils [105].
Using (7.4), air-film thicknesses are estimated at the onset of air entrainment with
different solution viscosities in the unconfined geometry (H →∞), as plotted in Figure
7.17 (see Appendix D.1 for more detail on the measurement of hf ). Similar to the trend
of decreasing W with increasing µ (see Figure 7.15a), the data in Figure 7.17 shows
that increasing liquid viscosity thins the entrained air film. The air-film thickness is
approximated at hf ∼ 10 µm for high-viscosity glycerol (µ ≈ 1000 cP) and increases by
approximately an order of magnitude in the low-viscosity regime (µ < 50 cP). Estimates
from the glycerol system used in this study qualitatively match similar measurements
made with silicon oils [105], suggesting that the trend may be a general feature of
air-entrainment systems.
It should be noted that the method of estimating hf using (7.4) does not necessarily
accurately reflect the actual thickness of the triangular air films along the DCL (see
Figure 7.12a). Prior to complete rupture, the interface enveloping the detaching air
mass becomes more curved, making the thickness less uniform throughout the area A.
Capillary forces resulting from the curved interface tend to squeeze air out of the mass
and back into the continuous air phase above the meniscus. Furthermore, the triangular
air films consistently show a thickness variation near the DCL resembling a capillary
ridge (see Figure 7.14). Considering all of these factors, it is difficult to know how
estimates from (7.4) map onto the true air-film thickness profile that extends from the
DCL to the outer meniscus. Nevertheless, a clear trend arises from the data plotted in
Figure 7.17, suggesting that this uncertainty does not obscure the dominant behavior
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Figure 7.17: The effect of liquid viscosity on air-film thickness hf measured at Ca
crit in the unconfined
geometry (H →∞).
of air-film thickness as a function of µ.
7.4.3 Rupture
Rupture is initiated by a point of liquid-substrate contact that pierces through the
air film. Figure 7.18a illustrates that multiple liquid contacts tend to simultaneously
nucleate just above the triangular air films. The liquid sites increase in size as they are
pulled with the substrate motion (Figure 7.18b). Upon intersection with the DCL, the
liquid sites trap air bubbles that become entrained within the liquid flow (Figure 7.18c).
Variations in the air-film thickness are typically observed prior to the rupture events
shown in Figure 7.18. These thickness variations resemble wave crests moving perpen-
dicular to the substrate velocity. Figure 7.19 demonstrates typical behavior of these
“traveling waves” as they traverse the triangular air films. In this example, two visible
waves separated by a distance l0 travel from left to right with speed V , which approx-
imately matches the substrate speed U (further discussion below). Each wave remains
inclined at an angle similar to ψ, suggesting that the initial thickness perturbation (that
generates the traveling wave) arises during elongation of the triangular air film.
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Figure 7.18: A sequence of visualizations showing the periodic nucleation of liquid contacts through
the elongated air film, leading to film rupture and entrainment of air bubbles at Cacrit. The images
corresponds to (a) 2, (b) 5, and (c) 7 ms after the first point contact is observed. Scale bars denote
lengths of 1 mm for each figure. System parameters: µ = 400 cP and H →∞.
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Figure 7.19: Visualization sequence illustrating thickness variations in air films leading to air-film rup-
ture at Cacrit. Two waves (denoted by white and black arrows) are shown moving from left to right at
time (a) 0 ms, (b) 7.5 ms, (c) 10.0 ms , and (d) 17.5 ms. System parameters: µ = 25 cP and H →∞.
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Figure 7.2 illustrates the complete rupture mechanism suggested from the observa-
tions of Figure 7.18 and Figure 7.19. At the critical substrate speed, air films form
that are characterized by a thin region connected to a thicker capillary ridge near the
DCL. Traveling waves perturb the interface, making the thinnest portion susceptible
to break-up as long-range molecular forces initiate liquid contact with the substrate.
Since perturbations are distributed along intervals of the wavelength, multiple liquid
contacts nucleate simultaneously with periodic spacing characterized by a distance l0.
Substrate motion drives liquid toward the rupture site, growing the liquid contact until
air bubbles are released from the DCL.
Each system used in this study shows signs of the rupture mechanism discussed
above. For instance, each glycerol solution exhibits a characteristic wavelength l0 asso-
ciated with rupture, as demonstrated in Figure 7.20 for the unconfined geometry. The
data show that shorter wavelengths (smaller l0) result during air entrainment in more
viscous liquids. This trend reverses with decreasing µ until l0 ∼ 5 mm, at which point
gravitational forces begin to level thickness variations along the interface (note that
lcap ≈ 2.5 mm for glycerol), preventing further increase of l0. Interestingly, the behavior
of l0 closely matches the trend of decreasing W as µ increases (refer to Section 7.4.1).
Therefore, the size and distribution of triangular air films may be linked to the rupture
mechanism that reshapes the DCL with periodic perturbations. The width W only
significantly deviates from l0 when a single air film spans the width of the substrate by
pinning against the tape edges (see Figure 7.13). The abrupt change in W at µ = 25
cP suggests that in addition to lcap (which limits l0 in the low-viscosity regime), some
viscous length scale plays a significant role in determining the DCL shape. This viscous
length scale is discussed in more detail in Section 7.5.
7.5 Discussion and Conclusions
This work focuses on the onset of air entrainment resulting when a planar (tape) sub-
strate enters a glycerol bath at some super critical speed. Unlike steady wetting, which
features a smooth air/liquid meniscus, air entrainment evolves from a jagged sawtooth
meniscus that forms a serrated DCL at the substrate. Generally, system parameters
influence the critical speed and DCL shape associated with this transition.
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Figure 7.20: The perturbation wavelength l0 observed at Ca
crit plotted against liquid viscosity. The
distance l0 is measured between traveling waves (circle) and nucleation sites (square) as illustrated in
Figure 7.2b. The air-film width W (diamond) is also plotted for each case. The dashed line is taken
from the fit of W in Figure 7.15a and the solid line denotes l0 ≈ 2lcap, where lcap = 2.5 mm. Note that
error bars lie within symbol margins when not shown.
Similar to prior work, experiments conducted in this study demonstrate that higher
liquid viscosities [2] and confined geometries [138] postpone air entrainment to higher
substrate speeds. Critical capillary numbers Cacrit associated with the onset of air
entrainment closely match correlations from previous data sets, which validates the
novel experimental apparatus used in this investigation. Furthermore, the current work
expands upon past results by showing that the power-law dependence of Cacrit on µ
expressed in (7.1) is negligibly altered by meniscus confinement. In other words, con-
finement and viscosity effects independently influence the onset of air entrainment. As
reflected by fits of the data listed in Table 7.1, smaller confinement gaps H increase
Cacrit through changes to the pre-factor in (7.1). Therefore, independent of viscos-
ity, critical speeds increase logarithmically as H decreases, as captured by the scaling
argument in (7.2).
The behavior of Cacrit can be understood with insight gained from a hydrodynamic
model for dynamic wetting failure that has been developed in our prior work [138,
157]. The model shows that strong pressure gradients pump the air flow away from the
DCL during steady wetting. Liquid stresses deform the interface and restrict the air
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Figure 7.21: Comparison of experimental data with predictions from the 2D flow model. (a) Critical
capillary numbers measured as a function of the viscosity ratio χ = µair/µ for various confinement gaps
H. Open symbols denote experimental data taken from Figure 7.6a assuming µair = 0.018 cP. Closed
symbols are calculated with the 2D flow model for λ = lslip/H = 10
−5 (circle), 10−4 (square), and 10−3
(diamond). Dashed lines represent Cacrit ∝ χ−0.258 (scaling from (7.1)) fitted to the model data for
each λ. (b) Air-film thickness (circle) and air-film width (diamond) plotted against the viscosity ratio.
Experimental data (open symbols) taken from Figure 7.15a and Figure 7.17 are non-dimensionalized
using glycerol’s capillary length lcap ≈ 2.5 mm. 2D flow results (closed symbols) are computed at Cacrit
with λ = 10−5. Dashed lines represent hf ∝ χ2/3.
flow to a thin region between the interface and substrate until air stresses exceed the
local capillary forces at some critical substrate speed, causing unsteady air entrainment.
Decreasing the air viscosity µair relative to µ lessens the impact of the air stresses near
the DCL, allowing for steady wetting at higher speeds. Figure 7.21a demonstrates that
this trend of increase Cacrit with decreasing χ = µair/µ matches the power-law behavior
observed by experimentally varying the glycerol viscosity.
Similar to experimental observation, the model predicts that critical speeds increase
when the air/liquid meniscus is confined to a narrow gap H. Confinement is modeled
with the parameter λ = lslip/H, where lslip is a small length scale (lslip ≪ H) associated
with the magnitude of fluid slip along the substrate near the DCL. This micro-scale slip
plays a more significant role as λ increases, reducing viscous bending of the interface and
allowing for steady wetting at higher speeds. Similar to the scaling relationship in (7.2),
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predicted values of Cacrit carry a logarithmic dependence on λ. Therefore, the choice
of the lslip slightly influences the absolute value of the predicted critical speed, but does
not change the dominant trends shown in Figure 7.21a. Using lslip ∼ 10 nm, Cacrit
values predicted from the computational model come within 20 % of the experimentally
measured critical speeds. (Note that similar to the findings of our prior work [138], the
computational model predicts a lower lslip values than is used with the scaling (7.2) in
Figure 7.7b.)
In addition, experimental visualizations reveal interface characteristics at the onset
of air entrainment that qualitatively match predictions from the model. Most notably,
the elongated air films are thickest near the DCL (e.g., Figure 7.14), resembling capillary
ridges (see Vandre et al. (2013) [157] for supporting data from the model). Although the
steady-state model is unable to track the transient dynamics leading to air entrainment,
the experimental system may proceed quasi -steadily along unstable solution branches,
where the model predicts air-film elongation and subsequent capillary-ridge formation.
This precise behavior is observed for the case of liquid-film withdrawal, in which a thick
capillary wave forms at the dewetting contact line prior to complete entrainment [121],
matching model predictions near steady-state bifurcation points [96]. However, liquid
films eventually elongate to a state of steady deposition (i.e., Landau-Levich film) [93],
whereas air films rapidly become unstable and rupture into bubbles.
The size of the air film may be determined by a local balance of capillary and viscous
stresses. The hydrodynamic model shows that this visco-capillary balance crucially
influences an interfacial inflection point in the vicinity of the DCL. The inflection-point
height decreases exponentially with increasing Ca, sharpening interface curvature near
the DCL to balance local capillary forces with the increasing viscous stress. Since Cacrit
increases with higher liquid viscosity, smaller inflection-point heights are computed at
the onset of air entrainment with lower χ values. Figure 7.21b demonstrates that this
trend resembles the behavior of the experimental air-film thickness hf measured with
different glycerol solutions. (Note that the overbar denotes dimensionless lengths, which
are scaled with lcap and H for the experimental and model data, respectively.) Both the
experimental and computational data reflect weak power-law behavior (approximately
hf ∝ µ−2/3), though the origin of such behavior is not yet completely understood. Figure
7.21b shows that this trend also describes the increase in air-film width W as viscosity
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Figure 7.22: (a) Speed of wave propagation V measured at Cacrit as a function of liquid viscosity for
the unconfined geometry (H → ∞). The inset shows V/U for each case and the dashed line marks
V/U = 1. (b) Illustration of a wave moving with downward speed U at times t0, t0 +∆t, and t0 +2∆t.
Due to the 45o angle, a point along the wave may appear to move horizontally with speed V ∼ U .
However, this type of measurement actually accounts for two different points (closed vs. open symbols)
that both propagate vertically toward the DCL.
decreases with the exception of the µ = 25 cP case, where a single air film pins against
the substrate edges. This suggests that the visco-capillary balance discussed above may
influence the size of triangular air films in addition to film thickness. However, it is not
yet clear how this effect interacts with the length scale arising from the traveling wave
perturbations discussed in Section 7.4.3.
Fluid interfaces struggle to move around surfaces with corners due to contact-line
pinning along the sharp edge. Such an obstruction is used in the current system to
resist the tendency of the meniscus to rise into the confinement gap in response to
higher applied pressure Papp (see Figure 7.5b). Due to the pinning of the meniscus
against the corner, liquid pressurization changes the shape of the interface, resulting
in steady wetting at faster speeds (e.g., Figure 7.11) and smaller air films at the onset
of air entrainment (e.g., Figure 7.10). Similar effects have been observed in high-speed
fiber coating [115, 88]. However, to the authors’ knowledge, this work presents the first
experimental demonstration of air entrainment postponed by liquid pressurization in
confined planar systems.
Although this pressurization effect is not directly studied with the computational
model, similar trends are observed when a large body force is numerically imposed on
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a confined air/liquid meniscus (see Appendix D.2). The body force acts as a constant
pressure gradient within the wetting liquid, pressurizing the liquid below the meniscus
(∼ Papp) relative the air pressure (∼ Patm) above. Higher liquid pressures force larger
interface curvature, causing the meniscus to appear shorter as it only bends sharply
on small scales close to the DCL. Due to the sharp curvature, the interface supports
large capillary stresses that resist air entrainment to high substrate speeds. In reality,
the cornered obstruction will generate a more complex pressure field than that modeled
with a body force. However, qualitative agreement between the two cases suggests that
hydrodynamic forces capture the essential mechanics of dynamic wetting near the onset
of air entrainment.
Air entrainment ultimately occurs when elongated air films are perturbed and break
into bubbles. In the current system, these transient events are linked to traveling waves
that traverse the thin air layer (see Section 7.4.3). These waves appear to the translate
laterally along the substrate (refer to Figure 7.2) with speed V , plotted as a function of
µ in Figure 7.22a. The data show that V approximately matches the substrate speed U
for each case (see inset of Figure 7.22a), suggesting that thickness variations originate
above the triangular air film and follow the substrate motion toward the DCL. Despite
the downwardly-directed velocity, a single wave may seem to move laterally through
the air film, as illustrated by Figure 7.22b. Two images recorded at times separated
by ∆t appear to show the wave translating a horizontal distance ∼ U∆t, whereas
the material point (red symbol in Figure 7.22b) actually moves vertically through the
air film. Since the waves remain inclined at approximately 45o angles, horizontal and
vertical components of velocity approximately match the substrate speed U . Further
investigation of the local flow field and interface shape is required to gain insight into
the mechanism governing the period l0 (see Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.20) of the wave
disturbances and subsequent interface rupture, leading to
Chapter 8
Curtain Coating
8.1 Introduction
Dynamic wetting is integral to a number of industrial systems where a liquid displaces
another fluid along a solid surface. In particular, coating flows rely on steady dynamic
wetting to smoothly and uniformly distribute liquid layers on moving substrates. This
objective becomes more challenging to satisfy at higher process speeds, where a variety
of defects may arise from disturbances to the wetting dynamics. At some critical speed,
wetting catastrophically fails and air bubbles become entrained in the coating. Usually,
this transition must be avoided to maintain coating integrity, leaving practitioners with
the choice of operating at subcritical speeds or making significant system alterations to
achieve higher production capacity. However, since the fundamentals of wetting failure
remain poorly understood, relatively few system designs are known to postpone air
entrainment.
Curtain coating is one system that is recognized for remarkably fast wetting, where
speeds ∼10 m/s are typically achieved within the industry [114]. In this device, a coat-
ing liquid with viscosity µadv and density ρ is deposited from a hopper or die at a height
hcurt above a solid surface [37]. Initially flowing with speed V , the liquid falls as a
two-dimensional (2D) curtain that is accelerated by gravity until impacting a substrate
moving with speed U . Hydrodynamic stresses from the impinging curtain are thought
to assist fluid displacement at the dynamic contact line (DCL) [26]. When displace-
ment is successful, the liquid steadily wets the substrate and forms a coating film of
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Figure 8.1: Illustration of (a) parallel-plate and (b) curtain-coating geometries.
thickness hinf downstream. Wetting fails at some critical substrate speed U
crit, leading
to air entrainment at the DCL. Typically the onset of wetting failure is influenced by
the relative magnitude of viscous stresses and surface tension σ, making the capillary
number Ca = µadvU/σ the primary dimensionless group describing high-speed wetting
behavior. However, interface shapes and critical speeds are known to depend on other
parameters in curtain-coating systems with particular sensitivity toward the feed flow
rate [82, 25, 83]. Researchers have struggled to reproduce this behavior with hydrody-
namic models, claiming that a more complicated description of the DCL mechanics may
be needed to describe high-speed fluid displacement [39].
This chapter investigates the problem of fluid displacement in curtain coating using
the hydrodynamic model developed in Chapter 2. Unlike prior works that neglect the
air flow, we consider the interaction of two viscous fluids. Since curtain coating contains
a challenging domain geometry with upstream and downstream air/liquid interfaces, we
develop a new computational method that significantly reduces the computational cost
associated solving for the two-fluid flow. In essence, we use a hybrid FEM technique
to compute the 2D flow of the advancing fluid while approximating the receding flow
(with viscosity µrec) with one-dimensional (1D) lubrication equations. Using the hybrid
model, we find solution paths for curtain coating with a 25 cP liquid surrounded by
air. As shown schematically in Figure 8.1, we compare curtain coating results to the
parallel-plate case studied earlier in this thesis (e.g., Chapter 4) to demonstrate similar
mechanisms for wetting failure. Furthermore, we find that many key characteristics of
high-speed curtain coating are missed when neglecting the air flow, as is the current
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convention in the literature.
The chapter is organized by the following sections. Section 8.2 develops the hybrid
FEM model and compares solutions against results from the full 2D flow model. Section
8.3 discusses numerical details associated with implementation of the hybrid model
in the curtain-coating system. Section 8.4 presents solution paths from the curtain-
coating system and makes critical comparisons with parallel-plate results from previous
chapters of this thesis. Lastly, Section 8.5 summarizes the findings and discusses their
implications on the study of curtain coating and other complex wetting behavior.
8.2 Hybrid 1D/2D Method
In this section, a novel 1D/2D hybrid FEMmodel is developed using aspects of the quasi-
parallel (QP) approach and the 2D flow model from Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively.
Formulation of the hybrid model is motivated by the observation that the receding fluid
becomes long and slender (especially in the case of air entrainment where χ≪ 1) as the
interface deforms near the onset of wetting failure. Consequently, the 1D lubrication-
type approximation of the QP approach works well for the receding flow, but full 2D
computations are needed for the advancing flow. In essence, the hybrid model accounts
for complete hydrodynamics of the advancing flow, while approximating only viscous
stresses that result from the receding flow.
Advantages of the hybrid model arise from its computational efficiency. Since the
receding-fluid domain is not discretized, the hybrid model reduces the number of vari-
ables by nearly 50% in comparison to the 2D flow model. In addition, mesh quality is
improved because computational nodes are not needed in half of the domain (i.e., mesh
lines do not continue into the receding-fluid domain). These factors make the hybrid
model an ideal candidate for studying fluid displacement in realistic coating systems
that commonly include complicated geometries, complex liquid rheology, and the trans-
port of surface-active agents. This section intends to only introduce the hybrid model
and validate it against a few select cases from the 2D flow model. The hybrid model is
applied to curtain coating in Section 8.3 with results presented in Section 8.4.
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8.2.1 Governing Equations and Numerical Considerations
The hybrid model uses the foundation of the 2D flow model outlined in Section 2.3. The
2D governing equations (2.1) - (2.9) and FEM framework are applied to the advancing
fluid phase, as shown in Figure 8.2. This includes the Navier-Stokes equations to govern
the advancing-fluid velocity v and pressure p
∇ · v = 0, Re(v · ∇v) = ∇2v −∇p, (8.1)
and a set of stress balances along the fluid interface y = h
n · T · t|rec = n · T · t|adv; (8.2)
κ = Ca(n · T · n|rec − n · T · n|adv). (8.3)
(See Section 2.1 for a complete description of the governing equations.) In the ex-
pressions above, T is the Newtonian stress tensor, κ is the interface curvature, and
u and v are the horizontal (x-coordinate) and vertical (y-coordinate) velocity compo-
nents, respectively. Normal (n) and tangent (t) vectors are defined by the interface
profile at y = h. The stress tensor for the receding fluid contains the viscosity ratio,
χ = µrec/µadv, such that T |rec = χ2 [∇v + (∇v)T ]. Note that p includes the pressure
head from gravity ρgx (the “modified pressure” in [119]).
The lubrication-type approximation of the QP approach (see derivation in Section
2.2) is applied to the receding-fluid flow, resulting in “loading” terms that augment the
stress balances at the interface. Using lubrication theory [67], normal and tangential
stresses in the receding flow are approximated by
n · T · t|rec ≈ χ∂u
∂y
; n · T · n|rec ≈ p. (8.4)
Since FEM uses the weak form of the 2D governing equations [128] the normal and
tangential stresses in (8.4) cannot be directly applied to a boundary condition, but
must be converted into an effective traction vector:
n · T |rec = {χny ∂u
∂y
− nxp , −χnx∂u
∂y
− nyp}, (8.5)
where subscripts indicate the x and y components of the normal vector n at the interface.
Note that (8.4) is recovered from normal and tangential projections of (8.5), confirming
that n · T |rec contains the appropriate loading terms from the QP approach.
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Figure 8.2: Schematic of the (a) 2D flow system and (b) the numerical scheme used in the hybrid FEM
model. The advancing flow (volume V ) is treated with the 2D flow model while the receding flow is
approximated with the QP approach applied to 1D elements along the interface (surface S).
Expression (8.5) enters the hybrid FEM model through the following weak-form
residual applied to the advancing phase along the fluid interface:
Rhybrid =
∫
S
φ
(
1
Ca
dt
ds
− n · T |rec
)
dS +
∫
V
φ
(
Re v · ∇v −∇2v +∇p) dV (8.6)
where φ is the basis function, s is the interfacial arc length, and V and S define the
domain volume and interface-boundary curve, respectively (refer to Figure 8.2). With
exception of the loading term (n · T |rec), all flow variables within (8.6) are referenced
to the advancing fluid.
In order to solve (8.6), the receding fluid pressure p and velocity gradient ∂u∂y (see
(8.5)) must be described as functions of the interface height and flow variables in the
advancing phase. Following the derivation of the QP approach (refer to Section 2.2.1),
the expressions below define fluid pressure within the lubrication limit:
Ah+
1
2
Bh2 +
1
6
dp
ds
h3 = 0, (8.7)
∂u
∂y
= B +
dp
ds
h where A =
χUh+ χλuint − 12 dpdsh2
λ+ h
, B =
−χU +A
λ
. (8.8)
The expressions above reflect the fact that fluid must slip in the vicinity of the contact
line to avoid an unphysical infinite-force singularity [65] (further discussion of slip can
be found in Section 1.2.3). Here λ is the dimensionless slip length used in a Navier
boundary condition (i.e., (2.9)) that is applied along the substrate. In the parallel-plate
geometry (see Figure 8.2), λ = lslip/H where lslip is the dimensional slip length and H
is the gap, but the definition of λ depends on details of the system geometry in general
(e.g., for curtain coating λ = lslip/w where w is the curtain width).
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of steady-state solutions obtained with the 2D flow model and the hybrid FEM
model. (a) Steady-state solution families are plotted for χ = 1, 10−1, 10−2 and 10−3 (decreasing left
to right). Solid lines and diamond symbols are obtained from the 2D flow model and hybrid model,
respectively. (b) Air/liquid (χ = 10−3) interface profiles obtained from the hybrid model for (going left
to right) Ca = 0.110, 0.211, 0.407 and 0.399. (c) Air/liquid (χ = 10−3) interface profiles calculated from
the 2D flow model for Ca = 0.104, 0.202, 0.407 and 0.398. In both cases, the bold and dashed curves
represent critical and unstable solutions, respectively. Additional parameters used with the models are
listed in the following: λ = 10−4, θmic = 90
o, Bo = 0, Re = 0 and H/D = 0.
Equation(8.7) uses the approximation dx ≈ ds from the QP approach to express
pressure gradients with respect to the arc-length coordinate s. This approximation
allows direct integration of (8.6) along s (following substitution of (8.5), (8.7), and (8.8)).
Integration proceeds in an analogous manner to 2D FEM, except that the pressure
function in (8.7) only exists within nodes along the fluid interface. Thus, the interfacial
nodes comprise “1D elements” of the receding fluid, where the pressure is approximated
by biquadratic basis functions that span from the SCL (top plate in Figure 8.2) to the
DCL (bottom plate).
One boundary condition is needed at h = 1 to specify the receding-fluid pressure
from dpds in (8.7) - (8.8):
p = PL. (8.9)
Similar to the 2D flow model, (8.9) imposes an arbitrary pressure drop ∆P = PL − PR
(note that PR remains the outflow pressure datum for the advancing fluid) that is used
as an adjustable parameter to satisfy θmic while numerically fixing the DCL at xo in the
computational domain. This procedure directly follows the
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Figure 8.4: Validation of critical capillary numbers obtained from the hybrid model while varying (a)
fluid viscosity ratio and (b) substrate wettability. The relevant system parameters are listed in the
following: (a) λ = 10−4 and θmic = 90
o ; (b) λ = 10−4 and χ = 10−3. Data are shown for the 2D
flow approach (circles), the QP approach (squares), the hybrid model (diamonds), and the asymptotic
theory in equation (4.1) with λCox = λ = 10
−4 (dashed line).
8.2.2 Numerical Validation
The 1D/2D hybrid model has been validated against 2D flow results over a fairly broad
parameter range. Figure 8.3 illustrates that solution paths from the hybrid model,
including the turning point at Cacrit, match 2D flow result for various values of χ. In
fact, the hybrid model appears to converge to the 2D flow model as χ decreases within
the air/liquid displacement regime (χ ≪ 1). Comparing Figure 8.3B and Figure 8.3C,
it can be seen that the predicted interface profiles are visually identical for air/liquid
displacement, even along the unstable solution branch.
Figure 8.4 demonstrates the ability of the hybrid model to accurately predict critical
capillary numbers associated with the onset of wetting failure. In Figure 8.4A, Cacrit
values are plotted for various viscosity ratios. Again, the hybrid model compares well
with the 2D-flow model, especially in the air/liquid regime where the QP approach
fails (refer to Section 2.2.4). Figure 8.4B shows that the agreement extends to various
substrate wettabilities. (The data remains restricted to partially-wetting substrates
where 50o ≤ θmic ≤ 130o due to numerical limitations of the quadrilateral elements
used within the advancing fluid as discussed in Section 2.3).
Collectively, the plots of Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4 illustrate that the hybrid model
accurately approximates steady 2D fluid displacement up to the onset of wetting failure
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Dimensional Values Dimensionless Values
µadv 1-1000 cP χ = µrec/µadv 10
−5 − 10−2
σ 30 - 70 mN/m Ca = µadvU/σ 10
−1− 101
U , V 0.01− 1 m/s Re = ρV w/µadv 10−1− 101
ρ ∼ 1000 kg/m3 Bo = (ρg/σ)(wV/U)2 10−4 − 10−1
w, hinf 0.01 - 1 mm λ = lslip/w 10
−5 − 10−3
hcurt 1 - 25 cm hcurt/w 10
1 − 102
θmic 70
o (?) |∂h/∂x| = | tan θmic| > 1
Table 8.1: Liquid properties and operating conditions typical of curtain coating. The list attempts to
summarize the range of values reported in the literature [26, 37, 82, 38, 83, 39]. Note that θmic has not
been well characterized in general. The listed value reflects the static angle measured in [82].
for a variety of systems. Errors become negligible in the the case of air/liquid displace-
ment because viscous effects from the air are only important near the DCL, where the
air flow is restricted to a slender wedge between the substrate and fluid interface. Con-
sequently, receding-air pressures are well-described by the lubrication approximation
(QP approach) used in the hybrid model. This accuracy holds true up to the critical
capillary number, which makes the hybrid model an ideal option for modeling the on-
set of air entrainment in complex coating systems (e.g., curtain coating in the following
sections) where computational cost may be prohibitive for the 2D flow model. Although
similar 1D/2D FEM methods have previously been used to study single-phase [159] and
two-phase [160] flows, this is the first work, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, that
presents a hybrid model for fluid displacement with dynamic contact lines.
8.3 Curtain-coating Model
8.3.1 Fluid Properties and Operating Conditions
Curtain coating features a variety of material properties, flow controls, and geomet-
ric parameters that influence the state of operation. For example, the curtain height
hcurt, width w and angle of intersection with the substrate have been altered to alter
dynamic wetting behavior [26, 38]. To focus on the fluid-displacement mechanics, we
fix the geometric parameters as follows: w = 1 mm, hcurt = 10 mm, and the curtain
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falls perpendicular to the substrate. Even while fixing the device geometry, there is a
broad range of system parameters to consider, as demonstrated by Table 8.1. It can be
seen that the liquid properties influence a number of dimensionless groups, including
the viscosity ratio χ, capillary number Ca, Reynolds number Re, and bond number Bo.
(Note that the curtain width w is the characteristic length scale used for all dimension-
less groups defined in Table 8.1). For simplicity, we analyze a single coating liquid with
properties similar to prior experimental investigations [25, 39]: µadv = 25 cP, σ = 70
mN/m, and ρ = 1000 kg/m3. In addition, we assume an ideal, smooth substrate with
wettability defined by a microscopic contact angle θmic = 90
o and dimensionless slip
length λ = lslip/w = 10
−2. (This relatively large values of λ is selected for numerical
convenience, as mentioned in the following section.) Section 8.4 characterizes wetting
effects generated from changes to the remaining curtain-coating parameters: the reced-
ing fluid viscosity µrec (in χ); the substrate speed U (in Ca and Bo); the feed-flow
velocity V (in Re and Bo).
8.3.2 Implementation of Hybrid FEM
Figure 8.5 illustrates the model curtain-coating system. A curtain is formed with two
free surfaces (see Figure 8.5a) as liquid is deposited from an elevated slot die (width
w) with downward velocity V . The liquid curtain falls from a height hcurt above a
substrate that moves with speed U . (Although not shown in Figure 8.5, gravity also
points downward, parallel with the curtain.) The liquid impacts the substrate at the
dynamic contact line (DCL), whose position xDCL depends on parameters of the curtain
flow (discussed in Section 8.4.1). During steady operation, curtain coating ultimately
deposits a liquid coating film with height hinf that is carried downstream with the
substrate motion.
The hybrid FEM model developed in Section 8.2 is used to study the hydrodynamics
of fluid displacement in curtain coating. Similar to the parallel-plate example explored
above, viscous stresses from the air flow are approximated by 1D lubrication equations
near the DCL (region 8 in Figure 8.5). The liquid curtain domain is partitioned into
seven regions to comply with the meshing scheme (refer to Section 2.3). In essence, each
region defines a separate rectangular subdomain in the computational coordinates (see
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Figure 8.5: Schematic of the computational curtain-coating model. (a) Overview of the physical coating
domain composed of seven liquid regions (1-7) and one air region (8) using hybrid FEM. (b) The
computational domain used with FEM. (c) Illustration of interface characteristics close to the DCL.
Figure 8.5b) that is handled in a similar fashion to the liquid domain in the parallel-
plate geometry. The interface bends sharply near the contact line (see Figure 8.5c),
requiring a larger number of computational elements near the DCL (region 5) to resolve
large gradients in interface curvature. It should be noted that this region contains an
interface inflection point (IP) at a small distance (vertical hf and radial rf ) from the
contact line. This marks the location of a local (h < 0.1) maximum in the interface
angle that represents the apparent contact angle θM in this study. The domain length
ld extends to approximately 5×hcurt downstream in order to obtain well-developed flow
in the coating film of height hinf .
Figure 8.6 shows typical computational mesh used for the curtain coating model.
The liquid domain is composed of elements with smallest size near the DCL in order
to resolve strong velocity and pressure gradients associated with fluid slip. Even when
imposing a relatively large slip length (i.e., λ = 10−2), element sizes near the DCL had
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Figure 8.6: Mesh used with the curtain-coating system. Moving toward the upper right corner, images
show approximately 10× and 1000× zoom near the DCL.
to be less than w× 10−4 (∼ 10 nm) to avoid significant numerical errors. Mesh quality
was tested by systematically varying global and local element properties to verify that
solutions reported here are practically mesh independent (e.g., less than 2% variation
solution paths in Section 8.4). Figure 8.6 includes close-up views of the DCL to illustrate
the exceptionally fine mesh needed to resolve interface curvature in this region.
Mesh quality changes in response to global distortion of the liquid curtain. This is
most strongly a function of the contact-line position xDCL. For instance, the curtain
elongates, stretching and skewing elements, when the DCL moves downstream (xDCL >
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Figure 8.7: (a)Dependence of feed-flow velocity V on substrate substrate speed U needed to hold curtain
position fixed at xDCL = 0. (b) The coating-film thickness hinf resulting from the balance of rates shown
in (a). Parameter values: µadv = 25 cP, µrec = 0.02 cP, σ = 70 mN/m, θmic = 90
o and ρ = 1000 kg/m3.
(This corresponds with the xDCL = 0 solution path shown below in Figure 8.8.)
0). On the other hand, movement of the DCL in the opposite direction(xDCL < 0)
typically forms a “heel” along the upstream interface, which poses a different set of
meshing problems. (The effect of contact-line position is discussed in Section 8.4.1.) To
mitigate numerical error from mesh distortion, we fix the xDCL while tracing solution
paths to higher substrate speeds U . This is very similar to the procedure described in
Section 2.3, only here we iteratively adjust the feed-flow velocity V to satisfy θmic at
a given speed. Figure 8.7a demonstrates that V must increase with faster substrate
speeds U while holding the DCL position fixed. However, V does not grow as quickly
as U , leading to thinner liquid coating layers (hinf = wV/U) as U increases, as shown
by Figure 8.7b. Note that Figure 8.7 provides insight into the dimensional values of
predicted speeds and coating thicknesses, whereas the following discussion focuses on
the dimensionless properties of curtain coating.
The lubrication equations describing viscous air stresses are only valid near the
contact line, where the air flow typically becomes long and slender as substrate speed
increases (refer to Section 8.2). For theoretical and computational considerations, it is
preferable to restrict the air-flow calculation (region 8 in Figure 8.5) to the portion of
the interface close to the DCL. As specified by lubrication theory, air pressure gradients
decay like ∼ 1/h2 away from the DCL, which makes the air flow have marginal impact
when the upper bound moves to h > 0.1 mm (e.g., ∼ 10% variation in the solution
paths shown in Section 8.4 when region 8 extends to h = 2 mm). In contrast, reducing
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the air-flow region to h < 0.1 mm yields significant differences in the calculations (e.g.,
∼ 40% variation in the solution paths shown in Section 8.4 when h = 0.05 mm is the
upper bound of region 8). To avoid truncacting the air stress, we fix the upper bound
of the air-flow calculation (region 8) to h = 1 mm for the results reported herein.
8.4 Curtain-coating Results
8.4.1 Solution Paths and Comparisons with the Parallel-plate System
In this section, air/liquid displacement (χ = 7.2× 10−4) in curtain coating is compared
to the parallel-plate case that has been investigated earlier in this thesis (e.g., Section
3.6). Figure 8.13 plots solution paths from our curtain-coating model corresponding
to the different contact-line positions, xDCL. For each solution path, the liquid feed
velocity V is treated as an free parameter that is iteratively adjusted in order to hold
xDCL constant while substrate speed (i.e., Ca) increases, as described in Section 8.3.2.
Solution paths appear similar to the parallel-plate case (see Section 3.6), where the
apparent contact angle θM increases with Ca until reaching a turning point at some
critical capillary number Cacrit. In fact, the parallel-plate solution (see dashed curve
in Figure 8.8) nearly matches the curtain-coating curve for xDCL = 3 with the same
air/liquid system (χ = 7.2 × 10−4). This similarity suggests that despite differences in
flow geometry, curtain coating contains the same features of viscous fluid displacement
that have been exposed earlier in this thesis for the confined (parallel-plate) geometry
(e.g. Chapter 4).
Curtain-coating solutions are strongly influenced by the DCL position xDCL. Figure
8.8 shows that for a fixed substrate speed, θM increases as the DCL moves downstream
(xDCL > 0). In a real curtain-coating system, xDCL is usually controlled with the
feed-flow rate V . Decreasing V reduces the hydrodynamic pressure associated with
the impinging curtain, allowing substrate motion to drag the contact line downstream
(↑ xDCL). The inset of Figure 8.8 shows this effect with a substrate speed of U = 2.4
m/s (Ca ≈ 0.85), where low feed flow causes θM to advance rapidly toward 180o.
Consequently, turning points occur at lower values of Cacrit for solution paths associated
with low feed flow (larger values of xDCL).
In addition to the DCL position, feed flow impacts the overall shape of the liquid
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Figure 8.8: Solution paths for curtain coating with various positions of the DCL. Each solid curve
represents a different DCL position: xDCL = 0, 1, 3, 7. The dashed curve denotes the parallel-plate
solution with Re = 0 and Bo = 0. Additional parameters (both systems): χ = 7.2 × 10−4 and
λ = 10−2. Inset : The apparent contact angle θM as a function of feed flow V at fixed substrate speed
U = 2.4 m/s (Ca ≈ 0.85). Note that decreasing V/U corresponds to solution curves with higher values
of xDCL in the main panel of this figure.
curtain. Since low feed flow causes xDCL to move downstream, the fluid interface
must elongate as the curtain is pulled in the direction of substrate motion. Figure 8.9
plots curtain shapes and streamlines for different values of xDCL, demonstrating that
the interface becomes more deformed as xDCL moves away from the curtain feed slot
(xDCL = 0 in Figure 8.5). In contrast, the curtain remains nearly perpendicular to the
substrate when xDCL = 0 with only a small upstream “heel” resulting from viscous
bending of the interface very close to the DCL.
Figure 8.10 compares liquid flow fields from curtain coating with xDCL = 0 and
xDCL = 3 to the case of fluid displacement in a parallel-plate geometry. (Substrate
speed is fixed such that Ca ≈ 1.0 for the comparison.) In each system, liquid moves
slowly along the outer interface and rapidly gains speed near the DCL in order to
match the substrate velocity. Consequently, liquid pressures decrease sharply near the
DCL, providing suction forces that draw liquid toward the moving substrate. When
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Figure 8.9: The change in curtain shape and streamlines at Cacrit as a function of contact-line position:
xDCL = 0, 1, 3. Additional system parameters: χ = 7.2× 10−4 and λ = 10−2.
xDCL = 0, momentum from the impinging liquid pressurizes the flow underneath the
curtain, creating pressure gradients that assist in directing liquid toward the moving
substrate. This “hydrodynamic assist” paired with suction forces near the DCL allows
the xDCL = 0 case to achieve fast steady wetting, doubling the critical speed of the
equivalent parallel-plate system (refer to solution paths in Figure 8.8). In parallel-plate
system, strong downstream pressures drive liquid flow through the parallel channel,
but do not assist flow toward the substrate (pressures remains nearly constant along
the interface). Consequently, curtain coating with the appropriate operating conditions
(e.g., feed-flow rate) can postpone wetting failure relative to confined coating geometries.
Ultimately, air stresses near the DCL trigger the onset of wetting failure at some
critical substrate speed corresponding to Cacrit. Chapter 4 reveals that local stresses
depend on the interface inflection point (IP) position {hf , rf} relative to the DCL (refer
to Figure 8.5c). Specifically, the magnitude of local gradients in capillary stress and air
pressure scale roughly as ∼ 1/rf and ∼ 1/h2f , respectively (see Section 4.3 for a more
complete derivation). As Ca increases, the IP migrates closer to the DCL, increasing
the local interface curvature in order to balance capillary forces with increasing viscous
stresses. This IP migration forms stronger fluid stresses, especially the local air pressure
gradient, at faster substrate speeds.
Figure 8.11 demonstrates that air stresses eventually exceed the local capillary forces
(note that 1/h2f grows faster than 1/rf as the DCL is approached), causing the loss of
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of flow fields in parallel-plate and curtain-coating geometries. Curtain coating
results are shown for xDCL = 3 and 0. Velocity and pressure fields are plotted for each case. Additional
system parameters: Ca ≈ 1, χ = 7.2× 10−4, and λ = 10−2.
steady 2D wetting at Cacrit. This wetting-failure mechanism holds for both the parallel-
plate case (Figure 8.11a) and curtain coating (Figure 8.11b); however, capillary stresses
are different due to the flow field associated with the falling curtain. Figure 8.11 shows
that capillary-stress gradients have a stronger dependence on the IP location in curtain
coating (∼ 1/r1.5f ) than in parallel-plate systems (∼ 1/rf ). This can be interpreted as
“hydrodynamic assist” resulting from pressure gradients in the impinging curtain flow
near the DCL (see Figure 8.10 and discussion above). Consequently, higher capillary
forces resist the growing air stress to faster speeds, yielding larger values of Cacrit in
curtain coating (when xDCL ≈ 0) in comparison to the parallel-plate case. (Note that
the Ca ranges differ by a factor of two in the axes of Figure 8.11a and 8.11b.)
As discussed above, the curtain shape deforms in response to changes in the feed-
flow speed V , or equivalently, differences in the DCL location along the substrate xDCL.
Since interface shape affects the IP position, these flow controls can greatly impact
Cacrit. For instance, Figure 8.12 plots interface shapes from curtain coating at Ca ≈ 1
with xDCL = 0 and xDCL = 3. Due to interface elongation when the curtain moves
downstream (xDCL = 3), the IP is pulled away from the DCL, primarily increasing the
radial distance as illustrated in the inset of Figure 8.12. This effectively weakens the
local capillary forces (∼ 1/rf ), causing wetting failure at lower substrate speeds. In
fact, Cacrit ≈ 1 for xDCL = 3, whereas steady wetting continues to Ca > 2 when the
DCL is located underneath the curtain (refer to solution paths in Figure 8.8).
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Figure 8.11: The magnitude of normal-stress gradients near the DCL in (a) parallel-plate and (b)
curtain-coating geometries. Capillary stress (circles) and air stress (triangle) contributions are shown
for each case. System parameters: χ = 7.2× 10−4, λ = 10−2 and xDCL = 0.
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Figure 8.12: Interface shapes near the DCL for curtain coating with xDCL = 0 and 3. (Note that the
xDCL = 3 curve is shifted along the x-coordinate for the purpose of comparison.) Additional system
parameters: Ca ≈ 1, χ = 7.2×10−4, and λ = 10−2. Inset : Interface profiles replotted against the radial
distance r from the DCL. The IP position is denoted with a closed and open triangle for xDCL = 0 and
3, respectively.
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Figure 8.13: Solution paths for curtain coating with various values of the viscosity ratio: χ = 10−2
(open squares), 7.2× 10−4 (open triangles), and 0 (filled circles). Inset : Plot of the IP position hf as a
function of Ca.
8.4.2 The Impact of the Receding Flow
To demonstrate the impact of the receding flow, solutions are computed for various
values of the viscosity ratio χ in the curtain coating system described in Section 8.3.
To compare against the case of air/liquid displacement (χ = 7.2 × 10−4), systems are
considered in which the receding fluid is a high-viscosity gas (χ = 10−2), or completely
lacking viscosity (χ = 0). The latter example of void/liquid displacement is practically
the only case that has been modeled within the curtain-coating literature prior to the
current work [36, 37, 39].
Figure 8.13 plots solution paths from our curtain-coating model corresponding to
the different fluid systems mentioned above. In each case the contact-line position is
fixed underneath the curtain at xDCL = 0.5 by adjusting the feed rate (V ) as substrate
speed increases (U), as described in Section 8.3.2. The impact of the receding flow
is very similar to the parallel-plate case (see Section 3.6), where a receding fluid of
higher viscosity (χ→ 1) causes solutions to diverge from the void/liquid solution path
(χ = 0) at lower Ca. Turning points are located in solution paths corresponding to
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systems with finite receding-fluid viscosity, whereas the χ = 0 case appears to maintain
steady 2D wetting at infinite substrate speeds with θM → 180o as Ca → ∞ in an
analogous manner to void/liquid displacement in parallel-plate geometries (e.g. Figure
3.3c). Furthermore, the inset of Figure 8.13 demonstrates that the interface inflection
point (IP) migrates closer to the contact line as substrate speed increases. The IP height
hf decays exponentially with Ca, once again matching trends from parallel-plate results
(for example, see Figure 3.5). A more thorough comparison between curtain coating
and fluid displacement in a parallel-plate system is presented in the preceding section.
It should be emphasized that Figure 8.13 clearly demonstrates that the receding flow
influences the apparent contact angle θM during curtain coating. Moreover, the onset of
wetting failure is completely missed when neglecting stresses from the viscous receding
flow (i.e., Cacrit → ∞ for χ = 0). Therefore, it is crucial to include the appropriate
two-fluid displacement mechanics when modeling high-speed curtain coating flows.
Further support for this statement is found in pressure and velocity fields plotted
in Figure 8.14 and 8.15, respectively. These figures show that a viscous receding fluid
alters the liquid flow field as substrate speed approaches the critical value (Cacrit ≈ 0.75
for χ = 10−2 and Cacrit ≈ 1.75 for χ = 7.2 × 10−4). Receding-fluid stresses cause θM
to increase (refer to Figure 8.13), which forces higher liquid pressures to support the
increase in interface concavity (e.g., Figure 8.14). These high pressures slow the liquid
flow along the upstream meniscus (e.g., Figure 8.15), which may contribute to flow
recirculation that commonly coincides with heel formation when the dynamic contact
line moves upstream (xDCL < 0) [37, 83]. Even when avoiding air entrainment, flow
recirculation can lead to undesirable effects such as nonuniform thickness and uneven
particle distribution within the final coating layer [161]. Unfortunately, the xDCL < 0
regime presents numerical challenges associated with mesh distortion following gross
heel formation and, consequently, has been omitted from this analysis. However, the
results discussed above suggest that the receding flow also impacts this regime of high-
speed curtain coating.
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χ=10-2 χ=7.2x10-4 χ=0
Ca≈0.75
Ca≈1.75
Figure 8.14: Pressure fields produced in curtain coating with various values of the viscosity ratio. Values
for χ are listed above each column. Columns represent solutions for different values of Ca (note that
there is not solution for Ca ≈ 1.75 and χ = 10−2). Each solution corresponds to a data point plotted
in Figure 8.13.
χ=10-2 χ=7.2x10-4 χ=0
Ca≈0.75
Ca≈1.75
Figure 8.15: Velocity fields produced in curtain coating with various values of the viscosity ratio. Values
for χ are listed above each column. Columns represent solutions for different values of Ca (note that
there is not solution for Ca ≈ 1.75 and χ = 10−2). Each solution corresponds to a data point plotted
in Figure 8.13.
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8.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a novel fluid displacement model was developed using a hybrid FEM
technique to compute the 2D flow of the advancing fluid while approximating receding-
flow stresses with 1D lubrication equations. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this
is the only time that such a model has been developed for dynamic wetting systems.
The hybrid model performs particularly well in the regime of air/liquid displacement
because 2D liquid stresses dominate most of the interface behavior. The air flow only
contributes significant viscous stresses near the dynamic contact line (DCL) during
high-speed wetting (Ca ≈ Cacrit). Under these conditions, the air flow is typically long
and slender and, therefore, can be accurately approximated by 1D lubrication theory.
Section 8.2 demonstrates that solutions from the hybrid model converge to results from
the full 2D flow model when the viscosity ratio χ ≪ 1 for fluid displacement in a
parallel-plate geometry.
Using the hybrid model, two-fluid displacement was modeled in a curtain-coating
system for the first time. Similar to fluid displacement in parallel-plate systems, the
receding flow crucially impacts high-speed curtain coating, contributing viscous stresses
that trigger the onset of wetting failure. Pressure gradients developed from the imping-
ing liquid curtain aid the fluid displacement process, delaying wetting failure to faster
substrate speeds relative to the parallel-plate case. However, feed-flow rate strongly
influences the curtain properties through control of the DCL position. Low feed rates
tend to move the DCL downstream with the substrate drag, elongating the interface
and weakening the influence of the impinging liquid flow. Consequently, wetting failure
results at lower critical speeds when the DCL is positioned further downstream.
Ultimately, our analysis shows that careful control of the operating conditions in
curtain coating can yield the “hydrodynamic assist of dynamic wetting” that has been
observed in past experimental studies [26]. Specifically, the fastest steady wetting speeds
are achieved when the feed rate is adjusted to keep the dynamic contact line (DCL) un-
derneath the impinging curtain [38]. While maintaining this optimum DCL position, our
model predicts that critical speeds increase by more than a factor of two in comparison
to a situation where the DCL drifts downstream (refer to Figure 8.8). These predictions
closely resemble experimental measurements made with a similar curtain system (i.e.,
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µadv = 25 cP, w ∼ 1 mm, and hcurt ∼ 1 cm) [82]. Furthermore, our computations
reflect a maximum steady wetting speed of approximately 8 m/s, which is close to line
speeds (∼ 10 m/s) achieved in real curtain-coating processes [114]. However, the effects
of several parameters (e.g., λ, θmic, and hcurt) still need to be systematically studied
with the model before making a strict comparison with the operability limits found in
the curtain-coating industry.
Previously, the effects of curtain parameters on wetting characteristics have stood
as an argument against hydrodynamic wetting theory [82, 39]. However, one problem
with this assessment is that past theoretical studies neglect the air flow when modeling
dynamic wetting in curtain coating. The current work demonstrates that air stresses do,
in fact, play a crucial role in high-speed curtain coating behavior, such as the sensitivity
of the apparent contact angle θM to the liquid feed rate V . While considering viscous
effects from the air flow, our model predicts that θM can change by over 20
o in response
to reducing V at fixed substrate speed (refer to the inset of Figure 8.8), matching the
range of contact-angle values measured experimentally [83, 82]. In contrast, prior cal-
culations using the conventional void/liquid curtain-coating model (χ = µrec/µadv = 0)
predict that the apparent contact angle varies by a mere 5o in response to different
feed rates [39]. Although numerical issues currently limit us to a qualitative compari-
son with prior work, it is apparent that nonlocal hydrodynamic effects (e.g., V ) have
a weaker impact on θM when the air flow is neglected, which explains the prior dis-
crepancy between theoretical predictions and experimental data. In order to improve
upon this analysis with quantitative comparisons, future studies will need to address
problems associated with numerical resolution during heel formation (xDCL < 0) and
when implementing smaller slip lengths. (Recall that here we have selected λ = 10−2
for numerical convenience, but λ ∼ 10−5 is likely in physical systems). Nevertheless,
our preliminary results clearly demonstrate the importance of two-fluid displacement in
curtain coating that merits further investigation with the hybrid FEM model.
Beyond curtain coating, the hybrid model could provide a useful tool for the study
of various wetting phenomena that have been plagued with computational challenges in
the past. For instance, complex rheology or surfactant effects can be incorporated into
the systems studied in this thesis with relative ease (see Section 9.2.1 for further discus-
sion). In other cases, transient flows typically require many costly computations that
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become impractical when considering 2D flow mechanics in an expansive air domain.
The hybrid model offers an efficient alternative for the study of fluid displacement in
transient systems that may be affected by viscous air stresses, such as the impact and
fast spreading of liquid droplets on a solid surface [17, 16, 20]. Lastly, the hybrid model
could be extended to a three-dimensional system (i.e., 2D/3D hybrid FEM). Given the
challenges associated with computing 3D free-surface flows [162, 163], this hybrid tech-
nique may be the only feasible way to account for air stresses while accurately resolving
the outer (∼ 1 mm) liquid flow and inner (∼ 1 nm) mechanics near the DCL. In total,
this push toward 3D transient simulation would considerably advance the study of fluid
displacement in real-world coatings and engineering problems.
Chapter 9
Conclusion
9.1 Thesis Summary
The objective of this thesis was to understand the role of two-fluid displacement in high-
speed coating flows. In particular, experimental and theoretical methods were sought
to characterize air entrainment arising from dynamic wetting failure, which commonly
limits process speed in the coatings industry. Many times, the appropriate techniques
for this research were not readily available or did not yet exist. Consequently, novel
theoretical (Chapter 5), experimental (Chapter 6 and 7), and computational (Chapter
8) methods were developed in the course of this thesis. New insight into high-speed
dynamic wetting emerged with practical implications for a broad range of applications,
such as microfluidic flows [13], oil-recovery systems [15], splashing droplets [16], and
printing and coating processes [8]. Ultimately, the findings presented in this thesis
advance the fundamental understanding of fluid displacement in systems with moving
contact lines, which have challenged researchers for several decades (e.g., see references
in [2, 21]).
Three primary conclusions can be drawn as a summary of the results presented in the
preceding chapters. First, the findings presented throughout this work clearly demon-
strate the importance of the air flow in high-speed wetting systems. In the face of highly
viscous coating liquids, it appears convenient to neglect the dynamics of low-viscosity
gases when considering interface behavior. However, Chapter 3 shows that viscous air
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flow generates large pressure gradients in order to pump air mass away from the dy-
namic contact line. Since air flow and interface shape are coupled, pressure gradients
become stronger as the interface deforms at faster wetting speeds, until triggering the
onset of wetting failure when air stresses exceed local capillary forces (see Chapter 4).
Therefore, a lack of consideration for the air mechanics leads to the misinterpretation
of phenomena in high-speed coating flows, including air entrainment.
Second, the collective results in this thesis strongly support a hydrodynamic mech-
anism for dynamic wetting behavior. Unlike prior experimental works that are plagued
with ambiguous interface metrics, this study focuses on the readily apparent transition
between steady and unsteady states in order to understand wetting fundamentals. For
example, Chapters 6 and 7 report two completely distinct experimental studies that
both demonstrate that system geometry influences the critical speed associated with
the onset of wetting failure. Data clearly show that meniscus confinement delays air en-
trainment to faster substrate speeds, matching predictions from hydrodynamic theory.
Furthermore, results from the hydrodynamic model used in this work quantitatively
match experimentally measured critical speeds for a variety of different parameter stud-
ies. In addition, the model predicts curtain-coating behavior that had previously stood
as an argument against hydrodynamic wetting theories. As mentioned above, air flow is
found to crucially impact interface shapes (Chapter 8), explaining the failure of previous
curtain-coating models that have neglect the essential air mechanics.
Lastly, this thesis has demonstrated that two-dimensional, two-fluid displacement
mechanics can be accurately approximated with a reduced-order computational tech-
nique. In Chapter 8, a hybrid FEM model is presented that treats the receding fluid
as a one-dimensional flow while solving the full two-dimensional fluid mechanics for the
advancing fluid. The hybrid model makes use of lubrication theory, which generally
fails to describe two-fluid displacement, but sufficiently accounts for fluid stresses in
the receding flow (see Section 3.3.5). Therefore, the hybrid technique represents the
optimal computational efficiency for an accurate model of general two-fluid displace-
ment. Although this finding alone does not impact the fundamental understanding of
dynamic wetting, the hybrid model will be an important tool for future studies of fluid-
displacement behavior. In particular, upcoming investigations will need to address issues
involving complex liquid rheology, surfactant effects, and non-ideal substrate properties
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that will demand significantly higher computational costs. The computational efficiency
of the hybrid model places these objectives within aim.
9.2 Future Directions
As with any research of this magnitude, each conclusion appears to be replaced with
more questions. Fortunately, the methods developed in this thesis provide a framework
for tackling many of these open problems. The following briefly introduces several future
directions for this work.
9.2.1 Surfactants and Rheology
Real coating flows often include solutions with non-Newtonian characteristics and surface-
active components [30]. However, few systematic studies have investigated high-speed
wetting behavior with complex liquids [27]. From the available literature, there are con-
flicting reports about the sensitivity of fluid displacement to solvent and solute proper-
ties [164]. In some cases, it appears that wetting only depends on solute characteristics,
acting independent of the non-Newtonian characteristics of the solution [54]. However,
prior experiments only consider simple flow geometries, so it is not clear how these
results relate to complex coating flows.
This thesis has established a baseline by investigating the onset of wetting failure for
ideal displacement systems (i.e., Newtonian fluids, constant surface tension, and smooth
substrate). However, both experimental and computational methods can be augmented
with relatively low effort in order to study more complex behavior. For example, the
hybrid model allows for non-Newtonian constitutive equations to be incorporated into
the two-dimensional fluid mechanics of the advancing liquid flow. In addition, one-
dimensional surface-transport equations can be added to the lubrication “loading” terms
(refer to Chapter 8) along the interface to model surfactant effects. Experimentally, the
wetting-box apparatus could be used to visualize air entrainment with complex fluids in
confined and unconfined geometries. In tandem, these experiments and computations
would drive toward a deeper understanding of dynamic wetting with realistic coating
liquids.
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9.2.2 Substrate Properties
Another open issue in dynamic wetting centers around the effects of substrate proper-
ties. Coating flows often occur on deformable, heterogeneous surfaces that do not well
match the idealized substrates used and modeled in this work. Although not studied
systematically, a thin substrate (∼ 25 µm) was briefly tested in the wetting-box ap-
paratus, demonstrating very different dynamic wetting characteristics when compared
against the thick tape (∼ 125 µm) that was used for the results in Chapter 7. Both sub-
strates had the same chemistry (polyethylene teraphthalate) and yielded nearly identical
static contact angles, however the thin tape revealed small-scale wrinkles in response
to non-uniform contact line forces. Apparently, even these small surface irregularities
strongly influence macroscopic properties of fluid-displacement and air entrainment.
This effect is likely amplified by porous media (e.g., paper), where liquid may pene-
trate the surface to different depths depending on the operating conditions. Recently,
advances have been made in the modeling of displacement flows with complex sub-
strate interactions [165, 166], however incorporation of these effects with the two-fluid
hydrodynamic model presented in this work (Chapter 2) would produce significant com-
putational hurdles. This problem would likely be more tractable by approximating the
substrate dynamics with a set of one-dimensional differential equations, similar to the
treatment of air flow in hybrid model (Section 8.2). Comparable numerical analysis
has been conducted to model deformable substrates used in tensioned-web-over slot die
coating flows [167]. A more general inspection of substrate effects would have a great
impact on a broad spectrum of high-speed coating processes.
9.3 Final Remarks
Upon beginning this thesis research, the field of dynamic wetting appeared to swell
with observations of unusual wetting behavior [17, 168, 83, 39, 20] and new models with
increasingly complex mechanics to fit each phenomenon [82, 169, 40, 18]. Taking a step
back from the forward push, it became clear that the hydrodynamics of simple two-fluid
displacement needed to be reconsidered in these problems. Following years of method
development and painstaking analysis, this final document demonstrates that careful
consideration of viscous flow effects does, in fact, account for complex wetting behavior
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that was previously thought to lie outside of the scope of conventional hydrodynamic
theories [25, 39]. In particular, newly found descriptions for the mechanisms of dynamic
wetting failure represent a breakthrough in the science of interfacial phenomena that
impacts numerous real-world applications, including the engineering of industrial coat-
ing processes. The author hopes that the foundations established here will propagate to
shed light on the abundance of unresolved wetting behavior mentioned above and yet
to be characterized in high-speed coating flows.
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Appendix A
Glossary and Acronyms
A.1 Glossary
• Static Contact Line (SCL) – The three-phase junction between a fluid interface
and a solid surface at equilibrium.
• Dynamic Contact Line (DCL) – Same as above, except in a system out of
equilibrium (e.g., a contact line along a moving solid surface)
• Quasi-Parallel approach (QP approach) – Specific numerical method that
assumes one-dimensional flow using a lubrication-type approximation for fluid-
displacement systems
• Finite Element Method (FEM) – General numerical method used to approx-
imate solutions differential equations associated with continuum mechanics (e.g.,
Navier-Stokes equations)
• Two-dimensional flow model (2D flow model) – Specific numerical model
using FEM to solve for the two-dimensional flow fields in fluid-displacement sys-
tems
• Linear Stability model (LS model) – Numerical model that predicts the sta-
bility of solutions from the QP approach (see above) using conventional linear
stability analysis
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• Inflection Point (IP) – A point of zero curvature marking the maximum interface
angle near the DCL
A.2 Nomenclature
Table A.1: Nomenclature
Symbol Definition
θM apparent contact angle or maximum interface angle
θmic microscopic contact angle
U substrate speed
UT top-plate speed (usually stationary; UT = 0)
ρ fluid density
σ surface tension
µ fluid viscosity
µadv, µrec advancing and receding fluid viscosity, respectively
H confinement gap or other characteristic length scale
L interface length measured in x coordinate (parallel to substrate)
lslip fluid slip length
lmic microscopic length scale near the DCL; usually lmic ∼ lslip
lcap =
√
σ/(ρg) capillary length
v fluid velocity vector
T Newtonian stress tensor
n, t normal and tangent vectors to the fluid interface
PL, PR computational pressure values at ends of parallel-plate channel
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates
u, v, w components of the fluid velocity vector corresponding to the
Cartesian coordinates above
η, ξ computational coordinates
s arc-length coordinate
r coordinate marking radial distance from the DCL
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Symbol Definition
h interface height function (measured in y coordinate)
κ interface curvature
hf , rf vertical and radial position of the IP
xSCL position of the static contact line
xDCL position of the dynamic contact line
α perturabation growth rate
k perturbation wavenumber
W air-film width
ψ angle formed by triangular air film
V wave speeed (Chapter 7 only)
Papp applied liquid pressure
Patm atmospheric air pressure
hcurt curtain-coating height
hinf curtain-coating film thickness
w liquid curtain width (Chapter 8 only)
V curtain feed-flow velocity (Chapter 8 only)
ld length of curtain-coating domain
Table A.2: Dimensionless groups
Symbol Definition
Ca = µU/σ capillary number
Re = ρUH/µ Reynolds number
Bo = ρUH2/σ Bond number
χ = µrec/µadv viscosity ratio
λ = lslip/H dimensionless slip length or confinement ratio
ω = UT /U plate speed ratio
Appendix B
Finite Element Method
This appendix illustrates mesh-independence within our two-dimensional (2D) flow
model using the Galerkin finite element method (FEM) described in Section 2.3.
B.1 Mesh-Independent FEM Solutions
Contact-line resolution presents the primary hurdle to numerical analysis of 2D wetting
flows. Recent works [39, 127, 170] have identified some factors which hinder FEM
simulations of wetting systems from converging to mesh-independent solutions. For
instance, strongly imposed boundary conditions at the wetting line (i.e., slip velocity
and contact angle) appear to cause larger global errors than the weak form of these
conditions (see [127] for further discussion). Our FEM study is vulnerable to these
errors because we strongly impose velocity and mesh boundary conditions along the
interface and substrate. To ensure that we acquire mesh-independent solutions, we
have extensively studied the effect of mesh refinement on our reported FEM results.
In this section, we demonstrate the convergence to a mesh-independent solution for
the air/glycerol system (χ = 1.5× 10−4) used in Chapter 6 with λ = 0.1. We focus on
the effect of contact-line resolution achieved by concentrating the mesh while holding
the total number of elements constant (Nele = 4000). Resolution is characterized by the
element height (∆ycl) at the wetting line. We include one case with a 300% increase in
Nele to show the insensitivity of our solution to the global element count. The selected
studies are listed in Table B.1 with relevant mesh parameters and resulting Cacrit values.
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Mesh Nele ∆ycl C˜a
crit
Error %
A 4000 7.7× 10−3 1.81 57
B 4000 3.3× 10−3 2.09 50
C 4000 1.2× 10−3 2.50 40
D 4000 3.3× 10−4 3.27 21
E 4000 1.7× 10−4 4.08 1.7
F 4000 1.6× 10−5 4.14 0.2
G 16000 7.7× 10−6 4.13 –
Table B.1: FEM mesh studies for the air/glycerol system (χ = 1.5× 10−4, θmic,R = 70o, θmic,L = 90o)
with λ = 0.1. Error percents are determined by comparing C˜a
crit
values to the true critical capillary
number found with Mesh G (Cacrit = 4.13).
Solution families are plotted for each mesh study in Figure B.1. The plot shows that
computations with a coarser mesh converge to the refined result at low Ca, but then
deviate at some finite capillary number, C˜a
crit
. Unfortunately, artificial turning points
are produced at C˜a
crit
as a consequence of poor mesh quality. Therefore, one cannot
simply rely on the presence of a “critical point” to identify the true Cacrit, but must
successively refine the computational mesh until converging to a single value for C˜a
crit
.
As we illustrate in Figure B.2, failure to sufficiently resolve the wetting line can lead
to grossly inaccurate estimates for Cacrit. For example, even a 10-fold refinement of
the slip length (∆ycl = λ × 10−1) yields over 50 % error in Cacrit. For the parameters
of interest to our air/glycerol system we have achieved mesh independence when the
wetting line is resolved three orders of magnitude below the length scale ratio (∆ycl =
λ×10−3). This heuristic seems to remain valid for the entire range of λ examined within
this study (λ ∈ [2× 10−6, 10−1]). However, the necessary mesh conditions for a general
wetting system depend on θmic and factors set by the macroscopic flow field. The mesh
conditions needed to guarentee convergence in general wetting systems remains under
investigation.
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Figure B.1: Solution paths for the FEM mesh studies listed in Table B.1.
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Figure B.2: The convergence of Cacrit with increasing mesh resolution near the contact line.
Appendix C
Steady Wetting
C.1 Void/Liquid Notes
The Low-Speed Regime
Although the interface deforms to angles as high as 140o in the low-speed regime (Ca <
0.5 in the case studied in Section 3.5 where λ = 0.01 and θmic = 90
o), the flow field does
not change significantly. As visualized in Figure 3.12c, dimensionless velocity profiles
are qualitatively similar along the outer portion of the interface for all Ca. Therefore,
the liquid pressure increases with substrate speed (p ∼ µU/H), but maintains the same
functional form. In dimensionless terms, this amounts to an interfacial pressure drop
that is only a weak function of Ca, as demonstrated by Figure C.1 (note that normal
stress is nearly constant for r > rf for all curves in Figure 3.12d). This effectively
simplifies the normal stress balance in (2.6) to κ = Ca for low substrate speeds. As
speed increases and θM → 180o, velocity slows along the outer interface (see Figure 3.9)
and the substrate has a weaker impact on viscous stresses in this region. In addition, the
macroscopic interface curvature approaches unity at high speeds, leading to a second
approximation of the normal-stress balance: ∆Pint ∼ 1/Ca (where ∆Pint is the pressure
drop across the interface p|adv − p|rec). Figure C.1 shows the predicted pressure-drop
decay when Ca ∼ 1.
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Figure C.1: Normal stress difference across the interface at h = 0.5 as a function of Ca for the void/liquid
system.
C.1.1 Normal Stress and Flow in a Corner
Pressure typically diverges as p ∼ r−1 for flow in a corner bounded by solid surfaces.
Figure 3.12d demonstrates that the normal stress associated with corner flow near a
contact line has stronger radial dependence as Ca increases. This may be due to con-
tributions from an eigensolution that appears in free-surface flows with obtuse angles
[171]. Pressure from the eigensolution typically diverges as p ∼ r−0.5 for angles near
180o. Thus, a composite of the eigensolution and the traditional flow-in-a-corner result
may explain the r−1.5 dependence as Ca increases and θM → 180o. However, sharp in-
terface curvature near the contact line invalidates a strict comparison with rigid corner
flow.
Another intriguing aspect of flow in a corner with an obtuse angle is the appearance
of multi-valued pressure near the corner [170, 171]. Numerically, this pressure pole
may appear as a region of extremely high pressure directly adjacent to a region of low
pressure. Most numerical schemes cannot handle singularities within field equations. As
a result, this pressure “pole” will appear to have a finite (though very large) derivative.
The value of the pressure gradients in this region depend entirely on the spacing of the
nodes that try to “resolve” the pressure pole. Therefore, the large-angled corner flow
problem can never be mesh independent in this form.
A couple methods have been suggested for removing this type of pressure singularity
from contact line problems. One method is to first solve for the eigensolution (high
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Figure C.2: Pressure contours for the void/liquid system at (A) Ca = 0.12 and (B) Ca = 1.52 with 10×
and 100× magnification of the contact-line region, respectively.
pressure) to the homogeneous corner-flow problem and then subtract this solution from
the entire problem domain [170]. The second option is similar to the first, only an
approximate eigensolution is removed in a local region near the contact line region
instead of the entire fluid domain [171]. The resulting problem (minus the eigensolution)
should be well posed for numerical analysis with the weak pressure divergence (p ∼ log r)
at the contact line, just as in the acute-angle corner flow case.
Although this problem has not been characterized for a free-surface corner with cur-
vature (i.e., a realistic contact line problem), some of the numerical solutions reported
in this thesis appear to show the characteristics of a pressure pole within the liquid near
the contact line. As shown in Figure C.2, a region of high liquid pressure resides adja-
cent to the low-pressure (suction) zone near the contact line. This high pressure region
appears at high speeds due to the increase in the apparent contact angle ( θM > 135
o)
and continues to intensify as θM → 180o. Despite this numerical artifact, the FEM
model used in this report appears to converge to mesh-independent solution paths with
error of ∼ 1% near the turning point and negligible error at lower speeds. Further
investigation is needed with more advanced meshing tools to identify how mesh dis-
tribution and properties of the basis functions influence the numerical error associated
with pressure singularities.
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Figure C.3: Fluid velocity along the substrate for various Ca. Curves are shown for Ca = 0.12, 0.40, 1.07,
and 1.52 with values increasing from right to left. Square symbols mark the radial position associated
with the inflection point along the interface. The dashed line approximates the velocity decay near the
contact line as r/lslip. The same data points are plotted on semi-log (left) and log-log (right) axes to
highlight different portions of the profiles.
C.1.2 Slip Velocity along the Substrate
As shown in Figure C.3, fluid velocity along the liquid/solid interface behaves simi-
larly to the velocity magnitude along the air/liquid interface (refer to Figure 3.12c).
Namely, the inner region near the contact line experiences rapid deceleration due to
high tangential stresses that activate fluid slip through (2.9). The velocity within this
slip region goes as u ∼ r (this is also true for velocity along the air/liquid interface). As
expected, the liquid recovers no-slip velocity (u→ U) when moving along the substrates
at distances greater than lslip away from the contact line.
Surprisingly, slip along the substrate is very sensitive to the air/liquid interface
shape. This is because the interface is responsible for directing fluid particles toward
the moving substrate. For instance, a vertical air/liquid interface (perpendicular to
the substrate) imparts high shear on fluids particles due to the sharp change in flow
direction near the contact line. This is why the low-speed curves in Figure C.3 exhibit
more slip and lower velocities as x→ 0. As speed increases, the air/liquid interface tends
toward parallel alignment with the substrate (θM → 180o), which creates a much gentler
transition for fluid near the contact line. Therefore, fluid slip weakens as substrate speed
increases. This causes the inner region of interface dynamics to migrate closer to the
contact line, as reflected by the decrease of rf with increasing Ca.
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Figure C.4: Fitting parameters used for (C.1). Values for the intercept (left) and slope (right) are
obtained from the data in Figure 3.13.
C.1.3 Cox Theory and the Inflection along the Interface
Slopes and intercepts are extracted from the data plotted in Figure 3.13 by a simple
linear fit:
log hf = m× Ca+ log b. (C.1)
The resulting fitting parameters (m and b) provide insight into the effect of the slip
length on the inflection point hf . Figure C.4 plots the fitting parameters against func-
tions of the (dimensionless) slip length. Each plot reflects proportionality between the
ordinate and abscissa. Thus, the full functional form of the hf becomes:
log hf − log [(log |lslip|)−1] ∝
Ca log lslip
θmic
(C.2)
Equation (C.2) can be derived from asymptotic theory using a matching procedure
[44]. In the double limit where Ca → 0 and Ca log lslip → 0, one must match interface
profiles (curvature) between an inner and outer region where the interface angle changes
like θ(r) ∼ log r and θ(r) ∼ log lslip, respectively. One may recognize that the inner
solution must dominate close to the contact (r < rf ). Therefore, the following must
true near the contact line for θ(r) to match onto the inner solution:
log lslip
log r
> 1. (C.3)
Taylor expanding (C.3) around r = 1 yields r < (log |lslip|)−1 for lslip << 1. Since the
inflection point marks the beginning of the inner region, one expects rf ∼ (log |lslip|)−1.
This scaling agrees with the intercept for log hf shown in (C.2).
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Figure C.5: Normal stress along air/liquid interface for χ = µair/µliq = 0.001. Profiles for the advancing
liquid (A) and receding air (B) are shown for Ca = 0.1, 0.5, 1.02 and 1.107 (on the stable solution branch).
Circles denote the stress values at the inflection point along the interface.
For larger Ca, one must consider an intermediate region where the interface angle
varies as θ(r) ∼ Ca log lslip. Rigorous matching this region with the outer interface
proves to be very challenging [44]. However, it can readily be seen that the scaling
of the intermediate region matches the capillary number dependence in (C.2). The
geometric influence from θmic requires further investigation.
C.2 Air/Liquid Notes
Fluid Pressures Near the Inflection Point
Figure C.5 shows the liquid and air normal stresses along the interface at increasing
Ca. It can be seen that the liquid stress grows rapidly as one moves from inflection
point toward the contact line. The diverging liquid stress is due suction from the flow
in a corner (p ∼ 1/r) near the contact line. In contrast, the air pressure remains fairly
level at low to moderate Ca. The change in air pressure only becomes comparable to
the liquid-stress divergence at high substrate speeds (near Cacrit). The magnitude of
air pressure is dictated by adverse pressure gradients near the contact line that grow
as 1/h2. Sharp curvature of the interface in this region converts these strong pressure
gradients to a weaker divergence of air-pressure: p ∼ log r. However, the prefactor in
this relationship is a strong function of Ca, which explains why the air pressure near rf
increases dramatically at high speeds.
So what is it that makes the liquid-stress divergence so strong near the contact
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Figure C.6: Normal stress along liquid/liquid interface for χ = µair/µliq = 1. Profiles for the advancing
liquid (A) and receding liquid (B) are shown for Ca = 0.01, 0.05 and 0.0653 (on the stable solution
branch). Normal stress for the air are shifted by -25 dimensionless stress units (vertical axis on B) for
the purpose of maintaining a consistent sign for the logarithmic plot. Circles denote the stress values
at the inflection point along the interface.
line? From a modeling standpoint, the pressure divergence arises from the microscopic
contact angle condition in (2.9). The interface must bend sharply from the apparent
contact angle to meet the contact line at the prescribed θmic. Due to the low air vis-
cosity, the liquid carries most of the burden of matching the capillary stress in region,
which explains the steep increase in normal stress shown in Figure C.5. Physically, this
can be interpreted as the influence of microscopic forces that favor liquid-solid adhesion
(contact). Although this may not be apparent from the dynamic-wetting model, the mi-
croscopic contact angles describe the three-phase molecular interaction in an equilibrium
setting. (Note: θmic represents the Young’s angle for the air/liquid/substrate system
at Ca = 0.) Therefore, the strength of the liquid stress in this region would appear
to be influenced by long-range molecular forces. It would be interesting to probe this
idea by measuring the response of liquid stresses to θmic → 180o or imposed disjoining
pressures.
Figure C.6 shows the stresses along an interface between two equiviscous fluids at
increase Ca. The advancing and receding fluid pressures retain the same spatial depen-
dence discussed in the preceding paragraph (p ∼ 1/r and p ∼ log r, respectively). Unlike
the air/liquid case, the receding phase in the equiviscous system has pressure gradients
that are comparable to the advancing phase for all Ca. This means that stresses within
the receding phase impact the interface shape for all speeds. Due to interface bending,
normal stress in the receding fluid becomes emphasized as Ca increases. Eventually, the
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Figure C.7: Air pressure gradients along the air/liquid interface for χ = 0.001 at various Ca. Pressure-
gradient profiles are shown for Ca = 0.1, 0.5, 1.02 and 1.107 where Ca increases when jumping to a
higher red curve. Each profile exhibits the lubrication scaling for wedge flow (3.10).
equiviscous system achieves a critical pressure gradient near hf , which motivates the
system to a transient state of fluid entrainment. These dynamics are very similar to the
case of liquid entrainment where a receding liquid completely dominates the interface
behavior [55, 172].
C.3 Air Wedge Flow
Figure C.7 demonstrates that air pressure gradients scale as 1/h2 for various values of
Ca. Consequently air flow in the interface wedge near the contact line is well approxi-
mated by lubrication theory.
Appendix D
Wetting Box Apparatus
This appendix clarifies methods and results mentioned in Chapter 7. Section D.1 dis-
cusses the method used to measure air-film dimensions from visualzations made with
the wetting box apparatus. Section D.2 compares the effect of pressurization between
experimental data and model predictions.
D.1 Air-film Measurements
Visualizations are analyzed with software from the MATLAB Image Processing ToolboxTM
in order to measure the dimensions of entrained air films. First, recorded images are con-
verted to greyscale and contrast is enhanced using the imadjust function in MATLAB R©.
Figure D.1a demonstrates that this contrast filter is typically sufficient to clearly expose
the triangular air films that form at the onset of air entrainment (i.e., Cacrit). Second,
an edge-detection algorithm (the edge function with the “Canny” method) is used to
segment the image, as shown in Figure D.1b. Lastly, the pixels bounding a single tri-
angular air film (i.e., the dynamic contact line) are used to fit two distinct lines that
intersect near the vertex of the air film. These linear fits are used to define the two
equal sides of an isosceles triangle. The base of the isosceles triangle is positioned at the
point where the fitted triangle width deviates by approximately 25% from the width of
the true air-film shape. As shown by Figure D.1, this procedure does a fairly good job
of capturing the air-film shape and provides a reproducible method for measuring the
width W and angle ψ associated with the triangular air films.
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Figure D.1: Measurement of air-film width for µ = 1000 cP at Cacrit in the unconfined geometry
(H → ∞). (a) The greyscale visualization image (contrast filter applied) with an isoscelese triangle
of base width W and angle ψ fit to the triangular air film. (b) Rendered image of the air film using
the edge-detection method described in text. In each visualization image, 140 pixels (number on axes)
corresponds with a distance of approximately 1 mm.
Using the procedure above, at least six distinct air films were analyzed to obtain
statistical samples of W for each glycerol/water solution that was visualized during this
study. Figure D.2 plots the distribution of air-film widths measured for three different
values of µ. Each data set resembles a normal distribution with a standard deviation
of less than 25%, which seems to be a reasonable uncertainty considering the somewhat
crude measurement method.
Image processing is also used to estimate the thickness hf of air films. In this case, a
sequence of frames is analyzed to capture air-film rupture, which releases a discrete film
of air that rapidly evolves into a spherical bubble. (See Section 7.4 for further discussion
of this event.) The mean air-film thickness hf is approximated by
hf =
πD3
6A
(D.1)
where A is the area of the ruptured air film and D is the resulting bubble diameter.
Image segmentation is achieved using the contrast filters and edge-detection algo-
rithms discussed above. Following this procedure, regions associated with the air domain
can be isolated in order to measure A and D in the case of the film and bubble, respec-
tively. Figures D.3 and D.4 demonstrate this procedure, where region “1” denotes the
initial air-film area and region “2” marks the resulting air bubble. The air-film height
hf is calculated by substituting the measurements for A and D into (D.1).
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Figure D.2: The distribution of air-film widths W for different liquid viscosities (µ values listed in
each panel) measured at Cacrit in the unconfined geometry (H → ∞). Refer to Figure D.1 for the
measurement technique.
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Figure D.3: Measurements associated with the calculation of air-film thickness hf for µ = 400 cP at
Cacrit in the unconfined geometry (H → ∞). In each image, 190 pixels (values on axes) corresponds
to approximately 1 mm.
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Figure D.4: The same procedure as shown above, only the air film is analyzed at approximately 1 ms
later than the image in Figure D.3.
Unfortunately, this measurement is fairly sensitive to the time (i.e., the frame) at
which the air-film area is analyzed. This is because the air film only remains relatively
flat and two dimensional at early times in the rupture process (Figure D.3). As rupture
proceeds, capillary forces cause the air pocket to become more compact and curved
(Figure D.4), resulting in higher mean thickness than would be present in the original air
film. For example, hf values differ by approximately a factor of two when comparing the
images in Figures D.3 and D.4 (the frames separated by approximately 1 ms). Values
of hf reported in Chapter 7 correspond to measurements made early in the rupture
sequence (similar to Figure D.3) since the air film remains nearly flat during these
times. The increase in hf at later times is accounted for in the reported uncertainty.
D.2 Hydrodynamic Model
This section explores the effect of liquid pressurization using a hydrodynamic model
for dynamic wetting that we have developed in a prior work [138]. A single geometry
is considered in which the air/liquid meniscus is confined to a gap H = 100 µm in a
parallel channel. Since this simplified geometry does not include the mask corner used
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Figure D.5: Schematic of the hydrodynamic model.
to experimentally pin the meniscus (refer to Figure 7.5), pressurization is controlled
with an imposed pressure gradients that is similar in form to a body force acting on
the liquid. Model predictions are compared against experimental data for an equivalent
gap with liquid viscosity µ = 600 cP.
The two-dimensional model system is illustrated in Figure D.5, where an impen-
etrable air/liquid interface with surface tension σ resides within a gap H between a
stationary plate (top) and a substrate (bottom) that moves at speed U . Since we con-
sider a confined interface (H = 100 µm), inertial effects are neglected, resulting in the
creeping-flow equations for the fluid velocities v and pressures p:
∇ · v = 0, ∇p = µ∇2v, (D.2)
where the fluid viscosity µ adopts values µliq and µair for the liquid and air, respectively.
Standard normal-stress, tangential-stress, and kinematic conditions are imposed at
the fluid interface y = h. Velocity and interface angle conditions are prescribed at the
static contact line (SCL) and the dynamic contact line (DCL). For simplicity, micro-
scopic contact angles are fixed to θmic = 90
o at both the SCL and the DCL. The no-slip
condition (v = 0) is assumed at the stationary plate, whereas a Navier-slip condition is
applied along the substrate with slip length lslip = 100 nm. The governing equations
are solved with the Galerkin finite element method (FEM) with elliptic mesh generation
[125]. A more complete description of the governing equations and numerical technique
can be found in Section 2.3.
Solutions to the model discussed above describe steady-state wetting in a parallel
channel, similar to the confinement system used experimentally (refer to Figure 7.5b).
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As discussed in Section 7.3.3, substrate drag is balanced by pressure Papp applied to
the liquid flow downstream from the meniscus. The applied pressure Papp can be used
to adjust the meniscus position along the substrate, but does not affect the interface
shape or wetting state. In order to hold meniscus position constant, Papp must increase
nearly linearly with Ca, similar to the experimental data plotted in Figure 7.9.
Pressurization effects arise from changes to the pressure gradients in the liquid
flow. Experimentally, pressure gradients can be influenced when the meniscus is pinned
against a corner as shown in Figure 7.5c. Since the corner obstructs meniscus motion,
changes to Papp affect the liquid flow and interface shape. In order to model pressur-
ization without considering this complicated domain geometry (refer Figure 7.5c) we
modify the x-component of (D.2) for the liquid:
∂p
∂x
= µliq
∂2u
∂y2
+
∆Papp
H
. (D.3)
Here, u is the x-component of the liquid velocity and ∆Papp represents an increase in the
applied liquid pressure (∆Papp ≥ 0). Similar to a body force, ∆Papp/H contributes a
constant pressure gradient in (D.3) that augments liquid pressures downstream from the
fluid interface. This effectively pressurizes the liquid flow while keeping the meniscus
position fixed, similar to that which is achieved with the cornered geometry in the
experimental system.
The onset of air entrainment is determined by tracing steady-state solution paths to
faster substrate speeds (larger capillary numbers Ca = µliqU/σ) until locating a turning
point at a critical capillary number Cacrit. Since two-dimensional steady states cease to
exist at higher speeds, Cacrit denotes the transition to unsteady or three-dimensional
flow, consistent with our experimental observations of air entrainment. Our prior work
contains details about solution paths and flow fields predicted from the hydrodynamic
model [157].
Similar to our experimental findings, the model shows that liquid pressurization de-
lays air entrainment to faster substrate speeds. As plotted in Figure D.6a, the model
predicts that the critical capillary number increases by a percentage ∆Cacrit that grows
with ∆Papp. Direct comparison with experimental data is challenging since we do not
model the identical system geometry. Specifically, the value of the applied liquid pres-
sure Papp depends on the domain shape and the location of the measurement. (Recall
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Figure D.6: Comparison of pressurization effects from model predictions and experimental measure-
ments. (a) Model predictions for the percent change in the critical speed as a function of ∆Papp in
(D.3). Inset : Interface profiles at Cacrit for ∆Papp =0 kPa, 0.7 kPa, 7 kPa, and 70 kPa. (b) Compar-
ison with experimental measurements (open symbols) of the change in critical speed at various Papp.
Note that the model prediction (line) is simply taken from panel (a) using Papp = ∆Papp + p0, where
p0 ≈ 2 kPa, as described in the text. Parameters for experimental system: H = 100 µm, µliq = 600 cP,
σ = 65 mN/m; model parameters: H = 100 µm, µliq = 1 cP, σ = 70 mN/m, and lslip = 100 nm. (See
Sections 1.2.3 and 2.1 for description of the slip length lslip used in the model.)
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that in the experimental system Papp is measured in the liquid reservoir, outside of
the confinement channel.) As an approximation, the applied liquid pressure can be
computed from the model with the value of a pressure datum p0 that is fitted to the
experimental data, such that Papp = ∆Papp+ p0. Figure D.6b shows that model predic-
tions qualitatively match the trend of experimental results when p0 ≈ 2 kPa. Here, p0
is selected to match the experimental value of Papp needed to position the meniscus at
the corner during the first signs of wetting failure (corresponding to Cacrit ≈ 1.12 and
∆Cacrit ≈ 0). Any further increase in Papp pressurizes the liquid (∆Papp > 0), leading
to higher critical speeds, in agreement with the model predictions.
Furthermore, the hydrodynamic model predicts that liquid pressurization shortens
the meniscus, qualitatively matching experimental visualizations (e.g. Figure 7.16). The
inset of Figure D.6a illustrates that the interface length decreases by nearly an order of
magnitude when ∆Papp increases to 70 kPa. This change in scale roughly approximates
the effect of pressurization on the size of triangular air films that are experimentally
observed at the onset of wetting failure (see Figure 7.10 in Chapter 7).
